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1. Introduction

“At the moment, we have no integrative general-equilibrium (monetary)
model of international portfolio choice, although we need one.”

Obstfeld (2004)

More than a decade later, the international portfolio choice problem remains a long-
standing open issue in international finance to which the literature only provides a piecemeal
answer. My first contribution in this paper is to characterize the global solution to the
international portfolio choice problem in full generality. The framework is a well-suited
building block towards several applications and extensions. My second contribution focuses
on one of them and shows that the model can be used to capture a number of stylized facts
about the structure and dynamics of the international financial system, and of asset returns
in that context.

The main economic message from the first contribution is that the allocation of wealth
across investors matters in a general international portfolio choice setting. This finding
resonates with an emerging theme in the broader economic literature that has recently em-
phasized the role of the wealth distribution in determining economic outcomes in macroeco-
nomics (e.g. Brunnermeier and Sannikov, 2014, Kaplan et al., 2018), finance (e.g. Gomez,
2017, Lettau et al., 2019, Greenwald et al., 2020), and economics more generally (e.g. Piketty
and Zucman, 2014). In other words, “capital is back” in this setting too: the allocation of
wealth across international investors has a prime role in driving asset prices, portfolios, and
risk sharing, an aspect that had received little emphasis thus far.

To derive this result, I adapt recent advances in multi-agent continuous-time asset pricing
models to a two-country, two-good economy in which investors have recursive preferences
and a bias in consumption towards their local good. This allows me to overcome two main
limitations in the international portfolio choice literature.

First, while a majority of contributions rely on special cases to facilitate the resolution,
I allow for general recursive preferences and an arbitrary degree of substitutability across
goods. The former matters because (i) recursive preferences are not log so that investors
are not myopic and their portfolios feature hedging demands that have a prime role in this
international context, and (ii) recursive preferences are not constant relative risk aversion
(CRRA), which leads the allocation of wealth across investors to become a state variable
in its own right that has an important impact beyond current fundamentals.1 An arbitrary
degree of substitutability across goods ensures, by moving away from the case of unitary
elasticity of substitution, that asset returns are not perfectly correlated so that the portfolio

1Specifically, recursive preferences break the link between the elasticity of intertemporal substitution and
the inverse of risk aversion. They also help in generating quantitatively more plausible risk premia while
maintaining a reasonable risk-free rate. Hedging terms are absent more generally as long as the risk
aversion is equal to one.
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choice between them is well-defined.2 Throughout, the generality of the specification allows
to study the impact of a number of important dimensions of preferences.

Second, while most contributions have relied on low-order local approximations, I solve
the model using a global solution method. This makes it possible to fully trace out the
evolution of economic variables with the state of the economy, in sharp contrast to local
methods that mostly capture evolutions in a small neighborhood of a specific state.3 This
innovation is particularly valuable in situations such as here in which economic outcomes turn
out to be strongly state-dependent, and in which policy functions can be very non-linear as a
result of heterogeneity, or imperfect risk sharing. In addition, because increasing the order of
approximation is notoriously cumbersome for the type of local methods that have been used
in the literature, most contributions have focused on so-called zero-order (i.e. steady-state)
portfolios. Such portfolios, which are constant, are silent on any time variation in investors’
positions. Instead, the global method in this paper naturally captures their dynamics, an
aspect that is not innocuous: like other outcomes, portfolios are inherently time-varying.
For instance, the bias in portfolio holdings towards the home or foreign asset that emerges
in equilibrium is strongly reinforced as the wealth share of an investor decreases, and the
relative portfolio weights of different assets also vary substantially with the relative supply
of goods in the world economy.

More generally, I augment the framework in a number of ways, e.g. by introducing
labor income as a constant share of output, imperfect financial integration, or asymmetries
in preferences, which allow me to analyze the international portfolio choice problem in a
variety of contexts. This is made possible in part by the fact that throughout, I solve for
the decentralized equilibrium to the economy so that I am able to study cases in which the
standard planner solution (that have been popular in the literature) cannot be used.

The allocation of wealth impacts the economy in two ways.
Its first role is that of a state variable in its own right, beyond current fundamentals,

which captures the average international investor. The profile of this average investor varies
significantly depending on which international investor owns a larger share of world wealth,
so that the allocation of wealth directly impacts asset prices, portfolios, and other economic
outcomes. Specifically, because the domestic investor has a preference towards the local
good, an increase in her wealth share puts upward pressure on the price of the domestic

2The case of unitary elasticity of substitution across goods has received considerable attention in the
literature since the seminal contribution of Cole and Obstfeld (1991). For instance, it is assumed in
Pavlova and Rigobon (2007, 2008, 2010), Colacito and Croce (2011, 2013), Maggiori (2017), and Colacito
et al. (2018), among others.

3Under a set of assumptions, local methods could be used to study an economy further in the state space, cf.
for instance Mertens and Judd (2018). However, such methods remain difficult to use in an international
portfolio context due to the portfolio indeterminacy that arises in the corresponding deterministic econ-
omy. More generally, defining the state around which to approximate the equilibrium is also non-trivial.
The literature has focused on using the symmetric economy as an approximation point, but this might
not be a well-defined steady state in an international context in particular in the presence of imperfect
risk sharing, incomplete markets, and non-stationarity. The global method in this paper circumvents all
those difficulties naturally.
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good, so that the returns on the domestic asset, which pays in that good, increase.4 In
turn, the effect on risk premia is reflected on portfolios: as the wealth share of an investor
increases, the bias in their equity holdings towards the domestic or foreign asset that obtains
in equilibrium diminishes. Those effects are large, with investors strongly tilting their port-
folios when their wealth share is small, but converging towards holding the market portfolio
when they dominate world wealth. This stands in sharp contrast to the portfolios that have
been the main focus of the literature, which are constant and computed solely at the point
in which both investors own equal wealth.

Where does the bias in portfolio holdings come from? Because preferences are not log,
investors tilt their portfolios to hedge against risks in the economy.5 To start with funda-
mentals, the hedging of shocks to relative supply leads both investors to prefer assets whose
returns are large when their preferred good is rare, given that their marginal value of wealth
is high in such circumstances. When goods are good enough substitutes, the foreign asset
pays more when the relative supply of the domestic good is small, because this means that
the relative supply of the foreign good is large. This leads to a foreign bias in equity holdings
for both investors as the foreign asset returns are large when their respective marginal value
of wealth is high. On the other hand, when goods are poor substitutes, the impact on goods
prices of consumer demand is such that an asset pays more when the relative supply of the
other good is large. This therefore results in a home bias in equity holdings. Due to the fact
that relative prices such as the exchange rate are strongly related to relative supply, those
findings are consistent in this more general framework with the hedging of real exchange
rate risk that has been the focus in the literature. Importantly, because standard estimates
of the elasticity of substitution between goods puts us in the former case, turning the coun-
terfactual foreign bias that obtains into a home bias in equity holdings like in the data, will
rely on the introduction of another plausible channel, imperfect financial integration, that I
discuss below.6

What about the allocation of wealth? Because it impacts relative prices and asset re-
turns, wealth share risk is also hedged by international investors. Under perfect risk sharing,
this turns out to reinforce the bias in portfolio holdings towards the domestic or foreign
asset discussed above. This owns to (i) the negative relationship that obtains in equilibrium
between wealth share and relative supply, and (ii) the fact that the relative marginal value
of wealth of an investor tends to increase with their wealth share.7 (i) emerges regardless of

4This is so as long as goods are good enough substitutes, as discussed below.
5Hedging terms are absent more generally as long as the risk aversion is equal to one.
6The hedging of real exchange risk has a long history in the international portfolio choice literature. Cf.

Coeurdacier (2009) for a recent take, and Obstfeld (2007) and Coeurdacier and Rey (2013) for surveys.
I discuss it in more detail in Section 3.4. Coeurdacier and Rey (2013) also summarize recent empirical
findings on the home bias in equity holdings. The impact of the elasticity of substitution is discussed at
length throughout Section 3 but modern estimations such as those in Imbs and Méjean (2015) and in the
international trade literature put it firmly in the case of goods being good substitutes.

7(ii) comes from the fact that as the wealth share of an investor increases, the impact of that investor on
relative prices grows and the price of its preferred good increases, which makes them relatively worse-
off. Intuitively, this is also consistent with this investor growing more dominant in world wealth so that
diversifying risks with the other, increasingly small, investor is more difficult.
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good substitutability because an investor allocates more wealth to the asset – domestic or
foreign – whose returns are large when the physical supply of their preferred good is low. As
a result, a shock that tends to improve the relative supply of their preferred good necessarily
leads their preferred asset to do poorly, so that their share of wealth decreases. But because
in consequence their marginal value of wealth also decreases in the wealth share dimension,
an investor values the asset that pays in those conditions even less and therefore overweights
its already preferred asset further. In short: the hedging of wealth share risk reinforces the
bias in portfolio holdings under perfect risk sharing.

Quantitatively, the impact of the allocation of wealth remains modest in a symmetric
baseline under perfect risk sharing with the wealth share evolving in a narrow band around
a broad direction given by fundamentals. However, this impact grows tremendously as soon
as markets become imperfectly integrated, and as investors become more heterogeneous. In
both cases, the role of the allocation of wealth for asset prices, portfolios, and other economic
outcomes, can be on par with or surpass that of fundamentals captured by the relative sup-
ply.

Introducing imperfectly integrated markets in this economy is particularly relevant be-
cause investing internationally comes with a number of frictions – be they legal, technical,
informational, or otherwise. I capture those frictions in a parsimonious way as a tax on
foreign dividends, generalizing Bhamra et al. (2014).8 The formulation allows me to study
the effect of a range of financial integration degrees without having to take a specific stance
on the source of the underlying imperfections.

By making the foreign asset less attractive, due to the direct required payment of the
tax as well as a modest general equilibrium effect, imperfect financial integration can rapidly
overcome the foreign bias in equity holdings that obtains in the baseline and deliver a home
bias in equity holdings in line with empirical observations. When this happens, the impact of
the allocation of wealth is also strongly reinforced, consistent with the fact that risk sharing
becomes imperfect so that insuring against risks in the economy becomes more difficult for
investors.9 The allocation of wealth has a larger direct effect as a state variable, but the
impact is also visible in terms of hedging demands: insuring against shocks to their wealth
share becomes as important a driver of investors’ portfolios as the hedging of fundamentals.
In addition, the hedging of wealth share risk now contributes to obtaining a home bias in
equity holdings, in contrast to the baseline in which it reinforced the foreign bias coming
from fundamentals. This occurs because of the overpowering effect of imperfect financial
integration on risk premia, which makes the local asset more attractive and therefore on

8Cf. also the seminal contribution of Basak and Gallmeyer (2003), who study a dynamic asset pricing
model with asymmetric dividend taxation and a unique risky asset in a one-country one-good setting. As
shown in Gârleanu et al. (2020), models with investment taxes constitute an equivalent, but substantially
simpler, way to capture a rich set of impediments to financial trade. As such, the tax is meant to capture
not only actual differential tax treatments or transaction costs for investment across countries, but more
generally any friction that prevent investors from freely participating in foreign markets.

9Imperfect risk sharing arises because the tax makes the opportunity sets of the two investors different so
that their stochastic discount factors are no longer perfectly correlated. Another consequence is that the
standard planner solution that has been popular in the literature can no longer be used.
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average more prevalent in the local portfolio. This in turn yields a switch in the equilibrium
relationship between wealth share and relative supply: a shock that increases local relative
supply also leads the local asset to do well, and therefore the local wealth share to increase.
As a result, the hedging of wealth risk flips sign and contributes positively to obtaining a
home bias in equity holdings.10

Importantly, the calibration of preferences has a substantial effect on the ultimate po-
tency of imperfect financial integration, with the elasticity of intertemporal substitution
taking center stage. When this elasticity is low, modest taxes on the order of τ “ 7 to 10%
are enough to deliver a home bias in equity holdings like in the data, qualitatively throughout
the state space, and quantitatively in at least some regions of it.11 When the elasticity is high
however, and even though the same mechanisms are at play, the effects are much more muted
and for reasonable taxes, a foreign bias in equity holdings remains.12 This additional novel
result arises because the dividend yields on the two equity assets, which are the ultimate
driver of the effect of the tax on returns, are significantly smaller in magnitude in this case.
Economically, it reflects the fact that the elasticity of intertemporal substitution has a large
impact on the extent of trading in the risk-free bond, which was unused under perfect risk
sharing but becomes important with imperfect integration, as well as on the diversification
benefits provided by the two equity assets that vary a lot both with parameters and with
the state of the economy.

Taken together, those results confirm but qualify the findings in Bhamra et al. (2014)
in this general setting with non-log preferences and home bias in consumption: imperfectly
integrated markets can deliver portfolios consistent with the data provided that the elastic-
ity of intertemporal substitution is moderate. From the perspective of the main application
below, a realistic home bias in equity holdings will therefore be generated by combining a
moderate elasticity of intertemporal substitution with modest taxes on foreign dividends.

The heterogeneity of investors is another factor that has a sizable effect on the equi-
librium. This is visible even in a symmetric baseline calibration: as the degree of home
bias in consumption increases, the fundamental level of heterogeneity between investors also
increases. As a result, the quantitative impact of the allocation of wealth across those –
now more different – investors grows. For instance, the hedging of wealth share risk becomes
once again on par with that of fundamentals. The same observation is true when introducing
labor income, which can strongly reinforces the bias in portfolio holdings.13 Heterogeneity

10This switch also has long-term consequences in terms of which investor survives in the long run. In
addition, the dispersion of the wealth share in equilibrium increases with imperfect risk sharing so that
the quantitative effect of the wealth share is larger.

11E.g. the home bias can be made consistent with empirical measures reported in Coeurdacier and Rey
(2013) around the symmetric point in the state space. Importantly, portfolios remain inherently state-
dependent.

12Generating a home bias consistent with empirical observations requires implausible taxes as high as τ “
75% or 90%.

13In the spirit of Baxter and Jermann (1997), labor income tends to lead to a foreign bias in equity holdings in
this setting because it is modeled as a constant share of the output of each tree. More general specification
such as a time-varying share in the spirit of Coeurdacier and Gourinchas (2016) or idiosyncratic labor
income risk as in Kaplan et al. (2018) are interesting avenues for further exploration.
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in the form of asymmetric preferences is also especially potent, in particular in terms of its
effect on risk premia, and is explored in detail in the main application below.

To summarize this first contribution, the impact of the wealth share grows markedly with
the degree of imperfect financial integration, and the degree of investor heterogeneity, to the
point where it can come to be on par with or surpass the effect of fundamentals on portfolios,
asset prices, and other economic outcomes. This reiterates the main message: capital is back
in this international economy too!14 On a more theoretical note, the results emphasize both
the strong state-dependence of most economic variables in this environment, and the vital
impact of the calibration of preferences. This makes the novel framework presented in this
paper, which is based on a global solution method and allows for general recursive preferences
including asymmetries, particularly suited to study this economy.

Because of its generality, the framework in this paper represents a versatile building block
towards several applications and extensions. My second contribution focuses on one main
application, in which I show that the model can reproduce a number of stylized facts about
the structure and dynamics of the international financial system, and in particular the role
of the United States, and of asset returns in this context.15

The domestic country is now taken to represent the United States, the country at the
center of the international financial system, and its representative investor is assumed to
display a higher tolerance for risk. This assumption, in the spirit of Caballero et al. (2008),
Gourinchas et al. (2017), and Maggiori (2017), is meant to capture the greater development
and depth of U.S. financial markets in the general context of this paper. Like in Gourinchas
et al. (2017), and Maggiori (2017), by making the country as a whole better able and willing
to carry financial risk in the world economy, this asymmetry naturally replicates its average
external position (Fact 1, Gourinchas and Rey, 2007b): the United States plays the role of the
world banker, by borrowing in safe securities from the rest of the world, and investing in risky
assets internationally. This large negative net foreign asset position is associated with higher
excess returns on the external balance sheet of the country on average, given the higher share
of risky assets that pay more in expectation: this is the exorbitant privilege of the world
banker (Fact 2, Gourinchas et al., 2017). Importantly, the economy also still features two
meaningfully different equity assets and a modest degree of imperfect financial integration
delivers a home bias in equity holdings broadly consistent with empirical observations (Fact
4, Coeurdacier and Rey, 2013).

The framework does not only replicate facts about external portfolios on average however,
and the asymmetry in risk tolerance yields a number of predictions about the dynamics of
the international financial system that are strongly borne out in the data. As a crisis hits, the
center country is impacted particularly severely due to its high allocation to risky assets, so

14These results are also reminiscent of recent findings in the price impact literature, in which quantities,
represented here by the portfolios held by each investor and captured in aggregate by the wealth share,
strongly impact asset prices and risk compensations. Contributions in this spirit include Kouri (1982),
Jeanne and Rose (2002), Hau and Rey (2006), and more recently Gabaix and Maggiori (2015), Camanho
et al. (2018), Gabaix and Koijen (2020), and Koijen and Yogo (2020).

15For an overview and additional references, those facts are summarized in Section 4.1.
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that it transfers a large amount of wealth to the rest of the world. This exorbitant duty is the
flip side of its exorbitant privilege in normal times: the United States must become the world
insurer in times of trouble (Fact 3, Gourinchas et al., 2017). In addition, by worsening the
wealth position of the risk-tolerant world banker, the shock leads to a sharp increase in global
risk aversion, which in turn pushes up all risk premia and Sharpe ratios worldwide. These
two markers are reminiscent of some aspects of the Global Financial Cycle (Fact 5, Rey,
2013, Miranda-Agrippino and Rey, 2020), for which a general equilibrium exploration had
remained elusive. Those patterns are representative of the type of global risk-off scenarios
that typically occur in times of global crisis such as most recently in the Great Recession of
2008 or the Global Pandemic of 2020.

In addition, the model allows to study the evolution of portfolios as a response to those
shocks, and can shed light on the process of external adjustment of the center country. For
the latter, while its net foreign asset position strongly deteriorates following the shock, the
sharp increase in risk premia that occurs simultaneously highlights the role of valuation
effects as proposed in Gourinchas and Rey (2007a) in this situation: the higher expected
returns on its global portfolio ease some of the pressure on the domestic country to balance
its external position in the short term. This negative relationship between net foreign asset
position and expected risk premia therefore replicates the type of predictability relationship
between the two documented in Gourinchas and Rey (2007a), and extended to more recent
data in Gourinchas et al. (2019) (Fact 6).16

From an asset pricing perspective, the model speaks to a number of facts about asset
returns dynamics in this international environment. Namely, risk premia, Sharpe ratios –
and to some extent volatilities and correlations in a relevant region of the state space – are
all countercyclical in the sense that they increase following the shock, consistent with a wide
range of evidence notably for the United States (Fact 7, Lettau and Ludvigson, 2010, among
others). Those patterns are the reflection of the type of dynamics emerging in asset pricing
settings with heterogeneous agents (e.g. Weinbaum, 2009), in an economy in which there are
also two goods, two assets, and a home bias in consumption. Importantly, those patterns
are driven for a large part not by changes in the quantity of risk but by the evolution of
the compensation for risk, captured here by the time-varying global risk aversion. This is
in line with a large literature that has seen changes in the price of risk emerge as a crucial
explanation behind asset return predictability more generally.

Another value of studying those questions in the general framework of this paper is
that it allows to perform a number of counterfactual exercises. For instance, I show that
a mild decrease in the frictions in international markets can generate the secular decrease
in home bias that has been documented in recent decades (Fact 4, Coeurdacier and Rey,
2013), as well as some of the increase in the financial synchronization that has been observed
throughout the world over a long-time horizon but particularly in the last three decades
(Fact 8, Jordà et al., 2019). A re-interpretation of the model at a lower frequency could

16In the long run, the higher share of risky assets in the domestic portfolio also leads the domestic country
to grow in world wealth and its net foreign asset position to become positive. This further alleviates the
burden on the necessity of short-term adjustment in times of crisis, and allows the country to run a more
negative net foreign asset position for a while.
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also be used to make sense of the secular decline in interest rate that has been observed
worldwide, provided that the wealth share of the domestic risk-tolerant country decreases
in the long run (Fact 9, Caballero et al., 2008, Hall, 2016). Finally, changes in the tax on
foreign dividends, potentially asymmetric, could also be used to study the impact on global
asset prices, portfolios, and risk sharing, of macroprudential policies aimed at curbing sudden
international capital flows.

In summary of this second contribution, a seemingly small change in the specification
of the model – the introduction of asymmetries in risk tolerance – generates a vast number
of facts about the structure and dynamics of the international financial system and of asset
returns, which are strongly borne out in the data. The model is also a well-suited building
block for many potential extensions. The most promising among them are related to the
introduction in an international setting of financial intermediaries of the type that has been
discussed in the recent intermediary asset pricing literature e.g. in Dańıelsson et al. (2012),
He and Krishnamurthy (2013), Adrian and Shin (2014), or Adrian and Boyarchenko (2015).
Illustrations are briefly discussed in Section 4.5 and Appendix E, for instance with the
inclusion of a global asset manager (Sauzet, 2020a). From the perspective of extensions,
solving for the decentralized equilibrium of this economy like I do in this paper will prove
particularly valuable: the framework is readily set to tackle a wide range of market structures
beyond imperfect risk sharing. In addition, the implementation of those extensions will likely
require higher-dimensional methods such as the “projection methods via neural networks”
being developed in Sauzet (2020c). I leave all these promising avenues for future research.

Related literature

This paper contributes to two main strands of literature.

First, I contribute to the literature on multi-agent asset pricing models, which has a
long and distinguished history since the seminal contributions of Dumas (1989, 1992), Wang
(1996), Basak and Cuoco (1998), Chan and Kogan (2002), and more recently Brunnermeier
and Pedersen (2009), Weinbaum (2009), Brunnermeier and Sannikov (2014), Gârleanu and
Pedersen (2011), Chabakauri (2013), Gârleanu and Panageas (2015), Drechsler et al. (2018).
This literature is also related to the modern literature on heterogeneous agents in closed-
economy macroeconomics such as Kaplan et al. (2018). To those contributions, I bring
two goods, two assets, two countries, as well as a home bias in consumption. The home
bias in consumption is particularly important because it introduces a fundamental level
of heterogeneity between investors even absent asymmetries, and is responsible for most
mechanisms in the economy including the rise of a substantial bias in portfolio holdings
through hedging demands, the shape and comovement of risk premia, and a well-defined
exchange rate. As such, this is one of the main differences with the international model
of Brunnermeier and Sannikov (2015, 2019). Having two assets also relates my paper to
contributions with multiple securities but one agent e.g. Cochrane et al. (2008), Martin
(2013).
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Most related to my contribution are those of Pavlova and Rigobon (2007, 2008, 2010)
and Stathopoulos (2017), who study a pure exchange economy similar to mine, but in which
preferences are log and the elasticity of intertemporal substitution across goods is equal to
one. The combination of those assumptions leads the allocation of wealth to be constant,
equity assets to be perfectly correlated in the absence of demand shocks, and hedging de-
mands to be absent due to myopic portfolios. All three are important dimensions that arise
in my framework once I allow for general recursive preferences and an arbitrary elasticity of
substitution between goods. I therefore see my contribution has the natural continuation of
this earlier research effort.

Breaking those limitations does not come without a cost however, and solving the model
requires a whole new set of methods compared to those papers. In particular, the resolu-
tion of my framework is based on global projection methods, as presented in Judd (1992,
1998), the NBER Summer SI Lecture by Fernández-Villaverde and Christiano (2011), or
Parra-Alvarez (2018), and as applied to multi-agent models for instance in Drechsler et al.
(2018), Fang (2019), or Kargar (2019). The approximation is based on Chebyshev polynomi-
als and orthogonal collocation, although in concurrent work, I am also developing a natural
extension based on neural networks (Sauzet, 2020c, cf. Section 4.5).17

In addition, I also introduce asymmetries in preferences, labor income in the form of a
constant share of output as in Baxter and Jermann (1997), and most importantly, imperfect
financial integration. The latter is captured in a parsimonious way as a tax on foreign
dividends by generalizing Bhamra et al. (2014) to a non-log environment that also features
home bias, and following the seminal contribution of Basak and Gallmeyer (2003) who study
a dynamic asset pricing model with asymmetric dividend taxation and a unique risky asset
in a one-country one-good setting. Compared to Bhamra et al. (2014), the introduction of
general preferences makes a significant difference: imperfect risk sharing has a large impact
provided that the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is modest, a novel insight. In
addition, I use a global solution instead of relying on local approximations, and am able to
study the effect on the exchange rate and of hedging terms. Theoretically, the use of a tax
to capture a wide range of frictions is related to the work of Gârleanu et al. (2020), who
show that models with investment taxes constitute an equivalent, but substantially simpler,
way to capture a rich set of impediments to financial trade.

Other related papers include Cass and Pavlova (2004), Brandt et al. (2006), Martin
(2011), and Maggiori (2017) that I discuss below, as well as Fang (2019) who focuses on
a small open economy in which the rest of the world is taken as exogenous and in which
investors do not have symmetric home bias. On the theoretical front, my paper is also
related to contributions introducing recursive preferences in continuous-time e.g. Duffie and
Epstein (1992), and contributions focusing on the existence and uniqueness of equilibria
in the presence of multiple agents, and possibly multiple goods and incomplete markets
e.g. Polemarchakis (1988), Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis (1986), Geanakoplos and Mas-

17I solve for the decentralized economy throughout, but the method of Dumas et al. (2000), based on a
planner, could also be used in cases in which risk sharing is perfect.
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Colell (1989), Geanakoplos (1990),Duffie et al. (1994), Berrada et al. (2007), Anderson and
Raimondo (2008), Hugonnier et al. (2012), Ehling and Heyerdahl-Larsen (2015).

Second, I contribute to the literature on the international portfolio problem. Specifically,
the advances presented above allow me to characterize the general and global solution to
the international portfolio choice problem, a long-standing issue in this literature since the
seminar contributions of Stulz (1983), Dumas (1989, 1992), Cole and Obstfeld (1991), Baxter
and Jermann (1997), Baxter et al. (1998), Obstfeld and Rogoff (2001), Obstfeld (2004),
among many others. Obstfeld (2007) and Coeurdacier and Rey (2013) provide surveys.

To a large part of the more recent literature on the topic, such as Corsetti et al. (2008),
Tille and van Wincoop (2010), Coeurdacier (2009), Devereux and Sutherland (2011), Evans
and Hnatkovska (2012), Coeurdacier and Rey (2013), Coeurdacier and Gourinchas (2016),
I bring (i) a solution that is global and does not rely on approximations. This allows to
complete the picture and trace out the evolution of economic outcomes as we move away
from the point of approximation (typically the symmetric point), which proves important in
this context where variables are strongly state-dependent and potentially non-linear. I also
bring (ii) general preferences, which allow to move away from special cases and study all
situations under a unified framework (cf. also the discussion above of Pavlova and Rigobon,
2007, 2008, 2010, Stathopoulos, 2017). Compared to the limited number of contributions that
have relied on global methods in similar settings e.g. Kubler and Schmedders (2003) (one
country), Stepanchuk and Tsyrennikov (2015) (one good) Rabitsch et al. (2015), Coeurdacier
et al. (2020) (one good), I bring (iii) continuous-time methods, which make it possible to
study portfolio drivers, in particular hedging demands, asset prices and their conditional first
and second moments, as well as the determinants of wealth and state variable dynamics, in
ways that are inaccessible in a discrete-time formulation and therefore make continuous-time
the natural tool of choice to study this type of questions. Finally (iv), to all, in addition
to labor income as in Baxter and Jermann (1997) and asymmetries in preferences, I bring
imperfect financial integration, which is an important topic in international finance but had
not been studied thus far in a general international portfolio choice context.18

My contribution is also related to those of Colacito and Croce (2011, 2013), and Colacito
et al. (2018), who introduce recursive preferences in an international context. Compared
to those, output does not feature long-run risk dynamics. Instead, I bring in an arbitrary
elasticity of substitution across goods, which makes the two equity assets no longer perfectly
correlated so that the portfolio choice is no longer indeterminate in my context. More
generally, I bring (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) above to that economy.

Finally, the main application in this paper is in the spirit of Gourinchas and Rey (2007a,b),
Caballero et al. (2008), Gourinchas et al. (2017), and Maggiori (2017) that I bring to the
general international portfolio choice context of my framework. Papers related to the facts

18More general specification of labor such as a time-varying share in the spirit of Coeurdacier and Gourinchas
(2016) or idiosyncratic labor income risk as in Kaplan et al. (2018) are interesting avenues for further
exploration.
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that this specialization of the model replicates were discussed previously, and are also men-
tioned in Section 4.1 with a summary of the stylized facts. Compared to Maggiori (2017)
in particular, one main difference is the presence of recursive preferences compared to log,
which ensures that the wealth share across international investors is not constant even in the
absence of bankers, and that portfolios feature hedging demands that are crucial to study
biases in equity holdings. In addition, the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is not
equal to one, so that the returns on the two equity assets are not perfectly correlated and
the portfolio choice is not indeterminate. I also introduce (iv) labor income, asymmetries,
and imperfect risk sharing.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the set-up of the economy, and
introduces the two state variables that drive economic mechanisms: the wealth share of the
domestic investor, and the relative supply of the two goods, i.e. fundamentals. Section 3
characterizes the solution to the model both theoretically, and by presenting the resulting
equilibrium variables. It discusses in particular the role of the wealth share and how it
grows as markets become less perfectly integrated, and agents become more heterogeneous.
Section 4 presents the main application of the framework to modeling the international
financial system, as well as possible extensions. Section 5 concludes. Additional material is
provided in Appendix.

2. The Economy

This section presents the theoretical set-up. I introduce a pure-exchange economy with
two countries, domestic and foreign (˚), and two goods. Each country is populated by a
representative investor with recursive preferences and whose consumption is biased towards
the local good. I show that the equilibrium can be characterized as a function of two state
variables: the wealth share of the domestic investor, xt, and the relative supply of the two
goods, yt. The former captures the allocation of wealth between the two countries, and
therefore the identity of the average investor in the world economy, while the latter captures
fundamentals. The set-up is summarized in Figure F.1 in Appendix. Appendix A gathers
additional results that are omitted in the main text.

Time is continuous and the horizon is infinite, t P r0,8q. Uncertainty is represented

by a probability space pΩ,F ,F, P q supporting a two-dimensional Brownian motion ~Z ”

pZ,Z˚qT P R2. The filtration F “ pFtqtPr0,8q is the usual augmentation of the filtration
generated by the Brownian motions, and F ” F8.
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2.1. Endowments, prices, assets

Each country hosts a tree, à la Lucas (1978), which produces a differentiated good with its
own price. The output of each tree follows a geometric Brownian motion

dYt
Yt

“ µY dt` σ
T
Y d~Zt (1)

dY ˚t
Y ˚t

“ µ˚Y dt` σ
˚T
Y d~Zt

The price of the domestic and foreign goods are pt, p
˚
t . The terms of trade is qt ” p˚t {pt,

defined as is standard so that an increase in qt corresponds to a worsening of the terms of
trade. The real exchange rate is Et ” P ˚t {Pt, defined as is standard so that an increase in Et
corresponds to a depreciation. Pt, P

˚
t are the prices of the domestic and foreign consumption

baskets discussed below. All prices are defined with respect to a global numéraire taken to
be a CES-basket with weight a on the local good.19

Both trees are traded as equity assets, with returns given by

dRt “
dQt

Qt

`
ptYt
Qt

dt “
d pptYt{Ftq

ptYt{Ft
` Ftdt ” µR,tdt` σ

T
R,td

~Zt (2)

dR˚t “
dQ˚t
Q˚t

`
p˚t Y

˚
t

Q˚t
dt “

d pp˚t Y
˚
t {F

˚
t q

p˚t Y
˚
t {F

˚
t

` F ˚t dt ” µR˚,tdt` σ
T
R˚,td~Zt

where Qt, Q
˚
t are the equity prices, and Ft ” ptYt{Qt, F

˚
t ” p˚t Y

˚
t {Q

˚
t are the dividend yields,

for the domestic and foreign assets. Drifts µR,t, µR˚,t, which measure conditional expected re-
turns, and diffusion terms σR,t, σR˚,t, which measure the loadings on the shocks and therefore
the conditional volatilities, are obtained from Itô’s Lemma and given in Appendix A.2.

The supply of each equity asset is normalized to unity, and there also exists an interna-
tional bond in net zero supply, which is locally riskless in units of the numéraire. Its price
is Bt, and the corresponding instantaneous interest rate is rt, so that dBt{Bt “ rtdt.

2.2. Preferences

The representative investor of each country has recursive preferences over consumption à
la Duffie and Epstein (1992). This is in contrast to a large part of the literature that
focuses on log or constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) utility. The former has the clear
drawback that investors are myopic so that state variables are not hedged, and have therefore
a limited impact on portfolios, asset prices, and other quantities of interest.20 Contrary to the

19Specifically, I normalize
“

ap1´θt ` p1´ aqp˚1´θt

‰1{p1´θq
to unity.

20Hedging terms are absent more generally as long as the risk aversion is equal to one.
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CRRA case, recursive preferences also allow to disentangle the risk aversion and elasticity
of substitution of each investor, which is important to get closer to matching empirical
moments. For the domestic investor, preferences are given by

Vt “ max
tCh,u,Cf,u,wh,u,wf,uu

8
u“t

Et
„
ż 8

t

f pCu, Vuq du



(3)

fpC, V q ”

ˆ

1´ γ

1´ 1{ψ

˙

V

»

–

˜

C

rp1´ γqV s1{p1´γq

¸1´1{ψ

´ ρ

fi

fl

where γ is the coefficient of relative risk aversion, ψ ‰ 1{γ the elasticity of intertemporal
substitution, and ρ is the discount rate.

The consumption basket of each investor is composed of the two goods, which are com-
bined according to an aggregator with constant elasticity of substitution θ, and is biased
towards their own local good

Ct “
”

α
1
θC

θ´1
θ

h,t ` p1´ αq
1
θC

θ´1
θ

f,t

ı

θ
θ´1

(4)

Two characteristics of the consumption baskets are noteworthy.

First, the elasticity of intertemporal substitution θ is in general not equal to unity. Due to
its specificity, the case with θ “ 1, in which Ct collapses to a Cobb-Douglas aggregator, has
received considerable attention in the literature since the seminal contribution of Cole and
Obstfeld (1991).21 In this case and under some conditions, the Pareto optimal equilibrium
that would obtain under complete markets can in fact be attained under financial autarky.
This is so because under this specification, the relative price of goods moves just enough to
offset changes in their relative supply so that investors are perfectly insured against shocks
in the economy. As a result, trade in asset is not required to reach perfect risk sharing.
Another consequence is that the payoffs of the two equity assets are perfectly correlated, so
that the portfolio choice of international investors is indeterminate.22 Further, an economy
with unit elasticity of substitution across goods satisfy the conditions of the no-trade theorem
in Berrada et al. (2007), so that there is no trade in equilibrium, resulting in no realistic
international capital flows and no nontrivial portfolio rebalancing. Taken together, those
reasons make this case clearly peculiar, and I instead focus on the more general environment
in which θ ‰ 1, which has received less attention.

Second, the home bias in consumption, captured by parameter α ą 1
2
, is not only realistic

and well-established, but also turns out to be the core driver of economic outcomes in the

21For instance, θ “ 1 in Pavlova and Rigobon (2007, 2008, 2010), Colacito et al. (2018), Maggiori (2017),
or Colacito et al. (2018), among others.

22I discuss this case in more detail throughout Section 3. Interestingly, another consequence of the equity
assets being perfectly correlated is that markets are technically dynamically incomplete when the investors
can only trade the two equity assets and a bond, as discussed in Ehling and Heyerdahl-Larsen (2015).
Despite this fact, investors are perfectly insured via changes in the relative price of goods.
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model. It is indeed responsible for the differing patterns of asset returns and, by introducing
hedging motives, is also a prime determinant of portfolios. Because it is symmetric, the home
bias in consumption leads to a natural and fundamental degree of heterogeneity between
investors, even in the absence of other differences. This is one of the reasons why the
allocation of wealth is neither constant nor purely monotonically related to the relative
supply of goods even under perfect risk sharing. In addition, this heterogeneity makes the
hedging motives different across international investors, and is therefore responsible for part
of the differential tilt in their portfolios that ultimately explains their individual bias towards
holding more of the domestic or foreign asset. How those hedging motives interact with the
impact of the allocation of wealth is an important dimension in this environment. Lastly,
without home bias, the investors of both countries would consume identical baskets, so that
their relative price would be constant and equal, i.e. the real exchange rate would be constant
and equal to unity. This would therefore prevent the analysis of any phenomenon involving
the real exchange rate, which is key quantity in an international context.

The domestic investor allocates a share wh,t of her wealth to the domestic equity asset,
earning an expected risk premia µR,t ´ rt, a share wf,t to the foreign equity asset, earning
µR˚,t ´ rt, and the rest (1 ´ wh,t ´ wf,t) to the international bond. She uses the proceeds
to purchase her desired basket of consumption ct ” Ct{Wt, at price Pt. In other words,
she chooses her consumption and portfolios to maximize (3) subject to the following budget
constraint

dWt

Wt

“ prt ` wh,t pµR,t ´ rtq ` wf,t pµR˚,t ´ rtq ´ Ptctq dt (5)

`pwh,tσR,t ` wf,tσR˚,tq
T d~Zt

The impact on the budget constraint of the introduction of imperfect financial integration
and labor income of the form considered in this paper is discussed in Section 2.4. Finally,
to complete the definition of the optimization problem, the investor is subject to a standard
transversality condition, and W0 is given. Note also that Wt ě 0.

The problem solved by the foreign investor is similar, with the important observation
that all parameters are in principle allowed to differ. It is shown in Appendix A.3. Again,
note that even in the absence of any other difference, the consumption of each investor is
always biased towards their own local good, which makes them heterogeneous in all cases.

2.3. Equilibrium and state variables

The definition of the equilibrium is standard: (1) investors solve their optimization problems
by taking aggregate stochastic processes as given, and (2) goods and equity markets clear.
It is shown in Appendix A.4. The bond market clears by Walras’s law, which gives rise to
the following useful relationship: Wt `W ˚

t “ Qt ` Q˚t . In words, world wealth has to be
held in the form of the two equity assets in aggregate.
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Stationary recursive Markovian equilibrium Most importantly, the equilibrium can be
recast as a stationary recursive Markovian equilibrium in which all variables of interest are
expressed as a function of a pair of state variables Xt ” pxt, ytq

1, whose dynamics are also
solely a function of Xt. xt is the wealth share of the domestic investor, and yt is the relative
supply of the domestic good.23 Both are defined below.

The characterization of the solution as a system of coupled algebraic and second-order
partial differential equations is the focus of Section 3. For now, let us discuss the intuition
behind both state variables. Note that an additional variable, which is not a state variable
but is useful throughout, is zt, the ratio of the home equity price to world wealth. It captures
the weight of the domestic asset in the market portfolio, and it can be shown that

zt ”
Qt

Qt `Q˚t
“

ˆ

1`

ˆ

Ft
F ˚t

˙

qt

ˆ

1´ yt
yt

˙˙´1

(6)

Wealth share The wealth share of the domestic investor captures the allocation of world-
wide wealth, and is therefore a measure of the average investor in the international economy.
It is defined as

xt ”
Wt

Wt `W ˚
t

(7)

Importantly, the wealth share is not constant, even under perfect risk sharing. This is
due to the fact that preferences are not log, contrary to a large subset of the literature, and
to the presence of home bias in consumption. In addition, the wealth share is not solely
a monotonic function of current fundamentals, so that it is required as an additional state
variable. This comes from the combination of heterogeneity, introduced if nothing else by
the home bias in consumption, and recursive preferences. The intuition is that the wealth
share captures Negishi weights, which are time-varying in this case, as discussed among
others in Dumas et al. (2000), Anderson (2005), or Colacito and Croce (2011, 2013). One
of the advantages of characterizing the solution directly as a function of the wealth share
is that the method remains valid even in cases in which risk sharing is imperfect, markets
are incomplete, and the characterization of a solution using the Pareto weights chosen by a
fictitious planner is no longer necessarily possible.

Relative supply The relative supply of the domestic good is the domestic output share. It
captures the effect of current fundamentals and is defined as

yt ”
Yt

Yt ` Y ˚t
(8)

23Formally, this is shown using a guess and verify approach like e.g. in Gârleanu and Panageas (2015). The
variables of interest are: tch,t, cf,t, c

˚
h,t, c

˚
f,t, wh,t, wf,t, w

˚
h,t, w

˚
f,t, µR,t, µR˚,t, rt, Ft, F

˚
t , pt, p

˚
t , Pt, P

˚
t ,

qt, Etu.
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This variable has been the focus in one form or another of a large part of the international
portfolio choice literature.24 As I discuss in Section 3.4, it is for instance closely related to
the impact of real exchange rate hedging, as emphasized e.g. in Coeurdacier (2009), and
Coeurdacier and Rey (2013), although the mapping is not one-to-one. An appeal of my
framework is to analyze the effect of this variable in a context with more general preferences,
various specifications, as well as globally throughout the state space, instead of having to
rely on local approximation methods around a particular point like as been common in the
literature. In addition, the interaction of the hedging of yt with the impact of the wealth
share xt constitutes an important new dimension. I discuss those elements in detail in Section
3.

Note that because Wt ě 0 and Yt ě 0, xt and yt are both evolving in the bounded interval
r0, 1s. This has the advantage that solving for unknown functions on a bounded domain is
numerically more stable. Conceptually, as xt gets closer to either of the boundaries, the
economy converges (continuously) to a natural one-investor environment. As yt gets closer
to either of the boundaries, the economy converges to a one-good one-equity asset economy,
but this has consequences in terms of marginal values of wealth as the investors still want
to consume both goods.

Throughout, I focus on the solution to the decentralized, i.e. Radner, equilibrium instead
of relying on the social planner’s problem. When markets are complete and risk sharing is
perfect, both solutions must coincide. In Appendix D.1, I show that this is indeed the case
for instance under symmetric CRRA preferences in which the elasticity of intertemporal
substitution is inversely related to the risk aversion.25 Solving for the planner solution can
be extended to recursive preferences in a Markovian setting, following Dumas et al. (2000).
However, I stick to the study of the decentralized economy because part of the appeal of the
framework is that it remains valid even in cases in which the usual planner solution can no
longer necessarily be used, such as with imperfect financial integration or even incomplete
markets. This will also prove useful as the framework is extended in several directions, some
of which presented in Section 4.5. An additional benefit is to put the solution closer to
observables, which could prove interesting from the perspective of bringing the model to the
data.

Proving existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium has proven elusive in multi-agent
contexts, and this paper is no exception. Recent progress has been made in situations with
potentially dynamically complete markets26, as in Anderson and Raimondo (2008), or with

24Note that the ratio involves quantities of the two different goods. This poses no particular theoretical issue
and is used because it simplifies the characterization of the equilibrium. This definition is a monotonic
transformation of Y ˚t {Yt: yt ” p1` Y ˚t {Ytq

´1
, which ensures that the state variable evolves in the

bounded interval r0, 1s. Y ˚t {Yt has the clear interpretation of the output of the foreign good per unit
of domestic good. An economic intuition is that one compares the economy to the symmetric point in
which relative prices are qt “ Et “ 1.

25I also check the solution with Monte-Carlo simulations.
26A securities market is potentially dynamically complete if the number of securities with non-colinear

payoffs is equal to one plus the number of risk factors in the form of Brownian motions to be spanned.
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complete markets with a full set of Arrow-Debreu securities, as in Hugonnier et al. (2012).
However, the introduction of multiple goods complicates the matter further, for instance
because markets can become dynamically incomplete even if the number of assets should
technically be sufficient to span risks. Together with an older literature, those multiple-good
contexts are discussed in Berrada et al. (2007), and Ehling and Heyerdahl-Larsen (2015).
In addition, most of those contributions rely on the use of the Pareto efficient allocation
obtained from a planner when markets are complete, and such proofs for decentralized Rad-
ner equilibria, in particular under general market structures including imperfect financial
integration and incomplete markets, are currently unavailable. This is particularly true for
multiple-good contexts, which can fall victim to the type of issues described in the famous
Hart (1975) example. In summary, there is to date no possibility of proving the existence
and uniqueness of the equilibrium in a general context such as the one in this paper, and
one should humbly keep this caveat in mind as we proceed.

2.4. Additions

Together with preferences that are general and potentially heterogeneous even beyond the
home bias in consumption, the framework accommodates two important additions: imperfect
financial integration, and labor income.

Market structure and imperfect financial integration In the environment described so
far, markets are potentially dynamically complete in the sense of Anderson and Raimondo
(2008), i.e. the number of securities is at least one more than the number of independent
sources of uncertainty and they can therefore span all risk. Even though the introduction of
multiple goods could actually render markets dynamically incomplete, the assumption that
the elasticity of substitution across goods θ is different from one, i.e. that the aggregator
is not Cobb-Douglas, limits that possibility in practice (Berrada et al., 2007; Ehling and
Heyerdahl-Larsen, 2015). This is because as θ differs from one, the payoffs of the two equity
assets are not perfectly correlated so that they can indeed span both sources of uncertainty
and the portfolio choice between them is well-defined. In short, in this setup, risk sharing is
perfect, markets are complete in the usual sense, and the decentralized equilibrium is Pareto
efficient and corresponds to the planner’s problem.

An aspect that is important in practice however, is that international markets are likely
to be imperfectly integrated. This can come from a number of frictions – informational, legal,
technical –, with the result that the risk sharing between international investors is likely to
be imperfect. This aspect is particularly relevant in this context because as investors have a
more difficult time sharing risks with one another, the worldwide allocation of wealth among
them, which is captured by xt and is an important new dimension in this paper, is likely to
have a more significant impact on economic outcomes.
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To study this friction, I introduce imperfect financial integration in a parsimonious way as
a tax on foreign dividends, adapting Bhamra et al. (2014) to a non-log two-good context with
home bias.27 The assumption allows me to study the effect of a range of financial integration
degrees without having to take a specific stance on the source of the underlying imperfections.
This tax is meant to encompass the wide array of frictions mentioned above – be they legal,
technical, informational, or otherwise – that prevent investors from freely participating in
foreign markets. As shown in Gârleanu et al. (2020), models with investment taxes constitute
an equivalent, but substantially simpler, way to capture a rich set of impediments to financial
trade. Note that the spanning condition above is still verified in that the number of securities
is still one more than the number of independent sources of uncertainty. As a result, investors
still individually face markets that are dynamically complete. However, the opportunity sets
that they face are now different due to the tax that differentially affects the assets for
each of them, so that the equilibrium need not be Pareto efficient and the usual planner
solution that has been popular in the international finance literature cannot be used.28

Relatedly, the stochastic discount factors of the two international investors are no longer
perfectly correlated, and risk sharing is therefore imperfect. The latter is the phenomenon
of interest here, with respect to the broader international finance and international portfolio
choice literature. From a more general perspective, recall that I solve for the decentralized
equilibrium of this economy, so that the framework is readily set to tackle a wide range of
market structures including incomplete market settings. This will prove useful when tackling
a number of promising extensions of the framework.29

In practice, each investor pays a tax τ (τ˚) on foreign dividends. For instance, the
domestic investor only receives a dividend p1´ τqp˚t Y

˚
t per share of the foreign equity asset

(of which she holds wf,tWt{Q
˚
t ) because she pays τp˚t Y

˚
t as a tax. As a result, the risk

premium on the foreign asset faced by the domestic investor and therefore appearing in her
budget constraint becomes µR˚,t ´ rt ´ τF ˚t , while the risk premium on the domestic asset
faced by the foreign investor and appearing in his budget constraint becomes µR,t´rt´τ

˚Ft.
This highlights the role of dividend yields in driving the effect of the tax, a point that is
important in practice as discussed in Section 3.5. The amount of tax collected from one

27Cf. also the seminal contribution of Basak and Gallmeyer (2003), who study a dynamic asset pricing
model with asymmetric dividend taxation and a unique risky asset in a one-country one-good setting. The
friction could also affect the diffusion of asset returns, which could be adapted to capture more specifically
effects about information and uncertainty in the spirit of Gehrig (1993). I leave this exploration for future
research.

28Cf. Basak and Gallmeyer (2003) for details. In a simpler context, e.g. with log preferences, one good and
no home bias, one could potentially use a weaker notion of a social planner to solve the equilibrium by
introducing time-varying Pareto weights, à la Cuoco and He (1994) or Basak and Cuoco (1998).

29As a stark example, I consider the case in which market integration is so limited that investors can only
trade their local equity asset and a bond. In that case, the spanning condition is no longer satisfied and
markets are incomplete. I omit those results in the interest of space, but they are available upon request.
Another way to naturally include incomplete markets could be for the tax on foreign dividends to be
time-varying, or to introduce idiosyncratic labor income as in Kaplan et al. (2018), or capital risk as in
Brunnermeier and Sannikov (2014, 2015). Assessing the impact of those extensions is an exiting avenue
for future research.
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investor is rebated lump-sum to the other investor, so as not to distort decisions further.
The exact details of this rebate do not make material difference, as discussed in Bhamra
et al. (2014). In terms of budget constraints, the domestic investor receives an additional
w˚h,tp1 ´ xtqτ

˚Ft{xt per unit of wealth each infinitesimal period, while the foreign investor
receives wf,txtτF

˚
t {p1´ xtq.

Labor Income Another aspect that has been analyzed in the literature and that can have
a large impact on portfolios is labor income. Although I only touch upon it briefly in Section
3.5, this is also captured in the framework as a constant share of the output of each tree in
the spirit of Baxter and Jermann (1997). Specifically, a share δ (δ˚) of the output of each
tree is paid as labor income, while the remainder 1 ´ δ (1 ´ δ˚) is paid as dividends. In
turn, this means that the dividend yields of the equity assets become Ft ” p1´δqptYt{Qt and
F ˚t ” p1´δ

˚qp˚t Y
˚
t {Q

˚
t , while the budget constraints have an additional term, δFtzt{pp1´δqxtq

and δ˚F ˚t p1´ ztq{pp1´ δ
˚qp1´ xtqq, for the domestic and foreign investor respectively.30

A more general specification of labor income could be an interesting extension, and is left
for future research. It could for instance take the form of a time-varying share of output, as
in Coeurdacier and Gourinchas (2016), and could naturally give rise to incomplete markets,
or more realistic hedging terms in portfolios. The discussion in Section 3.5 and Appendix
A.8 provides additional details.

2.5. Computation of the equilibrium

Section 3, which follows, characterize all variables of interest as a function of the state
variables, Xt “ pxt, ytq

1, and a set of unknown functions G ” tJt, J˚t , Ft, F
˚
t , qt, wh,t, wf,tu.

31

Due to the stationary recursive Markovian structure of the equilibrium, those unknown
functions are themselves solely functions of Xt, and are determined by a set of coupled
algebraic and second-order partial differential equations. Before describing those in the next
section, let me say a brief word about the numerical approach.

Each of the unknown function g : r0, 1s2 Ñ Dg P R in G is approximated using projection
methods based on Chebyshev polynomials and orthogonal collocation. Details are provided
in Appendix C. Let us simply discuss a few characteristics of the approach.

First, as with many continuous-time approaches, projection methods provide a global
solution throughout the state space. This is in sharp contrast to a large subset of the
international portfolio choice literature that has historically focused on local approximations

30zt, the ratio of the home equity price to world wealth, is updated accordingly: zt ” Qt{pQt ` Q˚t q “

p1` pp1´ δ˚q{p1´ δqq pFt{F
˚
t q qt p1´ ytq {ytq

´1
.

31Jt, J
˚
t are introduced in Section 3.2 and capture (an increasing monotonic transformation of) the marginal

values of wealth of each investor. In addition, as a point of notation, for any function g, gt simply denotes
gpXtq, not the time-derivative of g (which is zero because the model is stationary due to infinite horizon).
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in neighborhoods of specific points.32 The use of a global solution approach instead makes
it possible to study economic outcomes throughout the state space, which is particularly
relevant in contexts in which variables e.g. portfolios are strongly state-dependent such as
here. In addition, the use of a global solution method is important in cases in which the
evolution of the variables of interest are very non-linear throughout the state space as can be
the case in this context when investors become more risk averse, and even more importantly
when markets become less perfectly integrated or investors become more heterogeneous.
Such a method is also particularly adapted when there is no particularly well-suited point
around which to perform a local approximation, such as a steady state. This is the case in
my framework due to the specification of outputs as geometric Brownian motions but more
importantly is also typically true in international contexts with incomplete markets. Finally,
a global method will prove crucial when different types of constraints on the investor are
introduced, a natural element that I plan to include in future research as discussed in Section
4.5.

Second, projection methods are also well-suited to contexts with multiple state variables
in which other approaches like finite-difference methods become rapidly computationally
too costly.33 More generally, the addition of new state variables, as will naturally happen
with the planned extensions discussed in Section 4.5, pose conceptually no difficulty. To
be sure, computationally, traditional projection methods also are very much subject to the
curse of dimensionality and scaling the number of state variables will prove limited using
standard Chebyshev polynomials so that methods able to handle higher-dimensional cases
will be required.34 One such method consists in naturally extending the concept of projec-
tion approaches, but to replace the Chebyshev polynomials in the approximation by neural
networks, which are designed specifically to handle high-dimensional contexts. I am devel-
oping these “projection methods via neural networks” for continuous-time models in Sauzet
(2020c), and I discuss them in slightly more details in Section 4.5 and Appendix E.3.

32A typical point around which the local approximation is performed in the literature is the deterministic
or risky steady state if it is well-defined, or the symmetric point in the middle of the state space (it
would correspond to Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q in my context). A notable exception is Rabitsch et al. (2015),
who use a global method. However, their framework is cast in discrete time so that the authors do not
discuss the underlying drivers of portfolios, in particular hedging demands, the conditional (time-varying)
moments of asset returns, as well as the conditional (time-varying) state variable dynamics. Under a set of
assumptions, local methods could be used to study an economy further in the state space, cf. for instance
Mertens and Judd (2018). However, such methods remain difficult to use in an international portfolio
context due to the portfolio indeterminacy that arises in the corresponding deterministic economy.

33The method currently developed in Hansen et al. (2018) could potentially help from that perspective.
34Finer ways to construct the Chebyshev polynomials and corresponding grids, such as complete polynomials

or Smolyak’s algorithm, can help. Ultimately however, they are also limited.
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3. Characterization of the Equilibrium

I characterize the equilibrium to the economy presented in Section 2, both theoretically
and by showing the resulting solution. The solution sheds light on the importance of the
allocation of wealth, which impacts the economy as a state variable capturing the average
international investor, and as a pricing factor against which investors hedge. Home bias in
equity holdings can obtain in the setup either when the elasticity of substitution across goods
is low, or due to imperfect financial integration provided that the elasticity of intertemporal
substitution is moderate. In all cases, the bias in portfolio holdings is amplified by the
hedging of the wealth share risk. In addition, portfolios as well as other variables strongly
vary throughout the state space, emphasizing the importance of the global solution. The
quantitative impact of the allocation of wealth increases with imperfect financial integration,
and investor heterogeneity. In other words, “capital is back” in this international context:
the allocation of wealth matters.

The parameters used to obtained the equilibrium functions are set according to the sym-
metric calibration of Assumption 1, unless otherwise specified. The elasticity of substitution
across goods, θ, and the elasticity of intertemporal substitution, ψ, are of particular inter-
est. The former determines the sign of portfolio hedging in the baseline, while the latter
is a strong determinant of whether imperfect financial integration has a large quantitative
impact. The values for both are consistent with standard recent estimations in Imbs and
Méjean (2015) for θ, and Schorfheide et al. (2018) for ψ, and I discuss their effects in de-
tail in the main text. Risk aversion is on the high side, although reasonable, to generate
more realistic risk premia and Sharpe ratios. Other parameters are standard, and details are
provided in Appendix A.7. All proofs are relegated to Appendix B.

Assumption 1 (Symmetric baseline calibration). Unless otherwise specified, the results
presented in this section are obtained under the following calibration:

• Risk aversion: γ “ γ˚ “ 15,
• Elasticity of intertemporal substituion: ψ “ ψ˚ “ 2,
• Home bias in consumption: α “ α˚ “ 0.75, numéraire basket: a “ 1{2,
• Elasticity of substitution between goods: θ “ θ˚ “ 2,
• Discount rate: ρ “ ρ˚ “ 1%,
• No labor income: δ “ δ˚ “ 0,
• Fully integrated financial markets: τ “ τ˚ “ 0,
• Output: µY “ µ˚Y “ 2%, σY “ p4.1%, 0qT , σ˚Y “ p0, 4.1%qT (no fundamental correla-

tion).

3.1. Evolution of the state variables

Due to the Markovian nature of the equilibrium, the laws of motion of the state variables
underlie the dynamics of the economy. They are summarized in Proposition 1. The relative
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supply yt being exogenous, I focus the discussion on the endogenous state variable xt.

Proposition 1. Laws of motion for the wealth share xt, and relative supply yt:

dxt
xt
” µx,tdt` σ

T
x,td

~Zt (9)

dyt
yt
” µy,tdt` σ

T
y,td

~Zt

where:

µx,t “ pwh,t ´ ztq pµR,t ´ rtq ` pwf,t ´ p1´ ztqq pµR˚,t ´ rtq

` pFtzt ` p1´ ztqF
˚
t q ´ Ptct `

ˆ

δ

1´ δ

˙

Ft

ˆ

zt
xt

˙

` τ˚Ft

ˆ

zt
xt
´ wh,t

˙

´ τF ˚t wf,t

´ ppwh,t ´ ztqσR,t ` pwf,t ´ p1´ ztqqσR˚,tq
T
pztσR,t ` p1´ ztqσR˚,tq

σx,t “ ppwh,t ´ ztqσR,t ` pwf,t ´ p1´ ztqqσR˚,tq

µy,t “ p1´ ytq pµY ´ µY ˚q ´ p1´ ytq pσY ´ σY ˚q
T
pytσY ` p1´ ytqσY ˚q

σy,t “ p1´ ytq pσY ´ σY ˚q

The drift of the wealth share, µx,txt, is shown in Figure F.24 in Appendix. It reflects
the different forces impacting the budget constraints of both investors – returns on portfo-
lios, consumptions, labor income, and the tax on foreign dividends that capture imperfect
financial integration–, and drives the dispersion of the wealth share in equilibrium.

Of more importance because it will impact portfolios, the diffusion of the wealth share,
σx,txt, is shown in Figure 1, together with that of the relative supply, σy,tyt. To fix ideas,
the figure shows both terms of each diffusion as a function of the relative supply, when the
allocation of wealth is symmetric (xt “ 1{2).35 This type of representations as a function of
one of the state variables will be used throughout the paper when they ease the interpreta-
tion.36 The main observation is that σxz,txt is negative throughout the state space, so that a
positive shock to domestic output, dZt ą 0, leads the wealth share of the domestic investor
to decrease. Except when markets are imperfectly integrated as discussed in 3.5, this is
true for any calibration and reflects the interaction of a number of underlying mechanisms
that I discuss in the following sections. Namely, the domestic investor invests more in the
asset that has high payoffs when her marginal value of wealth is high, which occurs when
the relative supply of her preferred (domestic) good is low, i.e. yt low. When goods are
good substitutes, broadly θ ą 1, the returns on the foreign asset are higher in this situation,

35Figure F.25 in Appendix shows the diffusion terms of xt as a function of both state variables, and highlights
that they vary a lot throughout the state space also in the xt dimension. In particular, they are largest
around xt “ 1{2, the point at which a switch occurs in which of the investors dominates the world
economy.

36Note that this is only for the purpose of visualization. The equilibrium is still solved as a function of both
state variables in all cases.
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σRz,t ą σR˚z,t, σRz˚,t ă σR˚z˚,t, so that the domestic equity portfolio exhibits a foreign bias
compared to the market portfolio, wh,t ´ zt ă 0, wf,t ´ p1´ ztq ą 0. This corresponds to the
standard calibration of θ in the baseline. When goods are poor substitutes instead, θ ă 1,
the domestic asset has higher returns in this this situation, σRz,t ă σR˚z,t, σRz˚,t ą σR˚z˚,t,
so that the domestic equity portfolio exhibits a home bias, wh,t ´ zt ą 0, wf,t ´ p1´ ztq ă 0.
The combination of those sets of facts yields the negative loading of the wealth share on
domestic shocks, σxz,txt ă 0, and the positive loading on foreign shocks, σxz˚,txt ą 0, in
all cases. Those patterns in turn will determine the sign of the hedging of wealth risk on
portfolios that I discuss in Section 3.4.

Figure 1: Diffusion terms for the state variables
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Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration of Assumption 1. The figure shows a cut in which the allocation of
wealth is symmetric (xt “ 1{2). yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.
Corresponding representations as a function of both variables: Figure F.25.

The resulting equilibrium distribution of the state variables is shown in Figure F.3 in
Appendix. The sign of the diffusion terms discussed above is reflected in the strong nega-
tive relationship between the wealth share of the domestic investor, which tends to decrease
for positive domestic output shocks, and the relative supply of the domestic good, which
increases in that case. The dispersion of the wealth share around this broad negative rela-
tionship is driven by the drifts and increases with the elasticity of intertemporal substitution.
In this framework, the wealth share is time-varying, as soon as we move away from the log
case (γ “ ψ “ 1), and is not purely determined by current fundamentals, yt, as soon as
we move way from the CRRA case (ψ ‰ 1{γ) and introduce recursive preferences, or as we
introduce imperfect financial integration. Even though the dispersion remains modest in the
baseline, it increases significantly as markets become imperfectly integrated, and as investors
become more heterogeneous, a point I discuss in Section 3.5.
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3.2. Marginal values of wealth, goods prices, and risk sharing

I now turn to the marginal value of wealth of the investors, a quantity that underly many
decisions in the economy. To characterize them, note that due to the homotheticity of
preferences, the value functions of the investors can be expressed as

V pWt, xt, ytq “

ˆ

W 1´γ
t

1´ γ

˙

Jpxt, ytq
1´γ
1´ψ (10)

V ˚pW ˚
t , xt, ytq “

˜

W ˚1´γ˚

t

1´ γ˚

¸

J˚pxt, ytq
1´γ˚

1´ψ˚

Because Wt and W ˚
t mostly have an impact in levels, the relative marginal values of

wealth of the two investors, which are obtained as the derivative of the value functions with
respect to wealth, are primarily driven by the powers of Jt and J˚t . In the remainder of the
text, I therefore sometimes refer loosely to Jt and J˚t as (monotonic transformations of) the
marginal values of wealth.37 Jt and J˚t are important economic objects in that they drive
a large part of the dynamics of the stochastic discount factors of the two investors, which
in turns determine portfolios, asset prices, and other economic decisions. Indeed, in this
context, stochastic discount factors can be expressed as38

ξt ” ξ0 exp

"
ż t

0

`

Θ1P
1´ψ
u Ju `Θ2

˘

du

*

W´γ
t J

1´γ
1´ψ

t (11)

ξ˚t ” ξ˚0 exp

"
ż t

0

´

Θ˚
1P

˚1´ψ˚

u J˚u `Θ˚
2

¯

du

*

W ˚´γ˚

t J
˚

1´γ˚

1´ψ˚

t

The evolution of Jt and J˚t are governed by two Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations,
summarized in Proposition A.2 in Appendix.39 Figure 2 shows the result for the domes-
tic investor in the baseline calibration as a function of both fundamentals (yt), shown on
the horizontal axis, and the wealth share of the domestic investor (xt), shown as different
curves.40 Results are symmetric for the foreign investor.

The intuition is as follows, and will be at the core of the differential tilt in the portfolio
of each investor. As the domestic good becomes relatively scarce, i.e. as yt decreases, the
marginal value of consumption for the domestic investor increases given that she wishes to
consume more of this good that she prefers, but cannot due to its limited supply. Following

37For instance, in the baseline calibration, p1 ´ γq{p1 ´ ψq ą 0, and this is an increasing monotonic trans-
formation. In terms of notation, recall that Jt, J

˚
t simply denote JpXtq, J

˚pXtq, with Xt “ pxt, ytq
1.

38Constants Θ1,Θ2,Θ
˚
1 and Θ˚2 are provided in Appendix B.2.

39These are two coupled second-order partial differential equations. The boundary conditions are the natural
ones that result as the geometric drifts and diffusion terms of xt and yt converges to 0 when xt and yt
approach 0 and 1, respectively.

40A number of corresponding three-dimensional representations are also available in Appendix F.9 for the
reader to whom they make the visualization more straightforward.
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a standard envelope argument, the marginal value of wealth follows the same pattern and
Jt therefore increases as yt decreases, a phenomenon that occurs for any value of the wealth
share and is the main driver of the Jt. On the other hand, the marginal value of wealth
increases with xt, reflecting the fact that as she becomes dominant in the world economy,
the domestic investor gets closer to holding the market portfolio, is thus unable to diversify
risks as much with the foreign investor that becomes increasingly small, and is therefore
relatively worse-off. From a macroeconomic standpoint, those patterns are consistent with
the marginal value of wealth of the investor increasing as the price of her preferred (domestic)
good rises, which happens as its relative supply yt is low, or as the domestic investor owns
a large share xt of world wealth.

Figure 2: Domestic marginal value of wealth (Jt)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth share, which captures the
share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply of the domestic good,
which captures fundamentals. Corresponding three-dimensional representation: Figure F.33.

From the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations in A.2, a first set of first-order conditions
yield expressions for consumptions, summarized in Proposition A.3, which emphasize once
again the underlying role of Jt and J˚t : ct ” Ct{Wt “ P´ψt Jt, and c˚t ” C˚t {W

˚
t “ P ˚´ψ

˚

t J˚t .
In the interest of space, details are shown in in Appendix A.6 together with the corresponding
figures, which are as expected. Combining with market-clearing conditions, one obtains
Equation (12) for the terms of trade qt, shown in Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. The terms of trade, qt “ qpXtq, solves the following non-linear equation:

qt “ S
1{θ
t

ˆ

yt
1´ yt

˙1{θ

(12)

where:

St “
p1´ αqP θ´ψ

t Jtxt ` αP
˚θ´ψ˚

t J˚t p1´ xtq

αJtxtP
θ´ψ
t ` p1´ αqP ˚θ´ψ

˚

t J˚t p1´ xtq
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Prices pt, p
˚
t , Pt, P

˚
t , Et follow from the definition of the numéraire and Proposition A.3,

and are shown in Proposition A.4.

This expression is the equivalent of Coeurdacier (2009)’s in this generalized framework,
and emphasizes two main determinants of relative prices: the relative supply of the goods,
captured by yt{p1 ´ ytq “ Yt{Y

˚
t , and the relative demand for them, captured by St. The

latter is akin to a transfer effect in the spirit of Keynes and Ohlin and depends on the
allocation of wealth in the world economy as well as on the marginal values of wealth of both
investors. The corresponding qt is shown in Figure 3 together with the real exchange rate
Et.

Figure 3: Relative prices

(a) Terms-of-trade (qt ” p˚t {pt) (b) Real exchange rate (Et ” P ˚t {Pt)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth share, which captures the
share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply of the domestic good,
which captures fundamentals.

Consistent with findings in Coeurdacier (2009), who focuses on local approximations
around the symmetric point Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q, both relative prices are strongly related to the
relative supply of goods, with the terms of trade worsening (qt Ò) and the real exchange
rate depreciating (Et Ò) as the domestic good becomes relatively more abundant. However,
in this global framework and even around the symmetric point, the allocation of wealth in
the international economy also plays a role, albeit more muted. Specifically, as the domestic
investor gathers a large share of world wealth, her preference for the domestic good puts
upward pressure on its price, which results in an improving terms of trade (qt Ó) and appre-
ciated real exchange rate (Et Ó). The introduction of the wealth share in this international
portfolio choice context therefore makes the link between relative supply and relative prices
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less direct, so that even though the hedging of relative supply will broadly capture the hedg-
ing of real exchange rate risk, which has been the focus of the literature so far, the hedging
of wealth share risk will also play a role.

Beyond relative prices themselves, which drive relative consumption decisions, the relative
dividends between the two equity assets is of particular interest. They are shown in Figure
F.13 and are obtained as

p˚t Y
˚
t

ptYt
“ qt

ˆ

1´ yt
yt

˙

“ S
1
θ
t

ˆ

yt
1´ yt

˙
1´θ
θ

(13)

Contrary to relative prices, which are impacted only quantitatively by the calibration of
parameters, relative dividends can flip direction. In particular, when goods are poor substi-
tutes for one another (broadly when θ ă 141), the transfer effect due to relative demands is
so large that relative dividends on the foreign asset increase when the relative supply of the
foreign good decreases, as shown in Panel (a) of Figure F.13. On the other hand, in the case
in which goods are better substitutes (e.g. θ “ 2 ą 1), relative dividends move in the same
direction as the relative supply of the good underlying the payoffs of each asset, as is more
standard and consistent with recent estimations of the elasticity of substitution such as that
in Imbs and Méjean (2015). This switch in direction is consequential because it determines
which of the asset has a higher payoff as a function of relative supply and will therefore be a
prime determinant of how the home bias in consumption translate into portfolios. Note that
in both cases, the relative dividends of the foreign asset also decrease as the wealth share
increases, consistent with the preference of the domestic investor for the domestic good that
puts an upward pressure on the relative price of the domestic good as she becomes dominant
in the world economy. This effect is more muted in the baseline calibration however.

Finally, under the assumption that there are not tax on foreign dividends so that risk
sharing is perfect, the stochastic discount factors of both investors are perfectly correlated
and we can derive in this environment a generalized version of the Backus-Smith condition
of Backus and Smith (1993) and Kollmann (1995). This condition, shown in Proposition 3,
emphasizes that the real exchange rate is not only determined by relative consumption, as in
the usual CRRA case, but also depends on relative wealth and the marginal values of wealth
of international investors. Section 3.5 discusses the case of imperfect financial integration in
which we deviate from this condition.

41Coeurdacier (2009) shows that the exact value at which the switch occurs is in fact a non-linear function
of all parameters. The author shows it in the CRRA case and at the symmetric point, but his findings
are likely to persist in the framework of my paper with recursive preferences and globally. In practice,
the switch is still close to θ “ 1 however, the case on which part of the seminal contribution of Cole and
Obstfeld (1991) focuses and at which the CES aggregator of goods becomes Cobb-Douglas. In this case,
relative dividends are constant and the two equity assets are perfectly correlated so that the portfolio
choice is indeterminate.
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Proposition 3 (Generalized Backus-Smith condition). Under symmetric recursive prefer-
ences and perfect risk sharing

Et “ φ
1
γψ exp

"
ż t

0

1

γψ

`

Θ1pP
1´ψ
u Ju ´ P

˚1´ψ
u J˚u qdu

˘

*ˆ

C˚t
Ct

˙´1{ψ ˆ
J˚t
Jt

˙´
1´1{pγψq

1´ψ

(14)

Constant Θ1 is provided in Appendix B.2, and φ is the relative Pareto weight of the two
investors.

3.3. Asset Prices

Starting with first moments, Proposition 4 presents the formulae for the expected risk premia
on both equity assets, which are composed of three terms.

Proposition 4. The expected risk premia on the equity assets are given by

µR,t ´ rt “ γtσ
T
R,t tztσR,t ` p1´ ztqσR˚,tu (15)

´ γtσ
T
R,t

"

xt

ˆ

1

γ

˙ˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

σJ,t ` p1´ xtq

ˆ

1

γ˚

˙ˆ

1´ γ˚

1´ ψ˚

˙

σJ˚,t

*

` γt

ˆ

1´ xt
γ˚

˙

τ˚Ft

µR˚,t ´ rt “ γtσ
T
R˚,t tztσR,t ` p1´ ztqσR˚,tu (16)

´ γtσ
T
R˚,t

"

xt

ˆ

1

γ

˙ˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

σJ,t ` p1´ xtq

ˆ

1

γ˚

˙ˆ

1´ γ˚

1´ ψ˚

˙

σJ˚,t

*

` γt

ˆ

xt
γ

˙

τF ˚t

where γt ”
´

xt
γ
` 1´xt

γ˚

¯´1

is the wealth-weighted global risk aversion.

The first term is a global component, and is driven by the covariance between each of the
risky asset and world wealth.42 Intuitively, an asset that comoves a lot with world wealth
provide little diversification benefits, is therefore risky, and commands a high risk premia.
The second term relates to how assets comove with the world-weighted marginal value of
wealth, with the weight accounting for both differences in preferences and the allocation of
wealth, and captures the fact that an asset whose payoffs are high when the world marginal
value of wealth is high provides a good hedge to international investors, and therefore requires
a lower risk premium (notice the negative sign). The third term is a general equilibrium effect

42Indeed, ztσR,t ` p1 ´ ztqσR˚,t is the weighted-average of the diffusions of both risky assets. The weights
are zt ” Qt{pQt `Q

˚
t q and 1´ zt on the domestic and foreign asset respectively, which are the weight of

each asset in the market portfolio. This is therefore nothing but the diffusion of world wealth.
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arising when markets are imperfectly integrated due to the tax on foreign dividends, and is
discussed in Section 3.5. The price of risk on all three exposures is driven by the wealth-
weighted global risk aversion, γt, which is constant and equal to γ “ γ˚ in a symmetric
calibration, but varies with the wealth share more generally.43

Figure 4: Returns
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Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. The figure shows a
cut in which the allocation of wealth is symmetric (xt “ 1{2). yt is the relative supply of the domestic good,
which captures fundamentals. Corresponding representation as a function of both variables: F.15.

Figure 4 shows the corresponding returns as a function of fundamentals in the calibration
of Assumption 1, which are representative of that for other parameter values. For both assets,
the relative supply is the main determinant of expected risk premia, and those are driven
almost exclusively by the global component. For instance, as the domestic good becomes
abundant (yt Ò), the domestic asset becomes dominant in world wealth (zt Ò) so that the
covariance of the domestic asset with world wealth increases sharply. In other words, the
domestic asset provides increasingly poorer diversification benefits to international investors,
is therefore riskier, and commands a higher risk premia. The pattern for the interest rate is
consistent with the evolution of the world-weighted marginal value of wealth.44

43The expressions in Proposition 4 are also consistent with the expression for the price of risk κt, obtained
from the fact that dξt{ξt “ ´rtdt´ κ

T
t d~Zt in the baseline. For details, and an expression of rt (pending)

and κt, cf. Appendix B.2.
44In terms of levels, the average risk premia at around 1.4% remains small. This is not surprising given

the relatively muted risk aversion of γ “ γ˚ “ 15, and introducing portfolio constraints and other
amplification mechanisms will be interesting extensions to consider to remedy this fact. On the other
hand, the levels for the interest rate and the Sharpe ratio, at around 1% and 0.44 respectively, are
broadly in line with the data. Note also that the pattern for risk premia are consistent with those for
the underlying dividend yields, Ft, F

˚
t , shown in Appendix, even though those depend more strongly on

parameters. Dividend yields are also related to the marginal values of wealth of both investors by the
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Note that the risk premia on the foreign asset also ultimately increases as yt gets close
to 1. This reflects the fact that even though both investors have a preference towards their
local good, they still desire both in their consumption basket given that the goods are not
perfectly substitutable. As one of the good becomes increasingly rare, the demand from both
investors combined with a low supply put a significant upward pressure on the price of that
good, so that the returns on that asset are driven up at the same time as those on the asset
for which the relative supply becomes large. This phenomenon increases in magnitude as
goods become more difficult to substitute (lower θ), and is also reflected in the conditional
covariance of returns discussed below.

In the baseline, the impact of the wealth share on returns remains muted, as seen in
Figure F.15, even though the impact on Sharpe ratios is more noticeable.45 This impact
grows significantly with imperfect risk sharing and investor heterogeneity as I discuss in
Sections 3.5 and 4. Qualitatively, an increase in the wealth share of the domestic investor
yields an increase in the risk premium on the domestic asset, and a decrease in the risk
premium on the foreign asset. In the baseline in which goods are good substitutes, this
occurs because the domestic (foreign) asset is a poor (good) hedge for the domestic investor.
Indeed, the payoffs of the domestic asset for instance are large when her marginal value of
wealth is low, which occurs primarily when her preferred (domestic) good is rare. Those
patterns of risk premia as a function of the wealth share are reversed however when the
goods are poor substitutes (θ ă 1) because relative dividends become inversely related to
the relative supply in that case, as observed previously and shown in Figure F.13.

Let us now turn to second moments.46 Figure 5 shows the diffusion terms for the returns
on both assets in the baseline calibration, as well as the (instantaneous) conditional covari-
ance and correlation of returns.

For a change, I focus on the foreign asset. In the baseline calibration, the diffusion term
corresponding to the foreign shock (σR˚z˚,t) is larger for most of the state space. While
intuitive, given that the physical output underlying this asset Y ˚t loads mostly on this shock,
the result once again hinges on the degree of substitutability across goods due to the fact
that asset payoffs also depend on goods prices. When goods are good enough substitutes
like in the baseline (θ “ 2 ą 1), Section 3.2 showed that the relative dividends on the foreign
asset, p˚t Y

˚
t {pptYtq, increases when the relative supply yt decreases, so that the returns on

the foreign asset loads more on the foreign shock. When goods are poor substitutes how-
ever (θ ă 1), the relative dividends on the foreign asset increases when yt increases, due

following expression:

P 1´ψ
t Jtxt ` P

˚1´ψ˚

t J˚t p1´ xtq “

ˆ

1

1´ δ

˙

Ftzt `

ˆ

1

1´ δ˚

˙

F˚t p1´ ztq (17)

45This is confirmed by computing the elasticities of risk premia and Sharpe ratios with respect to both state
variables.

46As a side note, one of the strengths of the continuous-time framework is that it allows to express all
conditional moments, both first and second, directly as a function of state variables.
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to a strong effect on goods prices coming from consumer demand, so that the foreign asset
ultimately loads more on the domestic shock.47 The former case is consistent with standard
modern estimations of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution, e.g. in Imbs and Méjean
(2015), so it remains my baseline, but the sign of the loadings will ultimately be responsible
for the direction of the portfolio bias that obtains in equilibrium.

Figure 5: Second moments of returns
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Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. The figure shows a
cut in which the allocation of wealth is symmetric (xt “ 1{2). yt is the relative supply of the domestic good,
which captures fundamentals. Three-dimensional representation: Figure F.32.

Beyond these differences, it is noteworthy that regardless of θ, both returns load on both
shocks. This is so despite the fact that the output of each good only loads on its local
Brownian shock, i.e. σY z˚ “ σY ˚z “ 0. For instance, in the baseline, the diffusion term
corresponding to the loading of foreign returns on the domestic shock (σR˚z,t) is positive and
large throughout. In fact, as the domestic good becomes dominant, the latter becomes larger
than the loading on its own shock! This pattern is driven by changes in goods prices, as
shown in the decomposition in Appendix F, and emphasizes that the conditional moments
of asset returns vary significantly throughout the space. Economically, this highlights the

47In the limit case in which θ “ 1, as discussed in Cole and Obstfeld (1991), the payoffs on both assets are
perfectly correlated so that the portfolio choice between them is indeterminate.
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strong international contagion taking place through asset markets: a shock on the output of
a given country has a large impact on the returns of the tree of the other country, and can
therefore impact investors worldwide beyond its impact on goods markets.

The above is also reflected in the evolution of the covariance and correlation of returns.
First, and most striking, both are large, again despite no fundamental correlation in output.
Those findings are consistent with those in Pavlova and Rigobon (2007), who focus on a
log-Cobb-Douglas case, and Bhamra et al. (2014), who focus on a log-CES case with no
home bias. They are, however, reinforced in this generalized environment. For instance, the
correlation is above 0.9 throughout the state space and reaches as high as 0.94 depending
on the state of the economy, well above that in Bhamra et al. (2014), who find a correlation
around 0.5 in a one-good specification (with a fundamental correlation of 0.5), and slightly
above 0.6 in a two-good specification with no home bias and θ “ 2. Similarly, the magnitude
is significantly larger than in the one-good specification of Chabakauri (2013), for whom
the correlation does not increase beyond 0.5, and sharply decreases towards the boundaries.
This emphasizes the impact of a two-good environment with home bias for asset pricing, in
which comovements in good prices have a large effect on comovements in returns. It also
highlights the quantitative difference made by using different calibration of preferences. For
instance, the average level of correlation increases with the home bias in consumption α, risk
aversion γ, and the elasticity of intertemporal substitution ψ, and has an inverted U-shape
pattern as a function of the elasticity of substitution across goods, with a maximum around
θ “ 1 in which both assets are perfectly correlated.

Second, covariance and correlation are also time-varying and change a lot throughout the
state space, an aspect that the global solution make possible to characterize. Specifically,
as one of the good becomes abundant, returns increasingly comove, consistent with the
evolution of diffusion terms in Figure 5. This phenomenon is the manifestation for second
moments of the pattern that was also observed for expected returns. As seen in Figure
F.32, the correlation of returns itself also vary strongly with the wealth share, even in the
baseline, and has a saddle shape: it is significantly larger around xt “ 1{2, the point of
the state space at which the switch in which investor dominates the economy occurs. For
instance, for yt “ 1{2, corrtpdRt, dR

˚
t qdt

´1 “ 0.879 for xt Ñ 0 or 1, but 0.915 for xt “ 1{2.
The correlation also displays a slight asymmetry and reaches its minimum around xt “ 0.35
for low yt and xt “ 0.65 for high yt.

Taken together, those result emphasizes that the benefits of diversification provided by
each asset, as measured by the comovement of their returns, depend a lot on the calibration,
and are also inherently state-dependent in this context.

3.4. Portfolios

From the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations in Proposition A.2, a second set of first-order
conditions yield the optimal portfolios in Proposition 5. Those are typical Merton (1973)-
type portfolios and are composed of two pieces.

The first one is common to both investors when markets are perfectly integrated (τ “
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τ˚ “ 0) up to differences in risk aversion. It corresponds to the myopic portfolio that would
be chosen by a one-period mean-variance investor, and is driven by the risk premia on both
assets, normalized by volatilities.

The second piece is a hedging term, absent with log or myopic preferences, which captures
the way investors tilt their portfolios to insure against changes in the state of the economy,
captured by Xt “ pxt, ytq

1. They do so by overweighting assets whose payoffs are large when
they find it most valuable, i.e. when their marginal values of wealth are high, so that hedging
terms are governed by the covariance between marginal values of wealth, Jt, J

˚
t , and risky

returns. First, investors hedge the relative supply risk, yt. Because the relative supply is a
strong driver of the relative prices of goods, this aspect is intimately related to the hedging
of real exchange rate risk that has been the focus of a large part of the literature: investors
form their portfolios by hedging against changes in the relative prices of the goods that they
desire to consume. Yet, as was visible in Figure 3, the mapping between relative supply and
relative prices, although strong, is not one-for-one and is also impacted by the repartition of
wealth across investors. The framework in this paper allows to disentangle those different
channels: in general equilibrium, investors hedge not only against relative supply changes,
i.e. changes in the physical quantity of the goods, but also against changes in their share
of wealth. The latter, which had so far not been emphasized in the international portfolio
choice literature, matters both because it has an impact on relative prices, but also as it
captures the extent to which investors are able to share and diversify risks with one another.

Overall, the common term drives the broad pattern of the portfolios of both investors
throughout the state space, while the hedging term captures how international investors
differentially deviate from this broad pattern. Hedging terms are therefore a prime variable
of interest in an international context.

Proposition 5. The home and foreign portfolios are given by
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‰

.

What do portfolios look like in practice in this context? I start by discussing average
portfolios.

The international portfolio choice literature has for the most part considered so-called
zero-order (i.e. steady-state) portfolios. These are constant and replicate locally complete
markets in a small neighborhood of the symmetric point of the state space by using a
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second-order approximation of portfolio equations, and a first-order approximation to other
equations.48 Even though one of the main advantages of the global method I introduce in
this paper is to break away from those low-order local approximations as I discuss below,
I first investigate patterns at the symmetric point Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q to ease comparison with
existing work. I start by focusing on the hedging of relative supply risk, to make the parallel
with the hedging of real exchange risk that has been most discussed.

Average portfolios are strongly impacted by the specification of preferences. To see this,
Figure 6 shows the weights allocated to the domestic and foreign equity assets in the domestic
portfolio, wh,t, wf,t, at Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q for various calibrations. Figures F.10, F.11 and F.12
also provide additional details.49

Figure 6: Equity portfolio at Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q
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Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1, except for the
specified parameters. * For θ “ 0.9: γ “ 15, ψ “ 1{γ, α « 0.58 (further calibrations ongoing). The
figure shows portfolios when both the allocation of wealth (xt) and the relative supply (yt) are symmetric,
Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q.

The most important dimension is once again the elasticity of substitution across goods,
which can flip the bias in portfolio holdings. Recall that due to the home bias in consumption,
the marginal value of wealth of the domestic investor increases when the domestic good
becomes rare (yt decreases): she would like to consume more of her preferred good but
cannot. Symmetrically, the marginal value of wealth of the foreign investor decreases, given
his preference for the foreign good that becomes abundant. As a result, the domestic investor

48For examples of this approach, cf. Coeurdacier (2009), Tille and van Wincoop (2010), Devereux and
Sutherland (2011), Coeurdacier and Rey (2013), and Coeurdacier and Gourinchas (2016), among others.

49Note that in this symmetric calibration with perfect risk sharing, the international bond is not traded. I
come back to this aspect in further sections.
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values an asset that pays in those conditions, while the foreign investor does not. What is
the asset that pays most when the domestic good becomes rare? When goods are good
substitutes like in the baseline (θ “ 2 ą 1), Sections 3.2 and 3.3 showed that relative
dividends and returns are positively related to relative supply, so that this is the foreign
asset. The domestic investor therefore overweights the foreign asset in her portfolio, while
the foreign investor symmetrically overweights the domestic asset. In other words, portfolios
exhibit a foreign bias in equity holdings. When goods are poor substitutes instead (θ ă 1),
relative dividends and returns are negatively related to relative supply so that the payoffs of
the domestic asset gets larger when yt decreases, and it gets overweighted in the portfolio of
the domestic investor and underweighted in that of the foreign investor. Portfolios therefore
exhibits a home bias in equity holdings. Those patterns are typically consistent with the
hedging of real exchange risk that has been one of the focus of the literature, as discussed
e.g. recently in Coeurdacier (2009). Indeed, an asset that pays well when the relative supply
of an investor’s preferred good is low is also an asset that pays well when the relative price of
that good is high. It is therefore valued by that investor, and overweighted in their portfolio.

The discussion suggests that a first explanation for why portfolios might be biased towards
domestic assets empirically could be that the goods produced by different countries are poor
substitutes, and is consistent with findings in Heathcote and Perri (2002), Kollmann (2006),
Corsetti et al. (2008).50 This calibration however can be called into questions for three
reasons. First, even though it is the subject of some debate in the literature, standard
modern estimations of θ typically put it above one, with Imbs and Méjean (2015)’s popular
estimate in the range of r4, 6s. Values above one are also consistent with a large body of
empirical work in international trade. Second, the case of θ ă 1 also has a number of
counterfactual predictions: (i) growth is immesirizing, i.e. the output of a country at market
value decreases for a positive supply shock so that a positive domestic shock mostly benefits
the foreign country, and (ii) the introduction of other realistic aspects of international trade
and macroeconomics, such as trade costs, leads to an even worse foreign bias in equity
holdings in this situation, as discussed in Coeurdacier (2009). Third, even though a low θ
could yield the right direction in terms of portfolios, the home bias obtained as a result is
in fact too extreme for reasonable calibrations of the parameters. This aspect, hinted at
in Coeurdacier (2009), is confirmed in my general setup: e.g. even for α as low as 0.58,
significantly below usual calibrations such as the baseline of α “ 0.75, each investor shorts
the foreign asset at the symmetric point (wf,t “ w˚h,t ´ 13%) in order to allocate more than
100% of their wealth to the local asset when θ “ 0.9. For all those reasons, I stick to the
standard case of θ ą 1 as my baseline. To turn the foreign bias in equity holdings that
obtains into a home bias like in the data, I will instead rely on the other (plausible) channel
that I introduce in this environment: imperfect financial integration. I discuss this aspect in
Section 3.5.

What about the effect of wealth share hedging? When risk sharing is perfect, the hedging
of wealth share risk turns out to reinforce the bias that emerges from the hedging of relative
supply. To see this, let us focus on the baseline calibration and consider a negative shock to

50The impact of this assumption is also discussed in Tille (2001) and Coeurdacier (2009).
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domestic output (dZt ă 0). In that case, the wealth share of the domestic investor increases,
as was discussed in 3.1.51 This in turn leads her marginal value of wealth to increase, given
that it is more difficult for her to diversify risk, so that she values an asset that pays in those
conditions. Concurrently, such a shock tends to decrease relative output yt as well as the
relative dividends on the domestic asset, provided that goods are good enough substitutes,
so that its payoffs decreases relative to those on foreign equity. This is so because the mild
upward pressure on the price of the domestic good coming from the increase in the size of
the domestic investor in the economy is not enough to compensate the downward pressure
due to the lower supply. As a consequence, the domestic asset therefore does not pay off
in a situation where it is would be valuable, which leads the domestic investor to tilt her
portfolio further away from the domestic asset. The phenomenon is reversed in cases of
low substitutability of goods, so that wealth share hedging reinforces the home bias that
obtains in that case. Quantitatively, the impact of the hedging of xt remains muted in
the baseline, but grows significantly as investors become more heterogeneous and as markets
become imperfectly integrated so that sharing risk is more difficult across investors. I discuss
those aspects below and in Section 3.5.

The impact of both hedging terms taken together is significant and the foreign bias in
equity holdings that obtains in the baseline is large: at the symmetric point, the domestic
investor allocates wh,t “ 93% of her wealth to the foreign asset, and only wf,t “ 7% to the
domestic asset, compared to the 50-50% split consistent with the common term.52 The bias
is reinforced as the risk aversion increases (Figure F.11), making investors more sensitive to
risks in the economy, while (very) mildly reduced as the elasticity of intertemporal substi-
tution increases (Figure F.12). For both, the hedging of wealth risk grows in importance,
even though it remains mostly muted compared to that of relative supply risk. The bias
in portfolios is also strongly reinforced as the home bias in consumption increases (Figure
F.10). This makes the investors have a stronger preference towards their local good, which
strengthens the hedging of yt, but also make them more heterogeneous, which strengthens
the effect of the wealth share even more. As a result, the impact of wealth share hedging is
strongly reinforced and becomes as large as that of yt. This heightened impact of the wealth
share risk is a theme that will come back when I study further heterogeneity as well as
imperfect financial integration in Section 3.5, and for the application of Section 4. For large
values of α, the portfolio bias can become extreme. For instance, with α “ 0.85, a value that
is still lower than the types of values used more recently in the literature, wh,t “ ´175% and
wf,t “ 275%, in words, the domestic is willing to severely short the domestic asset to lever
up the share of her wealth that she allocates to the foreign asset. Similarly, the home bias
is strongly reinforced when θ ă 1. Overall, those results are broadly consistent with findings
in Coeurdacier (2009), even though the author focused on a CRRA case in which the risk

51Recall that this was due to the combination of the signs of wh,t´ zt ă 0, wf,t´p1´ ztq ą 0, which obtain
mostly from the hedging of relative supply in the baseline, and of the patterns of the diffusion of risky
returns, σR,t, σR˚,t.

52Again, this would also be the case with a low θ so that the resulting home bias in equity holdings would
still be counterfactually large, with the foreign asset not being invested in or even being shorted.
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aversion and elasticity of substitution are inversely related to one another and in which, most
importantly, the wealth share did not play a role of its own. In addition, the non-linearities
that obtain as heterogeneity increases render the use of a global method particularly im-
portant as compared to first and second-order local approximations. Beyond magnitudes,
hedging terms are also important in that they drive the differential tilt in the portfolios of
the two international investors.

What happens beyond the symmetric point? Being able to study portfolios and other
variables not just for Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q but for any point of the state space is one of the
breakthroughs allowed by the global method in this paper. Conceptually, this is a natural
way forward given that even for the symmetric point, the hedging of the state variables is
fundamentally about what is happening outside of this point, i.e. about dynamics throughout
the state space, which cannot be visualized and studied with local low-order approximations
and constant portfolios but that the method here suddenly make completely visible.

Figure 7: Components of the domestic portfolio

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth
share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply of
the domestic good, which captures fundamentals. Corresponding three-dimensional representations: Figure
F.34.
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Figure 7 shows the components of the weight of the domestic asset in the domestic
portfolio in the baseline calibration. What happens at Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q was discussed before,
but the picture reveals that portfolios and their components vary substantially with the state
of the economy. For instance, the domestic strongly shorts the domestic asset, wh,t “ ´30%,
when the relative good is rare and when her share of world wealth is small, while she allocates
a large portion of her portfolio to it , wh,t “ 80%, when the domestic good is abundant and
her share of wealth large. This picture is quite contrasted to the wh,t “ 7% that is picked
by the domestic investor at the symmetric point.

This dependence on the state of the economy comes both from the common component,
which drives the overall shape of both portfolios, and from hedging terms. The relative
supply of course has a strong impact on each component, for instance with the hedging of
the relative supply becoming much stronger as the domestic good becomes rare. But most
importantly, the picture suggests a second important role for the wealth share in addition to
its impact as a pricing factor that is hedged: its role as a state variable, which captures the
average investor in the world economy in a given instant. Because this average investor looks
very different according to whether she most resembles the domestic or foreign investor, the
wealth share has a strong direct impact on the common component, highlighting its effect
on risk premia and the conditional variance-covariance matrix of returns, as well as on the
hedging of the wealth share itself, which is largest around xt “ 1{2, the point around which
the dominant investor in the world economy switches and at which the volatility of the
wealth share is largest.

What about the bias in portfolios in this global context? To study it, it is no longer
sufficient to compare wh,t and wf,t, the weight of each asset in the domestic portfolio. Indeed,
as the state of the economy evolves, the share of each asset in the market portfolio also
changes compared to the 50-50% split that obtains at the symmetric point. To study this
question, I therefore compute a portfolio bias measure towards the domestic equity, HBt,
and a portfolio bias measure towards the foreign equity, FBt. Those measures have the
added benefit that they are closer to those that have been used empirically, for instance
in Coeurdacier and Rey (2013).53 They are defined as the share of domestic equity in the
domestic equity portfolio (wh,t{pwh,t`wf,tq) divided by its share in the market portfolio (zt),
and the share of foreign equity in the domestic equity portfolio (wf,t{pwh,t ` wf,tq) divided
by its share in the market portfolio (1´ zt), i.e.

HBt ”
wh,t{pwh,t ` wf,tq

zt
and FBt ”

wf,t{pwh,t ` wf,tq

1´ zt
(20)

53The fact that wh,t and wf,t vary throughout the state space could mean that we could potentially explain
the fact that wh,t is above wf,t in practice, provided that the world economy is in some particular part
of the state space. However, in the baseline calibration, the foreign bias is quantitatively so stark that
the regions of the state space in which wh,t ą wf,t are small. Cf. Figure XX. In addition, the proper
way to study the home bias is to compare portfolio weights to the market portfolio, as done in the rest
of the paper.
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Those measures are shown in the bottom two panels of Figure F.14 for the baseline cali-
bration, and their equivalent for the foreign investor, HB˚t , FB˚t , are defined analogously.54

They paint an even starker picture than the components discussed above: portfolios vary
substantially with the state of the economy not only in terms of the weights themselves, but
also in terms of how biased they are. For instance, as she becomes dominant in the world
economy, and even though equity prices adjust accordingly, the domestic investor has to get
closer to holding the market portfolio, i.e. both HBt and FBt converge to one. When her
share of world wealth diminishes however, and if in addition the relative supply of the do-
mestic good becomes rare, she shorts the domestic asset in a magnitude that is particularly
extreme when compared to the market portfolio (´1.2), while she levers up and invest about
1.6 times as much than the market portfolio on the foreign asset. Those observations are
mirrored in the case in which the home bias obtains when θ is low.

Taken together, those results confirm the strong bias in equity holdings that obtained in
the baseline at the symmetric point (wh,t{zt “ 0.2 at Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q), while emphasizing
that the extent of this bias is also inherently state-dependent. Note once again that both are
true for high θ like in the baseline for which a foreign bias obtains, and for low θ in which
a home bias obtains. The introduction of imperfect financial integration that I discuss in
the next section will therefore be important to ultimately generate plausible portfolios. In
addition, those evolutions reveal that portfolios are fundamentally time-varying and strongly
responding to shocks to both wealth and relative supply. Those aspects could so far not
be discussed in the literature, given the main focus on zero-order constant portfolios, and
local neighborhoods of the symmetric point.55 Even though empirical facts about the time
evolution of home bias measures remain for the moment elusive, given the limited length of
this times series and their relative smoothness due to their low frequency (annual or less),
the results in this section suggest that they are an important target for future research, as
echoed in Coeurdacier and Rey (2013). To that end, the large and detailed data gathering
effort undertaken for the Global Capital Allocation project of Maggiori et al. (2020) and
Coppola et al. (2020) will assuredly prove invaluable.

Finally, we can revisit the impact of each component quantitatively. To do so, Table 1
decomposes the (unconditional) variance of wh,t into its three components: in the baseline
calibration with α “ 0.75, hedging components drive 30% of the changes in portfolios, and
this proportion increases to 69% as α “ 0.85.56 This confirms the picture that emerged from

54Recall that zt ” Qt{pQt `Q
˚
t q, i.e. it is the ratio of the home equity price to world wealth. (Home equity

price is the same as home equity value given that the supply of the asset is normalized to unity.) An
equivalent approach would be to compute a measure of home bias as 1´wf,t{pwh,t `wf,tq{p1´ ztq as in
Coeurdacier and Rey (2013). I stick to my measure because it allows to look at both assets. Note also
that when the bond is not traded like here, wh,t{pwh,t ` wf,tq “ wh,t because wh,t ` wf,t “ 1.

55Again, as investors become more heterogeneous, portfolios also become strongly non-linear (cf. Figures
F.16 and F.17), so that using a global method is also crucial from this perspective as low-order local
approximations could become imprecise.

56Specifically, I compute each of the component of the following decomposition: 1 “
varpwh,tq
varpwh,tq

“

covpwcommonh,t q

varpwh,tq
`

covpwhedg.xh,t q

varpwh,tq
`

covpwhedg.yh,t q

varpwh,tq
.
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the analysis of average portfolios at the symmetric point in which the hedging components
were also particularly important. Although the hedging of wealth share risk itself remains
muted in the baseline, it increases significantly as investors heterogeneity increases and
becomes on par with the hedging of relative supply. Perhaps most importantly and as an
additional remember, even when they are quantitatively smaller and while the common
component drives the broad shape of the portfolio, hedging components are conceptually
responsible for the differential tilt in portfolios between domestic and foreign investors, which
is often the question of interest in an international portfolio choice context. Ignoring them,
or focusing on special cases such as log or myopic preferences in which hedging components
are absent as as been common in part of the literature, can therefore yield significantly
different portfolios.

Table 1: Variance decomposition of portfolio weights

Common component Hedging of xt Hedging of yt Total
α “ 0.5 -42% 0% 142% 100%
α “ 0.75 70% 7% 23% 100%
α “ 0.85 31% 35% 34% 100%

Notes: The table shows the decomposition of wh,t, the share of the domestic asset in the domestic portfolio,
into its three components. α “ 0.75 is the baseline calibration. Results are identical for wf,t, which is equal
to 1´ wh,t in the baseline, and for the portfolio of the foreign investor.

3.5. Imperfect financial integration and investor heterogeneity

Imperfect financial integration and investor heterogeneity are two dimensions that have the
potential to strongly impact the equilibrium. I study both in this international context,
and show that their influence goes hand-in-hand with a reinforced effect of the allocation of
wealth.

Imperfect financial integration The introduction of imperfectly integrated markets, mod-
eled as a tax τ on foreign dividends in the spirit of Bhamra et al. (2014), impacts the economy
because it prevents international investors from perfectly sharing risk with one another.57

Because the assets that they can trade are different, due to the direct tax that each in-
vestor has to pay on them as well as a general equilibrium effect on their risk premia, the
opportunity sets faced by both investors differ. As a result, even though they individually
face dynamically complete markets, their stochastic discount factors are no longer perfectly

57In this section, I assume that τ “ τ˚, i.e. that the tax on foreign dividend is symmetric. However, the
framework also allows for asymmetric taxes, which can be interesting to study in realistic applications.
For details on the exact formulation of those taxes in the model, cf. Section 2.4.
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correlated. This has a number of consequences in terms of the evolution of their marginal
values of wealth, interest rates, consumptions, and other variables, with the effect most vis-
ible on portfolios. The general specification of the model also allows us to study the impact
of several dimensions of preferences, which turn out to have a strong impact on the magni-
tude of the effect of imperfect financial integration. I focus on the elasticity of intertemporal
substitution ψ, which takes center stage.

When the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is low, ψ “ 0.258, the introduction of a
modest degree of imperfect financial integration is sufficient to make their respective foreign
asset much less attractive to each local investor. This comes both from the fact that the
overall level of the foreign risk premium as perceived by a local investor is directly decreased
by the tax that has to be paid on it, ´τF ˚t ,´τ

˚Ft, and from the fact that the slope of the
risk premia on both asset as a function of the wealth share flips sign driven by the tax as
well as a modest general equilibrium effect.59

As a result, both international investors rapidly turn the foreign bias in equity holdings
that they picked in the baseline, into a significant home bias in equity holdings. For instance,
at the symmetric point Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q, the left panel of Figure 8 shows that a tax on foreign
dividends on the order of τ “ 7 to 10% is enough to bring the HBt measure above 1, from
0.75 to 1.39, and the FBt measure below 1, from 1.32 to 0.50, both reflecting a strong
home bias in equity holdings compared to the market portfolio and consistent with empirical
measures e.g. in Coeurdacier and Rey (2013). To get a sense of magnitude, the raw share of
the domestic asset in the domestic equity portfolio increases from 42% to 78% at that point,
broadly in line with the data. The fact that reasonable frictions on market integration can
yield home bias in equity confirms the finding of Bhamra et al. (2014) in this general and
global framework, provided that ψ is low.

In addition, contrary to the baseline studied so far, the international bond is now traded
in equilibrium (Panel (a) of Figure 10), reflecting the fact that less risk sharing can happen
via the equity assets so that investors make use of the third asset. Bond trading is also
strongly asymmetric. The share of wealth allocated to the bond, bt, b

˚
t , strongly decreases as

the wealth share of an investor increases: an investor cannot borrow from herself when she
becomes dominant in the world economy, a fact that participates in reinforcing the influence
of the wealth share on portfolios. On the other hand, whether investors save or borrow
using the bond is governed by the relative supply of their preferred good. For instance, the
domestic investor saves using the bond (bt ą 0) when the domestic good is abundant. This
reflects the fact that she can consume a lot of her preferred good, so that her marginal value
of wealth is low. As a result, she saves some of her wealth for situations in which this is

58This is slightly higher than the CRRA case, ψ “ 1{γ « 0.067, to ensure that investors still have preference
for early resolution of uncertainty.

59This is even more visible on the Sharpe ratio on the top right panel of Figure 9, which combines the
effect on the risk premia and second moments. While domestic risk premium and Sharpe ratio increased
with xt in the baseline, even with ψ “ 0.2, they now both increase with imperfectly integrated markets,
reflecting the now positive relationship between xt and yt discussed below.
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not the case, and in which her marginal value of wealth is higher. Conversely, the domestic
investor borrows as yt decreases.

Figure 8: Domestic equity portfolio vs. market portfolio
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Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration of Assumption 1, except for ψ and τ . The figure shows a cut in
which the allocation of wealth is symmetric (xt “ 1{2). yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which
captures fundamentals. Effect on the foreign bias measure FBt: Figure F.18.

The stark switch in the tilt of portfolios comes with a larger impact of the wealth share.60

This stems in part from its reinforced direct effect as a state variable: the identity of the
investor holding most of the wealth in the international economy, captured by xt, matters
more when risk sharing is imperfect because investors have a more difficult time insuring
against risks in the economy. This direct impact can be observed on portfolios as well as other
variables in Figure 9 for a tax of τ “ 10%.61 Second, the impact of the hedging of wealth
share risk also grows markedly. Quantitatively, the variance decomposition of wh,t yields
shares of 37%, 33%, and 35%, for the common, xt-hedging, and yt-hedging components,
respectively. The wealth share hedging therefore plays a much larger role now on par with
other components, compared to the 7% it was responsible for in the baseline.62 Further,
not only does the magnitude of the hedging of xt changes, but so does its sign. While the
hedging of fundamentals still make any investor dislike their local asset (as long as goods
are realistically good enough substitutes), the hedging of xt is now positive, meaning that

60As before, portfolios also vary significant with the relative supply of goods. For instance, HBt ranges from
1.25 to above 3, depending on whether the domestic good becomes abundant (yt Ñ 1) or scarce (yt Ñ 0).

61Note that with ψ “ 0.2, the actual marginal value of wealth, J
1´γ
1´ψ

t , is a decreasing monotonic transfor-
mation of Jt.

62For the foreign asset, those numbers are 18%, 32%, and 27%, with the remaining 23% attributed to the
tax payment itself. For the baseline those were of 70%, 7%, and 23%, for both wh,t and wf,t.
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instead of reinforcing the foreign bias coming from yt like it did in the baseline, it directly
contributes to obtaining the home bias in equity holdings.

Figure 9: Impact of the wealth share under imperfectly integrated markets (τ “ 10%) with
a low elasticity of intertemporal substitution (ψ “ 0.2)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1, except that ψ “ 0.2
and µ “ 10%. xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic
investor. yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.
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This happens because in this case, the loading of the wealth share on the Brownian shocks
flips, with the wealth share now increasing for a positive domestic output shock, so that the
domestic asset provides a good hedge for changes in the allocation of wealth for the domestic
investor. This flip occurs because of the overpowering effect of imperfect financial integration
on portfolios: by making the domestic asset more attractive, the tax yields a home bias in
equity holdings in equilibrium so that compared to the market portfolio, wh,t ´ zt ą 0 and
wh,t ´ zt ă 0, the opposite of the baseline case. Following Proposition 1, this results in
σxz,txt ą 0, σxz˚,txt ă 0. In words, the wealth share of the domestic investor loads positively
on domestic output shocks, and negatively on foreign output shocks.63 Finally, note that
instead of being broadly symmetric around xt “ 1{2, the hedging of wealth share risk now
tends to decrease with xt, reflecting its larger impact on the slope of Jt closer to small values
of xt.

Turning now to the case where the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is high, ψ “ 2,
as in the (realistic) baseline calibration of Section 3, the picture changes drastically. As seen
on Panel (b) and (d) of Figure 8, taxes on foreign dividends now have much more limited
impact on portfolios. As an example, reasonable taxes on the order of τ “ 7 or 10% do
not overturn the counterfactual foreign bias in equity holdings, like they did for ψ “ 0.2, let
alone bringing it to the ballpark estimate observed in practice. In fact, for this to happen
even only for the symmetric point of the state space, τ has to climb to values as high as 50,
75%, or more, which are clearly implausible.

Why does the elasticity of intertemporal substitution have such a central role? This comes
for a large part from its impact on the dividend yields, Ft, F

˚
t , of the two equity assets. With

a large ψ, substitution effects dominate so that investors value assets even when they pay
far in the future. The resulting equity prices, which are nothing but the present value of the
streams of dividend paid by the assets discounted with the appropriate stochastic discount
factors, therefore tend to be larger compared to dividends given that even far-away payments
are highly valued. The resulting dividend yields, Ft, F

˚
t , which divide dividends at market

values, ptYt, p
˚
t Y

˚
t , by equity prices, Qt, Q

˚
t , are therefore significantly smaller on average

(Figure F.30). Because the impact of the tax on foreign dividends is ultimately governed by
the magnitudes of the dividend yields given that the differences in equity premia as perceived

63This switch in sign can be observed by comparing Figures F.25 and F.28 in Appendix F. Figure F.4 shows
the corresponding distribution, obtained as before by simulating the economy for 250 years. Accordingly,
the relationship between fundamentals yt and the wealth share xt is now positive. This switch can
of course have long-term consequences in terms of the surviving agent in the very long run: e.g. if the
domestic good becomes dominant in the long run, the domestic investor will tend to dominate the economy
under modest degrees of imperfect financial integration, while the foreign investor would have dominated
under perfect risk sharing. Imperfect financial integration also have an effect on the dispersion of the
wealth share around its broad relationship with yt: as τ increases, xt moves further away, underlying the
fact that when financial markets are imperfectly integrated, international investors have a more difficult
time sharing risk with each other. This is the result of the effect of market imperfection on risk premia
and portfolios, described above, but also on consumption, driven by Jt, and taxes themselves. Figures
F.24 and F.26 in Appendix show µx,txt and its decomposition into its several components, for ψ “ 0.2
and τ “ 10%.
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by the two investors are ´τ˚Ft,´τF
˚
t , their quantitative ability to impact risk premia, and

therefore portfolios, is therefore much more limited when ψ is large. Economically, this is
also related to the fact that the extent of bond trading, which becomes important when
risk sharing is imperfect, becomes much more limited as ψ increases as seen in Panel (b) of
Figure 10. Interestingly, the tax on foreign dividends has a limited effect in that case, even
though the diversification benefits provided by the two equity assets appear smaller with an
average correlation of returns of 0.91 against 0.77 with ψ “ 0.2. This reflects the fact that
looking at average correlations might not be an accurate enough measure of diversification
benefits in contexts in which the correlation is inherently state-dependent like here.

Figure 10: Share of bond in the domestic portfolio

(a) ψ “ 0.2 (b) ψ “ 2

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1, except for ψ and
µ “ 10%. xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor.
yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.

The impact of imperfect financial integration also depends on the home bias in consump-
tion and risk aversion that both increase the impact of the wealth share, the former by
making investors more heterogeneous and therefore less able to share risk, and the latter by
increasing the impact of the effect on investors’ decisions. Like the main mechanism above,
this also occurs when ψ is high, but is significantly more muted. Overall, those pieces of
evidence point to the significant role played by the several dimensions of preferences in mod-
ulating the effect of the wealth share on the equilibrium, and therefore the effect of imperfect
financial integration, a fact that could not have been studied so far in the literature given
that it focused for the most part on special cases.

Overall, imperfectly integrated markets have a profound impact on the equilibrium, which
is intimately related to the rising influence of the wealth share. This is consistent with in-
vestors no longer being able to share risk perfectly when there are frictions in market in-
tegration, so that the identity of the investor holding most assets in equilibrium, captured
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by the wealth share, matters more. Taken together, those results emphasize the intricate
interplay between portfolio choices, asset prices, and risk sharing in this context, and imper-
fect financial integration has the potential to strikingly change the portfolios of international
investors. To be sure, matching portfolios throughout the state space is no easy fit, and
as we have seen, portfolios remain strongly state-dependent, in fact even more so than in
the specification with perfect risk sharing studied thus far. In addition, whether imperfect
financial integration has a strong enough impact to overturn the foreign bias in equity hold-
ings that obtains in the baseline (provided that goods are good enough substitutes) depends
significantly on the calibration of preferences, a fact that we have been able to uncover
thanks to the generality of the framework. Yet, with those caveats in mind, imperfect finan-
cial integration of the form studied in this section remains a realistic and plausible way to
generate a home bias in equity holdings broadly in line with the data – both qualitatively,
and quantitatively for a relevant part of the state space. It is therefore adequate for our
purposes, and I focus on this specification for the application of Section 4.

Investor heterogeneity The heterogeneity of investors is another factor that strongly re-
inforces the influence of the wealth share on the equilibrium, not only conceptually but also
quantitatively.

This was already apparent in the analysis of the baseline calibration studied so far in
which an increase in the home bias in consumption, which constitutes the fundamental
heterogeneity in the economy, increases the impact of the wealth share significantly. This is
true of both the direct effect of the wealth share as a state variable capturing the average
investor in the world economy, and of the hedging of wealth risk, which becomes as important
a determinant of portfolios as other components (Table 1).

Labor income is another way to introduce heterogeneity in the framework, while re-
maining in a symmetric calibration. This happens because labor income, modeled here as
a constant share (δ, δ˚) of the output of each tree being paid to the local investor, makes
the budget constraint of each investor more dependent on local conditions. This analysis
is relegated to Appendix A.8 in the interest of space but labor income has a strong impact
on the equilibrium and its underpinnings. While its effect on risk premia and Sharpe ratios
is somewhat modest, it significantly affects portfolios, marginal values of wealth, consump-
tions, and the interest rate.64 Most importantly, and in line with the emerging theme of this
section, this effect goes hand-in-hand with a bolstered importance for the wealth share. As a
stark example, the share of portfolio variance explained by the hedging of xt increases from

64For portfolios specifically, labor income reinforces the bias in portfolio holdings. This comes from the
fact that labor income is perfectly correlated with the payoff of the local asset, so that it renders each
asset yet more attractive/unattractive to the local investor depending on the elasticity of substitution
across goods. In the baseline for instance, labor income reinforces the foreign bias in equity holdings
on average so that “The International Diversification Puzzle Is Worse Than You Think” (Baxter and
Jermann, 1997). Importantly, this effect is also strongly state-dependent, and in particular relevant as
the wealth share of an investor gets small.
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7% in the baseline without labor income, to a whooping 70% for δ “ 62.5%, a calibration
roughly in line with the average labor share in the United States over the last 50 years. On
the contrary, the common and yt-hedging components now explain a mere 20% and 10%,
instead of 70% and 23% in the baseline. In short: the hedging of wealth share risk becomes
the main driver of the shape of portfolios. More generally, the direct of the wealth share as
a state variable is also greatly reinforced.65

In summary, the heterogeneity of investors therefore makes the wealth share an important
variable of interest in this framework. This aspect will also be particularly apparent when
we turn to the application of Section 4 in which a different kind of heterogeneity, in the form
asymmetries in preferences, takes center stage.

Taking stock, the characterization of asset prices and global portfolios emphasizes the
importance of the allocation of wealth in this general international economy. The allocation
of wealth matters both as a state variable that captures the average international investor,
and as a pricing factor against which investors hedge. The magnitude of the impact of the
allocation of wealth can grow substantially with imperfect financial integration, and when
investors become more heterogeneous. In other words, “capital is back” in this international
context too: consistent with a broader emerging literature in economics, the allocation
of capital, here across international investors, has a prime role in determining economic
outcomes.

In terms of portfolios, home bias in equity holdings like in the data can obtain in the setup
either when the elasticity of substitution across goods is low, or due to imperfect financial
integration provided that the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is moderate. In what
follows, I focus on the latter case, which is both realistic – international markets are likely
to be imperfectly integrated in practice –, and because it is more consistent with standard
estimations of the elasticity of substitution across goods. As we have seen in that case, the
home bias is amplified by the hedging of the wealth share risk. More generally, portfolios as
well as other variables strongly vary throughout the state space, emphasizing the importance
of the global solution. All those aspects are present and even reinforced in the application
of the model to which I now turn.

65The way those patterns change when considering a more general and realistic specification for labor income
could prove an interesting exploration. One particular specification could be to construct labor income as
a time-varying share of the output of each country, as explored for instance in Coeurdacier and Gourinchas
(2016). As the authors suggest, the correlation of labor income with output, once computed with the
proper conditioning, could in fact turn out to be negative, providing a natural way to generate a home
bias in equity holdings. If the share is itself stochastic, it could also provide an additional hedging motive
that could prove relevant in practice also as it introduces a natural degree of market incompleteness.
Labor income could also take a more general form, for instance as a separate source of idiosyncratic
risk in the spirit of the recent heterogeneous-agent macroeconomic literature like Kaplan et al. (2018),
or by introducing a distribution of investors in each country by generalizing the overlapping generation
structure of Gârleanu and Panageas (2015) to a two-good, two-country setting. I leave these promising
avenues for future research.
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4. Application: The International Financial System

Because of its generality, the framework in this paper represents a versatile building block
towards several applications and extensions. In this section, I specialize the model to capture
important dimensions of the international financial system, with a particular focus on the
role of the United States, its center country. The introduction of asymmetries in the tolerance
for risk of international investors naturally replicates the role of the United States as the
world banker, documented in Gourinchas and Rey (2007b) and Gourinchas et al. (2017),
and a modest degree of imperfect financial integration also generates a plausible home bias
in equity holdings for both investors. Importantly, those additions not only allow us to
match facts on the U.S. external portfolio on average, but also make it possible to study
its dynamics. In particular, crisis episodes, by worsening the wealth position of the world
banker, lead to a sharp increase in global risk aversion that in turn increases risk premia
worldwide, in a pattern reminiscent of some aspects of the Global Financial Cycle proposed
by Rey (2013) and Miranda-Agrippino and Rey (2020) but for which a general equilibrium
exploration remained elusive. The framework allows to study the response of portfolios to
shocks, the process of external adjustment of the center country, as well as the evolution
of the (time-varying) comovement of returns. In doing so, it is able to replicate several
additional facts e.g. about asset return dynamics. I also discuss a number of counterfactual
experiments, as well as worthwhile extensions that pertain to the introduction of global
financial intermediaries in this international context. Overall, those findings reinforce the
broad message that emerged from the characterization of Section 3: capital is back, and the
allocation of wealth is of prime importance in this context.

4.1. Stylized facts

I start by summarizing a number of stylized facts about the international financial system
and asset returns in this context, which the specialization of the model can jointly match. I
focus in particular on the role of the United States, its center country.

Fact 1 (U.S. as world banker). The United States borrows from the rest of the world in
safe assets, and uses it to lever up its investment in risky assets worldwide, resulting in a
negative net foreign asset position. The country therefore plays the role of the world banker.
(Gourinchas and Rey, 2007b; Gourinchas et al., 2017)

Fact 2 (Exorbitant privilege). The United States earn excess returns on average on its net
foreign asset position, in particular in normal (non-crisis) times. (Gourinchas and Rey,
2007b; Gourinchas et al., 2017)

Fact 3 (Exorbitant duty). In times of crisis, the United States plays the role of the world
insurer, transferring wealth to the rest of the world. This exorbitant duty is the flip of its
exorbitant privilege in normal times, and is associated with a strong deterioration in the U.S.
net foreign asset position. (Gourinchas et al., 2017)
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Fact 4 (Home bias in equity holdings). The aggregate portfolio of the United States, as well
as that of most countries around the world, exhibit a strong bias towards domestic equity
securities. This bias has slowly decreased in recent decades. (French and Poterba, 1991;
Coeurdacier and Rey, 2013)

Fact 5 (Global Financial Cycle). Periods of global stress are characterized by risk-off sce-
narios in which the global risk aversion, as well as risk premia worldwide, spike up. (Some
aspects of Rey, 2013; Miranda-Agrippino and Rey, 2020)

Fact 6 (International Financial Adjustment). Periods of strong deterioration in the net
foreign asset position of the United States predict higher expected risk premia on its external
balance sheet in the short to medium term, consistent with valuation effects playing a key
role in the process of its external adjustment. (Gourinchas and Rey, 2007a, extended to more
recent data in Gourinchas et al., 2019)

Fact 7 (Countercyclicality of asset return dynamics). The (i) risk premia, (ii) Sharpe ratios,
(iii) volatilities, and (iv) correlation of risky returns are countercyclical, i.e. they increase
in times of crisis. This is true in particular in times of global stress. Those evolutions are
consistent with crises being periods in which not only the quantity of risk rises, but also the
price of risk that is received as a compensation. (Among others, in the context of the United
States: for (i), (ii), (iii), cf. Lettau and Ludvigson, 2010; for (i), cf. Fama and French,
1989, Ferson and Harvey, 1991, Harrison and Zhang, 1999, Campbell and Diebold, 2009;
for (ii), cf. Harvey, 2001; for (iii), cf. Schwert, 1989, Brandt and Kang, 2004)

Fact 8 (Global trend in asset comovements). The comovement of equity prices worldwide
has increased over the last 150 years, and particularly rapidly in the past three decades. This
increase goes above and beyond the growing synchronization in real sector variables. The
sharp increase in the comovement of global equity markets is driven by fluctuations in risk
premia, which are themselves strongly impacted by fluctuations in global risk appetite. (Jordà
et al., 2019)

Fact 9 (Global trend in interest rates). The real rate of interest has trended down globally
in recent decades, and this can be related to the relative size of the risk-tolerant world banker
(the United States) decreasing in the world economy. (Caballero et al., 2008; Hall, 2016;
Gourinchas et al., 2017)

4.2. External portfolio and the exorbitant privilege

Throughout Section 4, the domestic country is taken to represent the United States, the
country at the center of the international financial system. Its representative investor is
assumed to display a larger appetite for risk, so that her risk aversion is now lower than
that for the representative foreign investor (γ “ 8 ă γ˚ “ 15). This assumption, in the
spirit of Caballero et al. (2008), Gourinchas et al. (2017), and Maggiori (2017), is meant to
capture the greater development and depth of U.S. financial markets, making the country as
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a whole better able and willing to carry financial risk in the world economy. Following the
discussion in Section 3.5, I also introduce a modest degree of imperfect financial integration,
τ “ τ˚ “ 15%, which, combined with an elasticity of intertemporal substitution of ψ “

ψ˚ “ 0.5, generates plausible portfolios, as well as a realistic level for the interest rate.
Other parameters are calibrated as before and summarized in Assumption 1.

The introduction of asymmetries in the tolerance for risk of the two international in-
vestors has a profound impact on the equilibrium and in particular on countries’ portfolios.
Specifically, the representative U.S. investor is willing to borrow from risk-averse investors
in the rest of the world using the risk-free bond, so as to lever up her risky portfolio. Panel
(a) of Figure 14 shows that this borrowing is large, and happens throughout the state-space.
For instance, around xt “ 30%, which corresponds broadly to the share of the United States
in world wealth (Crédit Suisse, 2019), the country borrows about 50% (bt “ ´0.5) of its
wealth in international markets, so as to invest 150% of its wealth in risky equity securities.
Those results are consistent with the findings of Gourinchas et al. (2017), who document
a strongly negative net foreign position in safe securities for the United States, which uses
those safe liabilities to finance its investments in risky assets worldwide.66 In other words,
the model naturally replicates Fact 1 about the role of the United States as the world banker,
or more accurately, given the amount of leverage, as the world venture capitalist, as pointed
out in Gourinchas and Rey (2007b). As a result, the net foreign asset position of the United
States is strongly negative, like in the data. In the model, the latter is computed as the
difference between the wealth invested in the foreign equity asset and in the world bond by
the domestic investor, and that invested in the domestic asset by the foreign investor. As a
fraction of domestic wealth, this yields

NFAt
Wt

“ wf,t ` bt ´ w
˚
h,t

ˆ

1´ xt
xt

˙

(21)

The results is shown in Panel (b) of Figure 14. At xt “ 30%, NFAt{Wt “ ´30% on
average. Like the amount of borrowing, the net foreign asset position also varies strongly
with the state of the economy as a result of both asymmetries and imperfect risk sharing,
an aspect that I discuss when focusing on dynamics below.67

66I should note that even though the framework gets us close to several empirical measures, such as the net
foreign asset position, interest rates, or portfolios, the goal of the exercise is primarily conceptual. A
number of small additional extensions could be considered to make the quantitative match even closer.

67The international bond can also be considered to be part of the domestic country foreign liabilities,
reflecting the fact that most countries save internationally using Treasury bonds issued by the United
States. This does not change the accounting equation given that one would subtract ´b˚t p1 ´ xtq{xt,
which is equal to bt by market clearing. (Recall that bt ă 0 as the United States borrows from the rest
of the world.) The measure can also be expressed as a fraction of domestic output as follows

NFAt
Yt

“

ˆ

wf,t ` bt ´ w
˚
h,t

ˆ

1´ xt
xt

˙˙ˆ

xt
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˙ˆ

p1´ δqpt
Ft

˙

(22)
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The modest degree of imperfect financial integration is able to generate a plausible home
bias in equity holdings for both investors (Fact 4). With τ “ 15%, the shares in the domestic
equity portfolio allocated to domestic and foreign assets for xt “ 30% are around 70% and
30% respectively, broadly in line with findings in Coeurdacier and Rey (2013) for recent
years.68 This result is of course subject to the caveats discussed in Section 3.5. First, as I
discuss below and as seen in Figure 13, portfolios again vary substantially with the state of
the economy so that matching them in one given point does not guarantee matching them
throughout. This is particularly true here where the impact of the allocation of wealth
on portfolios is significantly larger than in the baseline of Section 3. Second, for tax on
foreign dividends to have a quantitatively sufficient effect, the elasticity of intertemporal
substitution ψ must not be too large, and I pick a value of ψ “ 0.5 to also be able to
match the average level of the interest rate.69 Despite those caveats, the degree of imperfect
financial integration allows to generate portfolios that are broadly consistent with the data
and is therefore adequate for our purposes.

Finally, as a last point in terms of average levels, the model is also able to repro-
duce the exorbitant privilege that the United States has benefited from as a result of
its external portfolio (Fact 2). I follow the definition of Gourinchas et al. (2017), and
understand exorbitant privilege to mean the excess returns on the U.S. external port-
folio. This is first visible by comparing the expected returns on the total portfolio of
the domestic investor, µR,t ” wh,tµR,t ` wf,tµR˚,t ` btrt, to that of the foreign investor,
µR˚,t ” w˚h,tµR,t ` w˚f,tµR˚,t ` b˚t rt. Panels (a) and (b) of Figure 11 plot both as a func-
tion of the wealth share. The former is larger regardless of the state of the economy, with
µR,t “ 4.9% and µR˚,t “ 3.9% on average, reflecting the riskier position taken by the United
States that is financed by borrowing internationally in the safe asset and earns a higher re-
turns in expectation. Interestingly, this result highlights the fact the center country borrows
to invest not only internationally but in its own domestic assets as well.

Second, we can also focus specifically on the returns on the external portfolio itself. Here,
the United States earns rat “ µR˚,t on its external assets, which are comprised of the foreign
equity asset, and pays on its external liabilities rlt, the weighted average of the returns on
the domestic equity and on the risk-free bond. The excess returns on the external position
are therefore

rat ´ r
l
t ” µR˚,t ´

#˜

w˚h,t
w˚h,t ` b

˚
t

¸

µR,t `

˜

b˚t
w˚h,t ` b

˚
t

¸

rt

+

(23)

Panel (c) of Figure 11 shows the results, with rat ´ r
l
t “ 1.4% on average, and about 0.7%

when xt “ 30%, consistent with the lower range of estimates in Gourinchas et al. (2017).70

68The corresponding measure, 1´FBt, is of 40% on average for xt “ 30%, slightly below empirical estimates,
but varies substantially throughout the state space.

69An additional source of asymmetry that could be worthwhile to study in this context is differences in ψ.
This could capture differences across countries in propensity to save, for instance between the United
States, and heavy savers like Europe due to its demographic deficit, and China or southeast Asia.

70In this framework, we cannot easily replicate the fact the United States not only earns a higher returns
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The excess returns earned on its external portfolio allows the United States to finance its
external deficit, and helps reduce the burden of its external adjustment process, as discussed
in Gourinchas and Rey (2007a) and below.

Figure 11: Average expected returns on countries’ portfolios (%)

(a) United States: µR,t (b) Rest of the world: µR˚,t (c) United States: rat ´ r
l
t

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration of Assumption 1, except that γ “ 8 ă γ˚ “ 15, ψ “ 0.5, and
τ “ 15%. xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor.
yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.

In summary, the introduction of asymmetries in risk aversion, together with a modest
degree of imperfect financial integration, is able to reproduce a number of stylized facts
about the average level of the external portfolio of the United States in the world economy.
Specifically, those additions allow the framework to capture Facts 1, 2 and 4 of Section 4.1

4.3. Crisis, the Global Financial Cycle, and dynamic aspects

The better ability and willingness of the domestic country to bear financial risk not only
naturally replicates the external portfolio of United States in levels, but also can help jointly
match a number of facts about the dynamics of the international financial system and asset
returns.

To see this, let us consider a negative shock to the output of the United States, the
domestic country (dZt ă 0). This shock, because it leads the domestic asset to do particularly

on average, but also within asset categories. Indeed, because of the home bias in equity holdings that
obtains with imperfect financial integration, the returns on the foreign equity asset are in fact larger than
that on the domestic equity asset for a large part of the state space, due to the fact that the foreign asset
is held for a larger proportion by the foreign investor who is more risk-averse and therefore requires a
higher compensation for risk on average. This is not true for the whole state space however, and one
could potentially obtain a larger µR,t by reducing the impact of the home bias in equity holdings. This
could also be alleviated for instance by introducing more assets, in the form of other countries/trees or
several bonds. Those explorations are left for future research.
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poorly, brings a sharp decline in the share of wealth held by the domestic country, due to
the home bias in equity holdings that results from imperfect financial integration on average.
Because it affects the country most able to carry risk in the world economy, it is meant to
capture a severe international crisis of the type the world experienced in the Great Recession
of 2008.71

The decrease in the share of world wealth held by the domestic country directly captures
the transfer of wealth that occurs from the United States to the rest of the world in times of
international crisis. As put forward by Gourinchas et al. (2017) and summarized in Fact 3,
this is the flip side of the banker role played by the United States in international markets.
In good times, the world banker reaps the exorbitant privilege of its role by earning higher
returns and running a large negative net foreign asset position, as we have seen. In bad
times however, the country bears the exorbitant duty of insuring the rest of the world by
transferring wealth to other countries. Empirically, consistent with my results, the exorbitant
duty is large: Gourinchas et al. (2017) estimate that the transfer of wealth amounted to
around 19% of U.S. GDP during the 2007-2009 global financial crisis. In the model, the
phenomenon can also be observed clearly from the patterns of consumption, with the share
of consumption (at market value) enjoyed by the United States declining monotonically
with its share of world wealth, consistent with the rest of the world receiving a transfer and
therefore consuming more in times of crisis.72

In addition and most interestingly, the global shock also gives rise to movements in asset
premia that are reminiscent of some aspects of the Global Financial Cycle put to light by
Rey (2013) and Miranda-Agrippino and Rey (2020), but which have so far not been captured
in a general equilibrium model of the international financial system. As the share of wealth
held by the United States decreases, global wealth-weighted risk aversion γt, which is time-
varying and state-dependent in this asymmetric context, spikes up, reflecting the fact that
the rest of world, financially less able and willing to carry risk, governs a larger share of

71The loadings of the wealth share on both shocks is shown in Figure F.20. A negative shock to the foreign
output (dZ˚t ă 0) also leads to a decrease in the share of wealth of the domestic country in most of
the state space because even though its representative investor holds more of her wealth in the domestic
asset, she still holds a larger share of the foreign asset than the foreign investor. This is because she
levers up her risky portfolio using the international bond. However, a shock to domestic output has a
stronger effect due to the home bias in equity holdings, and is more akin to a type of world shock like the
Great Recession of 2008 or the Global Pandemic of 2020. The processes of output could also be specified
so as to be driven by a common component, for instance by adapting the share process of Santos and
Veronesi (2006) to capture the evolution of relative supply yt, as briefly discussed in Section 4.5. I leave
this exploration for future research, but note that it could also help deliver a stationary distribution of
world wealth.

72The share of domestic consumption at market value is computed as
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world wealth following the wealth transfer.73 This pattern captures the emergence of a risk-
off scenario worldwide with the compensation for taking risk rising globally as the wealth
position of the world banker deteriorates, and is one of the markers of the Global Financial
Cycle summarized in Fact 5. In turn, it leads asset prices to decrease more than they would
due to the sole effect of worse fundamentals, so that the risk premia and Sharpe ratios on both
assets increase sharply. Similarly, the interest rate declines globally with the world becoming
more risk-averse on average. This captures the global risk factor of Miranda-Agrippino and
Rey (2020) and the second element of Fact 5. Figure 12 shows each of those variables as a
function of the wealth share, and suggests that the impact is large. Compared to the baseline
of Section 3 in which the wealth share had a modest effect on risk premia, it now becomes a
much more important determinant, on par with fundamentals captured by the relative supply
of goods yt. For instance, the interest rate decreases by 73 basis points when the domestic
country goes from being dominant to small in world wealth, and risk premia increase by 25
to 60 basis points depending on the asset. Those effects are large given that the overall level
of risk premia remains modest in this economy in which the only friction is a mild degree
of imperfect financial integration. For instance, they represent increases in risk premia of
22 to 51%. The effect is also clear when risk premia are normalized by units of volatility:
Sharpe ratios increase by 0.12 to 0.17, a 33 and 49% increase respectively. Quantitatively,
this reinforced effect can also confirmed by computing elasticities with respect to each state
variable.74 The main economic message is that, in this economy that features international
investors with diverging tolerance for bearing risk, the identity of the ultimate holder of most
assets in the world economy, captures by xt, matters as much or more than the fundamental
underpinnings of those assets, captured by the relative supply yt. In other words, once again,
“capital is back”: the allocation of wealth has a profound impact on the world economy.

To be sure, the mechanism proposed here does not cover all dimensions of the phenomenon
documented by Rey (2013) and Miranda-Agrippino and Rey (2020). For one, because the
model is real, there is not role for monetary policy. In addition, the type of risk-off scenario
that arises at the international level could also be taking place within countries, with a shift
towards safe assets for the average investor of each country. I discuss this point in the context
of the reserve currency paradox below. Moreover, because there is only one international
bond, which is riskless and pays the same interest for all investors, it does not capture the
type of convenience yields that has been discussed as an important element in this context,
e.g. by Jiang et al. (2020), and Kekre and Lenel (2020).

73As a reminder, the global wealth-weighted risk aversion is defined as γt ”
´

xt
γ `

1´xt
γ˚

¯´1

.
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average,
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ˇ

ˇ “ 0.41 and |εSRt,xt | “ 0.32 on par with
ˇ
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ˇ

ˇ “ 0.59 and |εSRt,yt | “ 0.35.

This is much larger than in the baseline in which
ˇ

ˇεµR,t´rt,xt
ˇ

ˇ “ 0.02, |εSRt,xt | “ 0.03,
ˇ

ˇεµR,t´rt,yt
ˇ

ˇ “ 0.54,

|εSRt,yt | “ 0.22. The effect is present in particular in relevant parts of the state space. For instance,

when xt “ 30%, average elasticities are
ˇ

ˇεµR,t´rt,xt
ˇ

ˇ “ 0.03, |εSRt,xt | “ 0.04, on par or above the effect of

fundamentals,
ˇ

ˇεµR,t´rt,yt
ˇ

ˇ “ 0.01, |εSRt,yt | “ 0.05.
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Figure 12: Asset pricing under asymmetric risk tolerance and imperfect financial integration

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration of Assumption 1, except that γ “ 8 ă γ˚ “ 15, ψ “ 0.5, and
τ “ 15%. xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor.
yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.
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Another relevant aspect can also be to impose portfolio constraints so that the investors of
both countries, but in particular that representative of the United States, have time-varying
limited risk-bearing capacity that vary with their balance sheets. Because the framework
is flexible, those dimensions can be introduced and represent promising avenues for future
research. I discuss some of them in Section 4.5. Still, the main economic message remains:
the introduction of asymmetries in the capacity and tolerance to bear risk together with
a mild degree of imperfect financial integration, which naturally replicate the aggregate
portfolio of the United States on average, also give rise to dynamic aspects that had so far
not been clearly elucidated and that are reminiscent of important dimensions of the evolution
of the international financial system in times of severe global crisis.

Importantly, because I study this question in a general international portfolio choice
context, the framework also allows to discuss and match a number of further relevant facts.

First, portfolios can be analyzed not only on average, but also in their dynamics. In
particular, even though the introduction of imperfect financial integration allows the model
to match the home bias in equity holdings qualitatively, and quantitatively around xt “ 30%,
portfolios remain strongly state-dependent. As her wealth share decreases following the
shock, the representative domestic investor tends to increase the weight of risky assets further
in her portfolio, by ramping up her borrowing from the rest of the world as a share of her
wealth. Her desire to do so comes both from rising risk premia worldwide in particular on
the domestic asset, which impact her portfolio via its common component, and from the
hedging of her wealth share risk. The latter is particularly active throughout the state space
and it strongly reinforces the home bias in portfolio holdings due to the positive equilibrium
relationship between wealth share and relative supply that obtains in this case, which leads
the domestic asset to pay increasingly well as the domestic marginal value of wealth increases
in the wealth share dimension (cf. Section 3.5 for details). This effect is especially strong as
the wealth share of the domestic investor becomes small as seen in Figure 13. Quantitatively,
the impact of the wealth share is once again significantly larger than in the baseline of Section
3, due to the combination of asymmetries in preferences and imperfect financial integration.
This is true both for its direct effect as a state variable that captures the average investor in
the world economy – the two international agents are now very different–, and through its
hedging effect – a variance decomposition similar to Section 3.4 suggests that the hedging of
xt now drives 39% of the changes in wh,t against 7% in the baseline.75

Portfolios also vary strongly with the relative supply of goods, due to effect of the home
bias in consumption combined with asymmetries in risk tolerance and imperfectly integrated
markets. As yt decreases, which happens when the negative shock is concentrated on the
domestic output, the domestic investor chooses to increase her share in the foreign asset,
wf,t, so that it locally can rise above that of the domestic asset, wh,t. This reflects for a large

75For wh,t, in more details, the common, hedging of xt, and hedging of yt components drive 69%, 39%, and
-2%, respectively. For wf,t, the contribution of the common, hedging of xt, and hedging of yt components
are of 19%, 17%, and 37%, with the tax component accounting for the remaining 27%. In the baseline
of Section 3, the first three figures were 70%, 7%, and 34% respectively, for both wh,t and wf,t.
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part the common component of portfolios, with the share of the domestic asset in the market
portfolio, zt, being particularly small in that case, as well as the pattern of bond trading.
Indeed, while the fact that the domestic investor borrows on average is driven by her higher
tolerance for risk, the trading in the bond is also asymmetric: she borrows in particular
as yt decreases, driven by the introduction of imperfect risk sharing, and as discussed in
Section 3.5. When compared to the weight in the market portfolio zt, the HBt measure
remains above 1, and in fact much so in this particular region of the state space. As the
relative supply of the domestic good yt increases however, which would happen if the foreign
output is especially negatively impacted, the domestic investor borrows a lesser share of her
wealth, and uses it to lever up mostly on the domestic asset whose expected returns increase
particularly much, while she barely invests in the foreign asset, wh,t " wf,t. In this case, the
weight on the foreign asset is not only small in itself, but also when compared to its weight
in the market portfolio, 1´ zt.

Figure 13: Components of the domestic portfolio

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration of Assumption 1, except that γ “ 8 ă γ˚ “ 15, ψ “ 0.5, and
τ “ 15%. xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor.
yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.

Taken together, those results highlights once again that portfolios are strongly time-
varying in this context, in fact more so than in the baseline case of Section 3. Once again,
assessing whether those patterns are borne out in the data calls for additional international
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portfolios facts. From that perspective, the large and detailed data gathering effort under-
taken for the Global Capital Allocation project of Maggiori et al. (2020) and Coppola et al.
(2020) will assuredly prove invaluable. Especially important would also be the establish-
ment of facts about portfolio rebalancing at a higher frequency and in response to shocks.
If portfolios instead do not vary as much, this could be the sign of a failure to optimize in
the part of international investors, in particular in times in which it is most valuable.

Second, the process of external adjustment of the country at the center of the international
financial system can also be studied in this context. As the shock hits, not only does the
share of world wealth held by the United States decrease, reflecting the wealth transfer to
the rest of the world coming from its role as world insurer, but the net foreign asset position
of the country also strongly deteriorates. This is shown in Panel (b) of Figure 14, and is
consistent once again with the findings of Gourinchas et al. (2017) in Fact 3. In this context,
the phenomenon arises because the United States borrows an increasing share of its wealth
as its wealth share decreases, as shown in Panel (a), broadly in line with the increased burden
of its safe liabilities to the rest of the world that results empirically in a sizable decline of
the net foreign safe asset of the country further into negative territory in times of crisis. In
addition, the sharp increase in expected risk premia that occurs simultaneously emphasizes
the primordial role in this situation of valuation effects of the type proposed by Gourinchas
and Rey (2007a) for the process of external adjustment. In my model, they take the form of
time-varying risk premia: the United States invests heavily in risky assets whose expected
returns are large in particular in times of crisis. Those ensures that its net foreign asset
position is expected to improve in the future, thereby facilitating the process of external
adjustment and allowing the country to sustain an even more negative external position
when the crisis hits. In the long run, the higher returns earned on risky assets on average
lead the domestic country to accumulate wealth at a faster rate so that the domestic investor
progressively dominates the world economy. This is accompanied by a positive net foreign
asset position, which also participates in easing the pressure of the external adjustment
process even when the net foreign asset position is negative at shorter-term horizons.76 I
come back to long-run dynamics briefly in Section 4.4. Accordingly, the combination of the
dynamics of the net foreign asset position of the domestic country and that of expected
returns also replicates Fact 6 about the predictability regressions of Gourinchas and Rey
(2007a), and extended to more recent data in Gourinchas et al. (2019). In the short run, a
deterioration of the net foreign asset position of the United States is indeed associated with
higher expected returns, µR,t´ rt, µR˚,t´ rt, as documented previously when the shock hits.
This pattern persists for medium-term horizons with risk premia remaining elevated for the
time that the net foreign asset position stays below its initial level. Yet, as the wealth share
and net foreign asset position continue improving back, owning to higher returns on the
external portfolio on average, expected risk premia decrease back towards their initial level
or below. The negative relationship between the initial change in net foreign asset position
and expected risk premia therefore dampens with the horizon, as in the work of the authors.

76In fact, here, the net foreign asset position accumulated by the domestic country is such that the country
can sustain a trade deficit even in the long run.
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In the long run, xt becomes increasingly large so that risk premia are reduced further due
to the reduced global risk aversion, and the relationship between the initial change in net
foreign asset position with those returns becomes muted like in the data.

Figure 14: External position of the domestic country

(a) Share of bond in domestic portfolio (bt) (b) Net foreign asset position (NFAt{Wt)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration of Assumption 1, except that γ “ 8 ă γ˚ “ 15, ψ “ 0.5, and
τ “ 15%. xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor.
yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.

Finally, the framework also generates a number of asset pricing facts that are broadly in
line with empirical observations, and that emerge here in an international context.

Firstly, the evolution of risk premia discussed previously shows that expected returns
on both assets increase following a negative shock to the output of either of the country.
This result is in line with countercyclical risk premia that have been documented in a wide
variety of contexts (Fact 7, (i)), and emerges due to the heterogeneity between investors. In
line with results in simpler one-good one-country contexts with stylized preferences e.g. in
Weinbaum (2009), the share of wealth held by the risk-tolerant investor, here the investor
representative of the domestic country, decreases with the shock, so that risk aversion and
risk premia spike up, reflecting the fact that equity prices fall more than they would due
purely to the worsening of fundamentals. Importantly, the sharp rise in risk aversion empha-
sizes that in this context risk premia are driven for an important part by large fluctuations
in the compensation for risk, instead of solely being the result of changes in the quantity of
risk. This is in line with a large literature that has seen changes in the price of risk emerge
as a crucial explanation behind asset return predictability more generally.

In addition, in this general environment, the asymmetry in tolerance for risk interacts
intimately with (i) the core heterogeneity that emerges due to the home bias in consumption,
(ii) the fact that the two trees produce differentiated goods so that asset returns are impacted
by changes in the prices of goods, and (iii) imperfect financial integration. For instance, for
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most values of yt, the risk premium on the domestic asset increases faster than that on the
foreign asset as the wealth share decreases. This reflects a larger change in ownership in this
asset that the domestic investor tends to favor due to her home bias in equity holdings, which
itself results from imperfect financial integration. As her wealth share decreases, the foreign
investor has to pick up the slack, and the extra compensation for risk that the latter requires
increases domestic returns comparatively more. Similarly, the effect of the relative supply on
risk premia is also asymmetric. When the domestic country dominates the world economy,
µR,t´rt and µR˚,t´rt evolve broadly as expected and increase with the relative supply of the
respective good underlying their payoffs. When the wealth share of the domestic country is
small however, the risk premium on the domestic asset, µR,t´ rt, also increases significantly
when the relative supply of the foreign good is large, i.e. when yt is small, reflecting in part
the fact that its returns tend to locally comove negatively with the world-weighted marginal
value of wealth (cf. Proposition 4). The patterns of risk premia also reflect the evolution of
the dividend yields on the two assets, Ft, F

˚
t , which are inherently state-dependent in this

context (Figure F.21).
Conditional Sharpe ratios are also strongly countercyclical, increasing as the wealth share

decreases following a shock to the output of any of the trees. This can be seen in Figure
12, and is consistent with results in Harvey (2001) and Lettau and Ludvigson (2010) for the
United States (Fact 7, (ii)). This pattern is driven mostly by the evolution of risk premia,
and happens despite the volatility of the two risky assets being also mildly countercyclical
for a relevant part of the state space, as discussed below. In terms of levels, the Sharpe
ratio on the domestic asset is smaller for most of the state space, reflecting the fact that the
volatility of the domestic asset is larger on average, following the larger impact of the change
in ownership mentioned above.

Turning to second moments more specifically, which are shown in Figure F.22, volatilities
are slightly larger on average than in the baseline of Section 3 owning to the combination
of additional heterogeneity and imperfect financial integration. They exhibit a mild coun-
tercyclicality, as observed empirically, in at least a relevant part of the state space (Fact 7,

(iii))77. In particular, the volatilities of both assets,
`

σTR,tσR,t
˘´1{2

,
`

σTR˚,tσR˚,t
˘´1{2

increase
following the negative shock to U.S. output that has been the focus throughout the section.
For the foreign asset, this occurs regardless of the wealth share of the domestic investor
because the volatility of the foreign asset naturally increases following the decrease in yt
that also ensues. For the domestic asset, this occurs provided that the wealth share of the
domestic country is not too small, and that the relative supply of the domestic good is not
too large. Both are likely to happen following the shock considered here, and starting from
a share of the United States in world wealth around xt “ 30% as in the data. More gen-
erally, Figure F.22 emphasizes that like their expectations, the second moments of returns
are inherently time-varying, and non-monotonic. This is most visible beyond volatilities by
looking at the conditional covariance and correlation of returns in Panels (e) and (f). Once

77This is the so-called “leverage” effect and has been the subject of a large literature, starting from Schwert
(1989). Cf. also Brandt and Kang (2004), as well as Lettau and Ludvigson (2010) for an exploration of
the patterns of both the first and second conditional moments of returns.
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again, following the negative shock to domestic output, and as long as the effect is large
enough on yt as well, both can increase and are therefore countercyclical in line with Fact
7, (iv).78 In this context, this happens because the covariance and correlation increase as
the relative supply of the domestic good decreases, and as the wealth share of the domestic
investor decreases, provided that the latter is not too large. Note that like for volatilities,
both are strongly non-monotonic. For instance, the correlation tends to have a U-shape
relationship with the wealth share: it decrease with the wealth share as xt is small, but then
starts increasing with the wealth share, as soon as the xt surpasses around 40 or 50%. This
is in sharp contrast to the baseline in which the correlation of returns tended to reach its
maximum around the symmetric point, xt “ 50% (Figure F.32).

Taken together, those results highlight that the deep and complex interactions between
the several dimensions of the model – multiple goods, home bias in consumption, asymme-
tries, imperfect financial integration – yield asset pricing facts that are broadly consistent
with empirical observations.

In summary, the introduction of asymmetric tolerance for risk in the framework studied
in Section 3, combined with imperfectly integrated markets, allows to match not only the ex-
ternal portfolio of the United States, but also gives rise to a number of additional predictions
that are strongly borne out in the data. Those results emphasize the value of being able
to study those phenomena in a unified general equilibrium model of international portfolio
choice. From a more theoretical perspective, here again, the impact of the wealth share not
only on portfolios but also on asset prices, is strongly reinforced. This has shined through
throughout the discussion, and is also reflected in the underlying drivers of the economy,
with the hedging of wealth risk becoming a crucial determinant of portfolios as was the case
previously in Section 3.5. In brief, once again, “capital is back” in this international context,
and its allocation is of first-order importance for economic outcomes.

4.4. Counterfactuals and long-term trend

Another value of studying those questions in the framework of this paper is that it allows to
perform a number of counterfactual exercises of which I say a word here.

First, the gradual decline in the average level of home bias that has been observed world-
wide can be naturally captured by a decline in the degree of imperfect financial integration
τ . For instance, going from τ “ 15% to τ “ 10%, leads the home bias in equity holdings
at xt “ 30% to decline from HBt “ 1.5 to HBt “ 1.225 on average, consistent with (or
even slightly larger than) the decline documented in Coeurdacier and Rey (2013). To get
a sense of magnitudes, the shares of the domestic and foreign asset in the domestic equity

78This also occurs for a negative shock to the foreign output, which decreases xt for most of the state space,
but increases yt.
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portfolio, wh,t{pwh,t`wf,tq, wf,t{pwh,t`wf,tq, go from 68% and 32%, to 55% and 45%, respec-
tively.79 This evolution is not only powerful in the model, but also appears realistic given
that a reduction in barriers to international financial trade is likely to be one of the main
determinants of the explosion in capital flows worldwide that has occurred since the 1990s.80

Importantly, and as expected given our discussion throughout, the change in the degree of
financial integration, even though it allows to broadly match the home bias in equity holdings
around xt “ 30%, is not without consequences for the evolution of portfolios throughout the
state space. For instance, the share of the domestic portfolio invested in the domestic asset
can go from large, in fact above 100% of wealth using leverage when xt is small, to much
smaller as τ decreases.81 The change in the degree of financial integration is also reflected
in the trading of the bond. Even though it remains large due to the persisting differences
in tolerance for risk, bond trading becomes slightly more limited as markets become more
integrated, consistent with the fact that like in Bhamra et al. (2014), an increasing share of
risk sharing takes place through trading in equity assets. This prediction is consistent with
the fall in bond trading that has occurred in the 1990s in G7 countries documented in Evans
and Hnatkovska (2014). The share of the bond in portfolios also becomes less asymmetric
as a function of the relative supply.

Better integrated markets in turn have consequences in terms of asset prices. Risk premia
and Sharpe ratios decrease moderately on average, while the interest rate increases.82. Each
becomes slightly less dependent on the wealth share, consistent with risk sharing between
international investors becoming easier, even though xt broadly remains as important a de-
terminant as fundamentals due to the remaining asymmetries in risk tolerance. However,
the consequence is most visible in terms of asset comovements: the correlation across asset
returns worldwide in the model goes from 0.68 to 0.75 to 0.77 on average, for τ “ 15, 5 and
0%. This result, which arises naturally with the better integration of international markets
and despite no correlation in fundamentals, goes some way in replicating the findings of

79The raw shares go from wh,t “ 105% and wf,t “ 49%, to wh,t “ 85% and wf,t “ 70%. Contrary to the
shares in the equity portfolio, which sum to 100%, raw shares in the total portfolio do not because the
bond is used to lever up.

80This is not to say that this process has been smooth: an important dimension of the Global Financial Cycle,
and of the Great Recession in particular, has been a strong retrenchment in capital flows. Cf. Milesi-
Ferretti and Tille (2011), and Miranda-Agrippino and Rey (2020). Those are aspects that extensions of
the framework, discussed in Section 4.5, could help match as well.

81If τ becomes too small, or even goes towards zero, the home bias in equity holdings ultimately turns back
into a foreign bias as discussed in Section 3 given that goods are good substitutes, consistent with modern
estimation of θ. Even though τ is likely to have decrease significantly over time however, a world with
no friction whatsoever in international financial markets remains far from realistic so that this concern
remains modest in practice. Still, generating additional ways of reproducing the home bias in equity
holdings that obtains in the data by introducing additional channels that could make the wealth share
itself move differently and more autonomously, is an important avenue for future research. As mentioned
previously, this could for instance take the form of idiosyncratic labor income or financial risk, or a
time-varying labor income share against which investors would want to hedge by tilting their portfolios
towards the home asset in the spirit of Coeurdacier and Gourinchas (2016).

82Specifically, risk premia decrease by 6.6bp (5%) on average, and Sharpe ratios by 0.0143 (4%). The interest
rate increases by 9bp (3%).
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Jordà et al. (2019). Indeed, the authors document a large secular increase in the synchro-
nization of global equity markets that goes above and beyond the growing integration of real
variables, and is driven in part by risk premia and changes in global risk aversion. Like for
portfolios, the decrease in τ impacts not only the level but also the shape of the conditional
covariance and correlation of returns. Even though corrtpdRt, dR

˚
t qdt

´1 still tends to increase
faster as the relative supply of the domestic good decreases, consistent with the remaining
asymmetries in risk tolerance combined with investors having differing preferred goods, the
evolution in the wealth share dimension changes significantly. While the correlation tends
to increase as one of the countries become dominant in world wealth when risk sharing is
imperfect, reaching a global minimum at the point of symmetry in the world economy, it
tends to increase when this happens under perfect risk sharing, reaching close to a global
maximum at the symmetric point like in the baseline of Section 3. This underlines the in-
teraction between asset correlation, which are related to the diversification benefits provided
by the assets even though it varies a lot in this context, and the extent of risk sharing.

Even though a full discussion is omitted in the interest of space, asymmetric relaxation
in the degree of international market integration is also an interesting phenomenon to look
into: in practice, the financial markets of the United States have become much more ac-
cessible than that of some of its major trading patterns such as China, India, and other
emerging markets. This is captured in the current framework by assuming that τ “ 15%,
i.e. the United States faces frictions when investing in foreign equities, while τ˚ ă τ “ 15%,
i.e. foreign investors have a much wider access to capital markets in the United States. As
expected, the amount of asymmetry in risk premia, their comovements, and portfolios, is
greatly reinforced.

More generally, introducing stochastic degrees of financial integration, for instance with
time-varying taxes, or micro-founding the underlying source of frictions in international mar-
kets are interesting avenues left for future research. Changes in the tax on foreign dividends,
potentially asymmetric, could also be used to study the impact on global asset prices, port-
folios, and risk sharing, of macroprudential policies aimed at curbing sudden international
capital flows.

The model could also be used to study a number of additional counterfactual scenarios.
For instance, what happens when the financial systems of other countries become more
developed so that foreign investors become more able and willing to carry risk? Here, this
could be captured as a decrease in the risk aversion of the foreign investor γ˚ towards that
of the United States γ “ 5, and the economy would get closer to that studied in Section 3.5
with imperfect risk sharing but less asymmetries. In this context, introducing more than
two trees and countries could prove worthwhile to study the type of phenomena that occur
when the country at the center of the international financial system switches, e.g. when the
world transitioned from the United Kingdom to the United States at its center in the 20th
century. It could shed light on the likely impact of China or Europe becoming the new center
country, or a second big player in international financial markets in a multi-polar world. The
effect on asset pricing, portfolios, and risk sharing are likely to be large, given the diverging
preferences of those countries, in terms of goods but also in their preference for saving etc.
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This could also capture possible periods of instability that can occur in the transition from
one hegemon to the other in the spirit of Nurkse (1944) and Farhi and Maggiori (2018).
Another dimension that appears important would be to introduce several types of investors
in the economy, and in particular global financial intermediaries. I discuss some such possible
extensions below, and leave those promising directions for ongoing or future research.

Finally, the framework could also be used not only to study short-term high-frequency
dynamics typical of crisis situations like above, but could also be reinterpreted and used at a
lower frequency. In that case, it can shed light on what happens once the share of the United
States in world wealth decreases as is likely to happen with the rise of emerging countries as
central players of the international financial system. This can also be captured as a decrease
in the wealth share of the United States in this model, and naturally leads to a decrease in
world wide interest rate of the type that has been discussed in Caballero et al. (2008) or Hall
(2016).

Note that, for this application to be fully analyzed, the model would have to be modified
in the following sense. As is, the asymmetric position taken in the international bond, with
the domestic investor borrowing for most of the state space, sometimes aggressively, leads to
the expected result that in the long run, the domestic risk-tolerant investor comes to hold
the majority of the wealth in the world economy. This is reminiscent of standard results in
the classical literature on multi-agent asset pricing such as Dumas (1989) and comes from
the fact that risky assets, to which the domestic investor allocates a larger weight in her
portfolio, pay a positive premium in expectations. In this environment, this takes the form
of both the drift, µx,txt, and diffusion terms, σxz,txt, σxz˚,txt, of the wealth share all being
positive for most of the state space, which results in an increase in the wealth share for both
domestic and foreign shocks as well as in expectations (Figures F.19 and F.20). In short,
the United States dominates the economy in the long run. To reverse this result, there are
several possibilities.

One of them could be to introduce the fact that the output of the foreign tree, if it is
meant to represent that of emerging countries, grows faster than the output in the United
States. Provided that the foreign country holds a sufficiently large share of the foreign
asset to benefit from it, which happens if markets are sufficiently imperfectly integrated
but the asymmetry in tolerance for risk remains moderate, the foreign investor could be
made to dominate the economy in the long run as the output of the foreign tree also comes
to dominate. If not sufficient, this could also be combined with a reintroduction of labor
income, which, by providing the foreign investor with a guaranteed share of the output of the
faster-growing tree, would once again tend to push its wealth share to increase. There could
also be other ways for instance using asymmetries in other dimensions of preferences such
as the elasticity of intertemporal substitution, which partly governs the propensity to save
of investors. Importantly, once the foreign country starts becoming larger in the long run,
the global interest rate would gradually decline as has been observed empirically, with the
risk-tolerant investor in the United States becoming increasingly small, in the spirit of Hall
(2016) and as also discussed in Gourinchas et al. (2017). This phenomenon would happen in
the long run not withstanding the fact that short-run dynamics would still be akin to those
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presented in Section 4.3.

Those brief illustrations show that the framework is a versatile building block to study a
wealth of real-world applications in a unified context.

4.5. Extensions

Beyond those applications, the framework can be extended to capture important additional
specificities of the international financial system. A couple of such extensions have been
mentioned throughout the paper such as the introduction of additional countries or assets,
or a more general specification of the share of labor income or taxes as being stochastic.
Various ways of making the model stationary could also be interesting to explore.83

In addition, because I solve for the decentralized solution throughout, the framework
is readily set to tackle more general market structures beyond imperfect risk sharing such
as incomplete markets that would arise in the presence of idiosyncratic labor income risk
as in Kaplan et al. (2018), or capital risk as in Brunnermeier and Sannikov (2014, 2015).
Particularly interesting and relevant in this context will also be the addition of constraints
on the portfolios of international investors, e.g. by adapting Gârleanu and Pedersen (2011),
Chabakauri (2013) to my two-good international economy, which could lead to a strong re-
inforcement of the type of dynamics discussed in Section 4.3. Taken together, those different
channels will likely lead to a strengthening of the dispersion and role of the wealth share in
equilibrium.

The framework can also be extended along more ambitious dimensions. The most promis-
ing among them relate to the introduction in an international setting of the type of financial
intermediaries of the type that has been discussed in the recent intermediary asset pricing
literature e.g. in Dańıelsson et al. (2012), He and Krishnamurthy (2013), Adrian and Shin
(2014), or Adrian and Boyarchenko (2015). Those global intermediaries, which are very rele-
vant in practice, can be involved in the dealing of foreign currencies, in the spirit of Hau and
Rey (2006) and Gabaix and Maggiori (2015), or can play the role of bankers as in Maggiori
(2017) and Jiang et al. (2020). As an illustration, in ongoing work (Sauzet, 2020a), I explore
a third possibility: the introduction of a global asset manager. This addition is briefly de-
scribed in Appendix E.1 and could help capture additional aspects of the Global Financial
Cycle of Rey (2013) and Miranda-Agrippino and Rey (2020), pertaining to the leverage and
role of global financial intermediaries. The combination of global financial intermediaries
with time-varying demand for safe assets, which could be generated by the introduction of
multiple heterogeneous investors within each country, could also help make way towards a
resolution for the so-called “reserve currency paradox” emphasized by Maggiori (2017). I

83This could be done e.g. by adapting the share process of Menzly et al. (2004), Santos and Veronesi (2006)
to yt so that neither of the goods and assets dominates the economy in the long run, which could also
ensure the survival of both investors. Another possibility could be to adapt the overlapping-generations
structure of Gârleanu and Panageas (2015) to my multi-good international context.
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briefly touch upon this question in Appendix E.2 and it is also explored in ongoing work
Sauzet (2020b).

Finally, from a methodological standpoint, the number of state variables is likely to
rapidly increase with those extensions. Because computationally traditional projection meth-
ods are very much subject to the curse of dimensionality, higher-dimensional methods will
be required. For instance, even the addition of a third state variable, like in the global
asset manager extension, renders the resolution significantly slower, and increasing the or-
der of approximation much beyond N “ 10 proves difficult.84 One such method consists
in naturally extending the concept of projection approaches, but to replace the Chebyshev
polynomials in the approximation by neural networks, which are designed specifically for
high-dimensional settings. I am developing these “projection methods via neural networks”
for continuous-time models in Sauzet (2020c). I discuss them in slightly more details in
Section E.3, and they should prove very useful as I pursue yet more ambitions extensions.

In summary, the framework in this paper is well-suited to handle several applications and
extensions. The main application throughout Section 4 has shown that the model is able
to replicate a vast number of facts about the structure and dynamics of the international
financial system, and about asset returns in that context, which are strongly borne out in
the data. More generally, the combination of the extensions mentioned above and higher-
dimensional resolution approaches such as the “projection methods via neural networks”
developed in Sauzet (2020c) provide many promising avenues for future research.

5. Conclusion

This paper has two main contributions. First, I adapt recent advances in multi-agent
continuous-time asset pricing models to a two-country, two-good economy in which investors
have recursive preferences and a bias in consumption towards their local good. This allows
me to characterize the global solution to the international portfolio choice problem in full
generality, a long-standing open issue in international finance to which the literature had
only provided a piecemeal answer.

The main economic message from the first contribution is that the allocation of wealth
across investors matters in a general international portfolio choice setting. This finding
resonates with an emerging theme in the broader economic literature that has recently em-
phasized the role of the wealth distribution in determining economic outcomes in macroeco-
nomics (e.g. Brunnermeier and Sannikov, 2014, Kaplan et al., 2018), finance (e.g. Gomez,
2017, Lettau et al., 2019, Greenwald et al., 2020), and economics more generally (e.g. Piketty
and Zucman, 2014). In other words, “capital is back” in this setting too: the allocation of

84Finer ways to construct the Chebyshev polynomials and corresponding grids, such as complete polynomials
or Smolyak’s algorithm, can help. Ultimately however, they are also limited.
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wealth across international investors has a prime role in driving asset prices, portfolios, and
risk sharing, an aspect that had received little emphasis thus far.

The allocation of wealth matters both as a state variable that captures the average
investor in the world economy and directly impacts economic outcomes, and as a pricing
factor that is hedged by international investors. Its effect is relevant even in a baseline
with symmetric calibration and perfect risk sharing, but grows tremendously as markets
become imperfectly integrated, and as investors become more heterogeneous. The results
also emphasize both (i) the state-dependence of most economic variables in this environment
– e.g. portfolios vary substantially with the allocation of wealth –, and (ii) the vital impact of
the calibration of preferences – e.g. the potency of imperfect financial integration is strongly
reduced with a high elasticity of intertemporal substitution. This makes the novel framework
presented in this paper, which is based on a global solution method and allows for general
recursive preferences including asymmetries, particularly adapted to study this economy.

The framework is a well-suited building block towards several applications and extensions.
My second contribution focuses on one of them and shows that the model can be used to
capture a number of stylized facts about the structure and dynamics of the international
financial system, and of asset returns in that context.

The introduction of asymmetries in the tolerance for risk of international investors natu-
rally replicates the role of the United States as the world banker, documented in Gourinchas
and Rey (2007b) and Gourinchas et al. (2017), and the exorbitant privilege enjoyed by the
country in the form of higher excess returns. A modest degree of imperfect financial inte-
gration also generates a plausible home bias in equity holdings for both investors.

Importantly, the framework does not only replicate facts about external portfolios on
average, but the asymmetry in risk tolerance also yields a number of predictions about the
dynamics of the international financial system that are strongly borne out in the data. As
a crisis hits, the center country is impacted particularly severely due to its high allocation
to risky assets, so that it transfers a large amount of wealth to the rest of the world. This
exorbitant duty is the flip side of its exorbitant privilege in normal times: the United States
must become the world insurer in times of trouble. In addition, by worsening the wealth
position of the risk-tolerant world banker, the shock leads to a sharp increase in global
risk aversion, which in turn pushes up all risk premia and Sharpe ratios worldwide. These
two markers are reminiscent of some aspects of the Global Financial Cycle of Rey (2013),
and Miranda-Agrippino and Rey (2020), for which a general equilibrium exploration had
remained elusive. Those patterns are representative of the type of global risk-off scenarios
that typically occur in times of global crisis such as most recently in the Great Recession of
2008 or the Global Pandemic of 2020.

The model can also shed light on the reaction of global portfolios to shocks, and the pro-
cess of external adjustment of the center country, emphasizing the primordial role played by
valuation effects in this context. It also allows to run a number of counterfactual exercises.

From an asset pricing perspective, the specialization of the model also speaks to a num-
ber of facts about asset returns dynamics in this international environment. Namely, risk
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premia, Sharpe ratios – and to some extent volatilities and correlations in a relevant region
of the state space – are all countercyclical in the sense that they increase following the shock,
consistent with a wide range of evidence notably for the United States. Importantly, those
patterns are driven for a large part not by changes in the quantity of risk but by the evolution
of the compensation for risk, captured here by the time-varying global risk aversion. This is
in line with a large literature that has seen changes in the price of risk emerge as a crucial
explanation behind asset return predictability more generally.

In summary of the second contribution, a seemingly small change in the specification of
the model – the introduction of asymmetries in risk tolerance – generates a vast number
of facts about the structure and dynamics of the international financial system, and about
asset returns, which are strongly borne out in the data.

The model is also a well-suited building block for many potential extensions. The most
promising among them are related to the introduction in an international setting of financial
intermediaries of the type that has been discussed in the recent intermediary asset pricing
literature, and illustrations were briefly discussed in Section 4.5 e.g. with the inclusion of
a global asset manager (Sauzet, 2020a). The implementation of those extensions will likely
require higher-dimensional methods such as the “projection methods via neural networks”
being developed in Sauzet (2020c). I leave all these promising avenues for future research.
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Appendix

A. Additional equations and results

A.1. Drift and diffusion terms for any variable

Remark A.1. By Itô’s Lemma, the geometric drift and diffusion term for any function
gt “ gpXtq are given by:

dgt
gt
“
dgpXtq

gpXtq
” µg,tdt` σ

T
g,td

~Zt (A.1)

where:

µg,t “
gx,t
gt
xtµx,t `

gy,t
gt
ytµy,t `

1

2

gxx,t
gt

x2tσ
T
x,tσx,t `

1

2

gyy,t
gt

y2t σ
T
y,tσy,t `

gxy,t
gt

xtytσ
T
x,tσy,t (A.2)

σg,t “
gx,t
gt
xtσx,t `

gy,t
gt
ytσy,t (A.3)

This result is used repeatedly throughout the paper.

As a point of notation, recall that for any function g, gt simply denotes gpXtq, not the
time-derivative of g (which is zero because the model is stationary due to infinite horizon).
gx,t, gy,t, gxx,t, gyy,t, gxy,t denote the partial derivatives of gpXtq.

A.2. Returns, and risk premia

The (geometric) drifts and diffusion terms for asset returns are obtained from Itô’s Lemma
and are as follows

dRt “ µR,tdt` σ
T
R,td

~Zt (A.4)

”

´

Ft ` µp,t ` µY ` σ
T
p,tσY ´ µF,t ` σ

T
F,tσF,t ´ pσp,t ` σY q

T σF,t

¯

dt

` pσp,t ` σY ´ σF,tq
T d~Zt

dR˚t “ µR˚,tdt` σ
T
R˚,td

~Zt (A.5)

”

´

F ˚t ` µp˚,t ` µ
˚
Y ` σ

T
p˚,tσ

˚
Y ´ µF˚,t ` σ

T
F˚,tσF˚,t ´ pσp˚,t ` σ

˚
Y q

T σF˚,t

¯

dt

` pσp˚,t ` σ
˚
Y ´ σF˚,tq

T d~Zt

where µp,t, µp˚,t, µF,t, µF˚,t, σp,t, σp˚,t, σF,t, σF˚,t are obtained using Remark A.1 above.
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Proposition A.1. The expected risk premia on the equity assets are given by

µR,t ´ rt “ γtσ
T
R,t tztσR,t ` p1´ ztqσR˚,tu (A.6)

´ γtσ
T
R,tσx,txt

"

xt

ˆ

1

γ

˙ˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

Jx,t
Jt
` p1´ xtq

ˆ

1

γ˚

˙ˆ

1´ γ˚

1´ ψ˚

˙

J˚x,t
J˚t

*

´ γtσ
T
R,tσy,tyt

"

xt

ˆ

1

γ

˙ˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

Jy,t
Jt
` p1´ xtq

ˆ

1

γ˚

˙ˆ

1´ γ˚

1´ ψ˚

˙

J˚y,t
J˚t

*

` γt

ˆ

1´ xt
γ˚

˙

τ˚Ft

µR˚,t ´ rt “ γtσ
T
R˚,t tztσR,t ` p1´ ztqσR˚,tu (A.7)

´ γtσ
T
R˚,tσx,txt

"

xt

ˆ

1

γ

˙ˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

Jx,t
Jt
` p1´ xtq

ˆ

1

γ˚

˙ˆ

1´ γ˚

1´ ψ˚

˙

J˚x,t
J˚t

*

´ γtσ
T
R˚,tσy,tyt

"

xt

ˆ

1

γ

˙ˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

Jy,t
Jt
` p1´ xtq

ˆ

1

γ˚

˙ˆ

1´ γ˚

1´ ψ˚

˙

J˚y,t
J˚t

*

` γt

ˆ

xt
γ

˙

τF ˚t

where γt ”
´

xt
γ
` 1´xt

γ˚

¯´1

is the wealth-weighted global risk aversion.

A.3. Foreign investor problem

The representative consumer of the foreign country solves:

V ˚t “ max
tC˚h,u,C

˚
f,u,w

˚
h,u,w

˚
f,uu

8
u“t

Et
„
ż 8

t

f pC˚u , V
˚
u q du



(A.8)

fpC˚, V ˚q ”

ˆ

1´ γ˚

1´ 1{ψ˚

˙

V ˚

»

–

˜

C˚

rp1´ γ˚qV ˚s1{p1´γ
˚q

¸1´1{ψ˚

´ ρ˚

fi

fl (A.9)

subject to:

dW ˚
t

W ˚
t

“
`

rt ` w
˚
h,t pµR,t ´ rtq ` w

˚
f,t pµR˚,t ´ rtq ´ P

˚
t c
˚
t

˘

dt

`
`

w˚h,tσR,t ` w
˚
f,tσR˚,t

˘T
d~zt (A.10)

C˚t “
”

p1´ αq
1
θC

˚ θ´1
θ

h,t ` α
1
θC

˚ θ´1
θ

f,t

ı

θ
θ´1

(A.11)

All parameters can differ from those of the domestic investor. Cf. the main text for a
discussion. To complete the definition of the optimization problem, the investor is subject
to a standard transversality condition, and W ˚

0 is given. Note also that W ˚
t ě 0.
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A.4. Equilibrium

The definition of the equilibrium is standard.

Definition 1. A competitive equilibrium is a set of aggregate stochastic processes adapted
to the filtration generated by ~Z: the price of the equity asset (Qt, Q

˚
t ), and the interest rate

(rt), together with a set of individual stochastic processes for each investor: consumption of
each good (Ch,t, Cf,t, C

˚
h,t, C

˚
f,t), wealth (Wt,W

˚
t ), and portfolio shares (wh,t, wf,t, w

˚
h,t, w

˚
f,t),

such that, given the output of the two endowment trees (Yt, Y
˚
t ):

1. Given the aggregate stochastic processes, individual choices solve the investor optimiza-
tion problem given above.

2. Markets clear.

a) Good markets:

Ch,t ` Ch,t “ Yt (A.12)

Cf,t ` C
˚
f,t “ Y ˚t

b) Equity markets:

wh,tWt ` w
˚
h,tW

˚
t “ Qt (A.13)

wf,tWt ` w
˚
f,tW

˚
t “ Q˚t

Most importantly, as shown in Section 2.3 of the main text, the equilibrium can be
recast as a stationary recursive Markovian equilibrium in which all variables of interest are
expressed as a function of a pair of state variables Xt ” pxt, ytq

1, whose dynamics are also
solely a function of Xt. xt is the wealth share of the domestic investor, and yt is the relative
supply of the domestic good.

A.5. Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations

Proposition A.2. Jt satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation:

0 “

ˆ

1

ψ ´ 1

˙

P 1´ψ
t Jt ´

ˆ

1

1´ 1{ψ

˙

ρ` rt `
γ

2
pwh,tσR,t ` wf,tσR˚,tq (A.14)

`

ˆ

1

1´ ψ

˙

µJ,t `
1

2

ˆ

1

1´ ψ

˙ˆ

ψ ´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

σTJ,tσJ,t

where µJ,t, σJ,t are the geometric drift and diffusion terms of Jt obtained as in Remark
A.1:

dJt
Jt
” µJ,tdt` σ

T
J,td~Zt (A.15)

J˚t satisfies a similar Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation.
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A.6. Consumptions, goods prices

Proposition A.3. The consumption of the home investor is given by:

ct ”
Ct
Wt

“ P´ψt Jt (A.16)

ch,t “ α

ˆ

pt
Pt

˙´θ

ct

cf,t “ p1´ αq

ˆ

p˚t
Pt

˙´θ

ct

Pt “
“

αp1´θt ` p1´ αqp˚1´θt

‰1{p1´θq

The consumption of the foreign investor is given by:

c˚t ”
C˚t
W ˚
t

“ P ˚´ψ
˚

t J˚t (A.17)

c˚h,t “ p1´ αq

ˆ

pt
P ˚t

˙´θ

c˚t (A.18)

c˚f,t “ α

ˆ

p˚t
P ˚t

˙´θ

c˚t (A.19)

P ˚t “
“

p1´ αqp1´θt ` αp˚1´θt

‰1{p1´θq
(A.20)

Proposition A.4. The terms of trade, qt “ qpXtq, solves the following non-linear equation:

qt “ S
1{θ
t

ˆ

yt
1´ yt

˙1{θ

(A.21)

where:

St “
p1´ αqP θ´ψ

t Jtxt ` αP
˚θ´ψ˚

t J˚t p1´ xtq

αJtxtP
θ´ψ
t ` p1´ αqP ˚θ´ψ

˚

t J˚t p1´ xtq
(A.22)

Using the defintion of the numéraire, prices follow:

pt “
`

a` p1´ aqq1´θt

˘1{pθ´1q
(A.23)

p˚t “ ptqt “
`

aqθ´1t ` p1´ aq
˘1{pθ´1q

(A.24)

Pt “
“

αp1´θt ` p1´ αqp˚1´θt

‰1{p1´θq
(A.25)

P ˚t “
“

p1´ αqp1´θt ` αp˚1´θt

‰1{p1´θq
(A.26)

Et “ P ˚t {Pt (A.27)
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A.7. Calibration

This section provides details on the baseline symmetric calibration of Assumption 1.

At γ “ γ˚ “ 15, risk aversion is a bit on the high side, although within the range of
values that are common in asset pricing. This allows to generate slightly more realistic risk
premia, given that the model only features mild frictions in the form of imperfect financial
integration. (This is nothing but the equity premium puzzle of Mehra and Prescott (1985).)
The risk aversion could be increased much further for the purpose of matching risk premia
more closely to the data, given that recursive preferences decouple it from the inverse of
the elasticity of intertemporal substitution. However, the focus in this paper is on the
mechanisms rather than on an exact quantitative match. Moving forward, extensions of the
model, some of which discussed in Section 4.5, will be the prime way to generate higher
risk premia. Prominent examples include the introduction of portfolio constraints, and of
non-diversifiable idiosyncratic risk.

Although the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is set at ψ “ ψ˚ “ 2 in the baseline,
consistent with recent estimates e.g. in Schorfheide et al. (2018) and with values around
ψ “ 1.5 that have been used in the asset pricing literature e.g. in Bansal and Yaron
(2004), I discuss its effect at length in Section 3 (especiall Section 3.5). I contrast the cases
with ψ “ ψ˚ “ 0.2 and ψ “ ψ˚ “ 2, and ψ turns out to have a large impact on the
potency of imperfect financial integration. For the main application of Section 4, I therefore
use ψ “ ψ˚ “ 0.5, which allows me to generate a plausible home bias in equity holdings
while matching the broad level of the interest rate in this asymmetric context. This lower
value goes some way towards the much lower estimates of the elasticity of intertemporal
substitution that have been used historically in the earlier literature e.g. in Hall (1988),
Campbell (1999).

The home bias in consumption α “ α˚ “ 0.75 is consistent with the share of import in
the consumption basket of the United States and other countries in recent years. The value
is in line with the range of values that have been used in the literature, although slightly
lower given the slight increase in world trade in recent decades. In the literature, values as
high as α “ 0.9 or even α “ 0.975 are sometimes necessary from a quantitative perspective,
but this is not the case in the context of this paper where I study the dynamics throughout
the state space instead of local neighborhoods of a steady-state. Note that, as α increases
further, portfolios and other variables become very non-linear, and the impact of the wealth
share is strongly reinforced even in the baseline calibration.

The numéraire basket has a weight of a “ 1´a “ 1{2 on each good. The value of a has no
consequence on quantities and only tilts prices accordingly. I therefore stick to a symmetric
numéraire basket to ease interpretation. In extensions of the model with more assets (e.g.
multiple bonds), portfolio constraints, and additional sources of risk, the denomination of
the numéraire could be of more interest, an aspect that I am planning to explore.
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The elasticity of substitution between goods θ “ θ˚ “ 2 is in line with modern standard
estimates e.g. in Imbs and Méjean (2015), and as used in the literature. Cf. among others
Tille (2001), Corsetti et al. (2008), Coeurdacier (2009), Obstfeld (2007), Bhamra et al. (2014)
for a discussion. I take a value slightly lower than Imbs and Méjean (2015)’s preferred range of
r4, 6s, as a compromise towards the lower values that had been used in the earlier literature.
From an economic standpoint, most relevant is that this elasticity is above one, a point
whose impact I discuss at length throughout Section 3, and in particular in Section 3.4 on
portfolios.

The discount rate is standard at ρ “ ρ˚ “ 1%, and allows to match the broad level of
the interest rate.

In the main text of the paper, labor income is inactive: δ “ δ˚ “ 0%. I briefly cover
the impact of labor income, which has been discussed in the literature, in Appendix A.8. In
that case, I use δ “ δ˚ “ 62.5%, in line with the average labor share in the United States
over the last 50 years.

The tax on foreign dividends, which captures imperfect financial integration, is set to
τ “ τ˚ “ 0% in the baseline. Its effect is discussed at length in Section 3.5, and some more
in Section 4.

Output processes have a growth rate in annual terms of µY “ µY ˚ “ 2%, and a volatility
of σY z “ σY ˚z˚ “ 4.1%. This is in line with typical values used in the literature, and broadly
consistent with world averages e.g. in Uribe and Schmitt-Grohé (2017), in International
Monetary Fund or World Bank data, or in longer-run series in Jordà et al. (2016). Asym-
metries in output growth rates and volatilities could be an interesting exploration from the
perspective of studying the integration of developed slower-growing countries, with emerging
faster-growing economies. Importantly, the fundamental correlation between the output of
each tree is assumed to be zero. This is not meant to capture empirical correlations, but
allows to focus on the correlation between asset returns and goods prices that emerge purely
endogenously.

A.8. Impact of labor income

(Back to main text: Section 3.5.)

The heterogeneity of investors is another factor that strongly reinforces the influence of
the wealth share on the equilibrium, not only conceptually but also quantitatively. This
was already apparent in the analysis of the baseline calibration studied so far. As we have
seen, for instance in Table 1, an increase in the home bias in consumption, which constitutes
the fundamental heterogeneity in the economy, increases the impact of the wealth share
significantly.

Here, I briefly study the impact of heterogeneity further by staying in a symmetric
calibration but introducing labor income. Heterogeneity is also partly the focus of the
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application of Section 4, albeit of a different kind, as the investors will exhibit asymmetries
in tolerance for risk.

As a reminder, labor income is modeled as a constant share (δ “ δ˚) of the output
of each tree being paid to the local investor. By making the budget constraint of each
investor more dependent on the local output, labor income also increases the heterogeneity
between investors in the world economy. While its effect on risk premia and Sharpe ratios
is somewhat modest, labor income significantly affects portfolios, marginal values of wealth,
consumptions, and the interest rate. Those are shown in Figure A.1 for a labor share δ of
62.5%, roughly in line with the average labor share in the United States over the last 50
years. In addition, its effect is once again going hand-in-hand with a bolstered importance
for the wealth share.

Figure A.1: Impact of the wealth share in the presence of labor income (δ “ 62.5%)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1, except that τ “
62.5%. xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor.
yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.

The top two panels of Figure A.1 show portfolio weights as they compare to the market
portfolio, HBt and FBt. Because labor income is perfectly correlated with the payoff of
the local asset, it renders each asset yet more unattractive to the local investor, therefore
reinforcing the foreign bias in equity holdings on average. This is in line with Baxter and
Jermann (1997), who argue that “The International Diversification Puzzle Is Worse Than
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You Think” when labor takes this form. In terms of magnitude, the impact is substantial,
with the measure of home bias now varying from -12.5 to 1 as the wealth share increases, an
effect of much larger magnitude than that of fundamentals. In addition, portfolios change
not only on average but also inherently in a state-dependent fashion, with the foreign bias
reinforced in particular as an investor holds an increasingly smaller share of world wealth.
Take the domestic investor for instance: as her wealth share decreases towards zero, labor
income represents an increasingly larger share of her revenues, making hedging the labor
income risk increasingly important. Due to the perfect correlation between domestic labor
income and the payoff to the domestic asset, this pushes the domestic investor to tilt her
portfolio away from the domestic asset some more.

Figure A.2: Components of the domestic portfolio in the presence of labor income (δ “
62.5%)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth
share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply
of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.

Portfolios are not only affected in their overall shape, but also in their underlying drivers.
This can be observed visually in Figure A.2, which reports the weight of the domestic asset
in the domestic portfolio as well as its components, and is confirmed by computing the
corresponding variance decomposition of wh,t like before. From both, we observe that the
share of wh,t explained by the hedging of xt increases tremendously, going from 7.1% in the
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baseline without labor income, to a whooping 70.2% for δ “ 62.5%. On the contrary, the
common and yt-hedging components now explain a mere 19.6% and 10.3%, instead of 69.7%
and 23.1% in the baseline. In short: the hedging of wealth share risk becomes the main
driver of the shape of portfolios.

Labor income also has a significant impact on marginal values of wealth, and therefore
on consumptions, both becoming more dependent on the wealth share than in the baseline
in which xt affected them only modestly. For instance, the marginal value of wealth for
the domestic investor decreases more markedly as the wealth share gets smaller, due to the
fact that domestic labor income represents an increasing amount in comparison to domestic
wealth, ensuring that the domestic investor has comparatively more resources to fund its
consumption and portfolios. As a result, while the average level of consumption to wealth
is broadly unchanged, domestic consumption significantly decreases as a fraction of wealth
when xt Ñ 0, as shown in the bottom left panel of Figure A.1. Interestingly, this pattern is
reversed and domestic consumption increases as xt Ñ 0, when the elasticity of intertemporal
substitution ψ is small, emphasizing the impact of ψ on the relative importance of substitu-
tion and income effects.85 When ψ is large, in particular above 1, the substitution effect is
strong so that an investor ends up saving a large part of the extra labor income (as a fraction
of wealth), resulting in a lower consumption as a fraction of wealth when their wealth share
decreases. Conversely, as ψ is small, in particular below 1, the income effect dominates so
that an investor ends up spending most of the extra labor income (as a function of wealth)
on increased consumption as their wealth share decreases. This phenomenon points once
again to the importance of being able to study these mechanisms in a context with general
preferences, solved globally throughout the state space.

The pattern for the interest rate mirrors those for the marginal values of wealth and
consumptions.86 On average, rt slightly decreases compared to the baseline, by about 21
basis points throughout the state space, reflecting the fact that an addition risk, the labor
income, needs to be hedged in this economy87, but more noticeable is the impact on the
shape. The interest rate becomes more asymmetric as a function of relative output, going
e.g. from around 0.6% to 0.8% depending on whether yt Ñ 0 or yt Ñ 1 when the domestic
investor holds a small share of world wealth. This represents a reinforcement of the driver of
rt in the baseline combined with a larger investor heterogeneity. In addition, the evolution of
rt as a function of the wealth share is also worth pointing out: as xt gets small, the interest
rate noticeably increases, which has to happen in equilibrium for the domestic investor to be
willing to significantly cut down on consumption. Like before, this pattern is also reversed for
small values of the elasticity of intertemporal substitution, with the interest rate decreasing

85I use the terms “substitution effect” and “income effect” liberally, in contrast to their more usual and
restricted use that relates to the impact of the interest rate.

86This is also true for the pattern of the domestic and foreign dividend yields, Ft and F˚t , which appear in
the budget constraints once we divide labor income by wealth: δFtzt{pp1´δqxtq for the domestic investor,
and δ˚F˚t p1´ ztq{pp1´ δ

˚qp1´ xtqq for the foreign investor. Cf. Section 2.4.
87This effect is limited because of the perfect correlation between labor income and the payoff of the local

asset.
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as the wealth share gets close to zero or one in that case.

Lastly, the introduction of labor income has non-linear effects on the equilibrium distri-
bution of state variables, as shown in Figure F.5. While the dispersion of the wealth share
first decreases with δ, consistent with labor income tightening the wealth distribution by
ensuring a minimum level of revenues for each investor, dispersion increases back for large
values of δ. In addition, as δ increases, the steepness of the relationship between xt and yt
increases. Those effects are the results of the interplay between the several components of
the drift and diffusion of the wealth share, shown in Figure XX. Note also that the second
effect, with dispersion increasing back with δ, tends to occur faster for lower level of the
elasticity of intertemporal substitution ψ.

Overall, labor income has a significant impact on the equilibrium and its underpinnings
due to the resulting increased heterogeneity that reinforces the impact of the wealth share.
The way those patterns change when considering a more general and realistic specification
for labor income could prove an interesting exploration. One particular specification could be
to construct labor income as a time-varying share of the output of each country, as explored
for instance in Coeurdacier and Gourinchas (2016). As the authors suggest, the correlation
of labor income with output, once computed with the proper conditioning, could in fact turn
out to be negative, providing a natural way to generate a home bias in equity holdings. If
the share is itself stochastic, it could also provide an additional hedging motive that could
prove relevant in practice also as it introduces a natural degree of market incompleteness.
Labor income could also take a more general form, for instance as a separate source of
idiosyncratic risk in the spirit of the recent heterogeneous-agent macroeconomic literature
like Kaplan et al. (2018), or by introducing a distribution of investors in each country by
generalizing the overlapping generation structure of Gârleanu and Panageas (2015) to a two-
good, two-country setting. The latter hints at how labor income could help both (types of)
investors survive in equilibrium.88 I leave these promising avenues for future research.

88One difficulty is that this might generate a stationary distribution between investors within a country, as
a constant share of them is assumed so switch between different groups of investors, but it would not be
sufficient per se to ensure a stationary distribution of wealth between international investors, except by
assuming that individual investors can switch between countries. The ability of labor income to ensure
the survival of different types of agents is also used in He and Krishnamurthy (2013).
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B. Proofs

The proof that the equilibrium can be recast as a stationary recursive Markovian equilibrium
with X “ px, yq1 as state variables follows a guess and verify approach, e.g. as in Gârleanu
and Panageas (2015).

B.1. HJBs and Propositions

Following the usual argument, (3) and (A.8) can be reformulated as the following Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman equations, subject to the same budget constraints and goods aggregators

0 “ max
Ct,wh,t,wf,t

fpCt, Vtqdt` Et rdVts (B.1)

subject to (4) & (5)

0 “ max
C˚t ,w

˚
h,t,w

˚
f,t

fpC˚t , V
˚
t qdt` Et rdV ˚t s (B.2)

subject to (A.10) & (A.11)

Using the homotheticity of the value function with recursive preferences, one can show
that

V pW,x, yq “

ˆ

W 1´γ

1´ γ

˙

Jpx, yq
1´γ
1´ψ (B.3)

V ˚pW ˚, x, yq “

ˆ

W ˚1´γ˚

1´ γ˚

˙

J˚px, yq
1´γ˚

1´ψ˚ (B.4)

where Jt “ Jpxt, ytq, J
˚
t “ J˚pxt, ytq are two unknown functions to solve for. For CRRA

utility, the expressions simplify to

V pW,x, yq “

ˆ

W 1´γ

1´ γ

˙

Jpx, yq´γ (B.5)

while for log utility, they simplify to

V pW,x, yq “
1

ρ
logW ` Jpx, yq (B.6)
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Using Itô’s Lemma to compute dVt and simplifying, we obtain the following Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman equation for the home country

0 “ max
ct,wh,t,wf,t

ˆ

1

1´ 1{ψ

˙

»

–

˜

ct

J
1{p1´ψq
t

¸1´1{ψ

´ ρ

fi

fl (B.7)

` prt ` wh,t pµR,t ´ rtq ` wf,t pµR˚,t ´ rtq ´ Ptctq

`

ˆ

1

1´ ψ

˙

µJ,t

´
γ

2
pwh,tσR,t ` wf,tσR˚,tq

T
pwh,tσR,t ` wf,tσR˚,tq

`
1

2

ˆ

1

1´ ψ

˙ˆ

ψ ´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

σTJ,tσJ,t

`

ˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

pwh,tσR,t ` wf,tσR˚,tq
T σJ,t

For the foreign country, the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation is

0 “ max
c˚t ,w

˚
h,t,w

˚
f,t

ˆ

1

1´ 1{ψ˚

˙

»

–

˜

c˚t

J
˚1{p1´ψ˚q
t

¸1´1{ψ˚

´ ρ˚

fi

fl (B.8)

`
`

rt ` w
˚
h,t pµR,t ´ rtq ` w

˚
f,t pµR˚,t ´ rtq ´ P

˚
t c
˚
t

˘

`

ˆ

1

1´ ψ˚

˙

µJ˚,t

´
γ˚

2

`

w˚h,tσR,t ` w
˚
f,tσR˚,t

˘T `
w˚h,tσR,t ` w

˚
f,tσR˚,t

˘

`
1

2

ˆ

1

1´ ψ˚

˙ˆ

ψ˚ ´ γ˚

1´ ψ˚

˙

σTJ˚,tσJ˚,t

`

ˆ

1´ γ˚

1´ ψ˚

˙

`

w˚h,tσR,t ` w
˚
f,tσR˚,t

˘T
σJ˚,t

where following Remark A.1

dJt
Jt
” µJ,tdt` σ

T
J,td~zt (B.9)

µJ,t “
Jx,t
Jt
xtµx,t `

Jy,t
Jt
ytµy,t `

1

2

Jxx,t
Jt

x2tσ
T
x,tσx,t `

1

2

Jyy,t
Jt

y2t σ
T
y,tσy,t `

Jxy,t
Jt

xtytσ
T
x,tσy,t (B.10)

σJ,t “
Jx,t
Jt
xtσx,t `

Jy,t
Jt
ytσy,t (B.11)
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and

dJ˚t
J˚t

” µJ˚,tdt` σ
T
J˚,td~zt (B.12)

µJ˚,t “

ˆ

J˚x,t
J˚t

xtµx,t `
J˚y,t
J˚t

ytµy,t `
1

2

J˚xx,t
J˚t

x2tσ
T
x,tσx,t `

1

2

J˚yy,t
J˚t

y2t σ
T
y,tσy,t `

J˚xy,t
J˚t

xtytσ
T
x,tσy,t

˙

(B.13)

σJ˚,t “
J˚x,t
J˚t

xtσx,t `
J˚y,t
J˚t

ytσy,t (B.14)

Taking first-order conditions with respect to ct, wh,t, wf,t and c˚t , w
˚
h,t, w

˚
f,t, respectively,

yields Propositions 5 and A.3. Plugging back in the equations above delivers the Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman equations in Proposition A.2. Prices in Propositions 2 and A.4, and risk
premia in Proposition 4, are obtained by combining those expressions with the several
market-clearing conditions for goods and assets.

B.2. Stochastic discount factors

The stochastic discount factors of the domestic and foreign investors are

ξt ” ξ0 exp

"
ż t

0

Bf

BV
pCu, Vuq du

*

BVt
BWt

“ exp

"
ż t

0

Bf

BV
pCu, Vuq du

*

W´γ
t J

1´γ
1´ψ

t (B.15)

ξ˚t ” ξ˚0 exp

"
ż t

0

Bf˚

BV ˚
pC˚u , V

˚
u q du

*

BV ˚t
BW ˚

t

“ exp

"
ż t

0

Bf˚

BV ˚
pC˚u , V

˚
u q du

*

W ˚´γ˚

t J
˚

1´γ˚

1´ψ˚

t

(B.16)

Let us focus on the home investor. The foreign investor is similar. It follows that

ln ξt “

ż t

0

Bf

BV
pCu, Vuq du`

ˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

ln Jt ´ γ lnWt (B.17)

ñ d ln ξt “
Bf

BV
pCt, Vtq dt`

ˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

d ln Jt ´ γd lnWt ” µln ξ,tdt` σ
T
ln ξ,td~Zt (B.18)

From the definition of fpC, V q in Equation (3), one can show that (algebra or cf. e.g.
Gârleanu and Panageas (2015), Duffie and Epstein, 1992, Schroder and Skiadas (1999)):

Bf

BV
pCt, Vtq dt “ Θ1P

1´ψ
t Jt `Θ2 (B.19)

with constants

Θ1 ” ´

˜

γ ´ 1
ψ

1´ 1
ψ

¸

and Θ2 ”
ρpγ ´ 1q

1´ 1
ψ
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In addition

d ln Jt ” µln J,tdt` σ
T
ln J,td~Zt “

ˆ

µJ,t ´
1

2
σTJ,tσJ,t

˙

dt` σTJ,td
~Zt (B.20)

d lnWt ” µlnW,tdt` σ
T
lnW,td

~Zt “

ˆ

µW,t ´
1

2
σTW,tσW,t

˙

dt` σTW,td
~Zt (B.21)

dJt
Jt
” µJ,tdt` σ

T
J,td~Zt (B.22)

µJ,t ”
Jx,t
Jt
xtµx,t `

Jy,t
Jt
ytµy,t `

1

2

Jxx,t
Jt

x2tσ
T
x,tσx,t `

1

2

Jyy,t
Jt

y2t σ
T
y,tσy,t `

Jxy,t
Jt

xtytσ
T
x,tσy,t

σJ,t ”
Jx,t
Jt
xtσx,t `

Jy,t
Jt
ytσy,t

and µW,t, σW,t are given in Equation (5) repeated here for convenience:

dWt

Wt

“ prt ` wh,t pµR,t ´ rtq ` wf,t pµR˚,t ´ rtq ´ Ptctq dt

`pwh,tσR,t ` wf,tσR˚,tq
T d~Zt

Therefore:

µln ξ,t “ Θ1P
1´ψ
t Jt `Θ2 `

ˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙ˆ

µJ,t ´
1

2
σTJ,tσJ,t

˙

´ γ

ˆ

µW,t ´
1

2
σTW,tσW,t

˙

(B.23)

σln ξ,t “

ˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

σJ,t ´ γσW,t (B.24)

Finally:

dξt
ξt
” µξ,tdt` σ

T
ξ,td~Zt “

ˆ

µln ξ,t `
1

2
σTln ξ,tσln ξ,t

˙

dt` σTln ξ,td~Zt (B.25)
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Plugging all components, we obtain:

µξ,t “ µln ξ,t `
1

2
σTln ξ,tσln ξ,t (B.26)

“ Θ1P
1´ψ
t Jt `Θ2 `

ˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙ˆ

µJ,t ´
1

2
σTJ,tσJ,t

˙

´ γ

ˆ

µW,t ´
1

2
σTW,tσW,t

˙

`
1

2

ˆˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

σJ,t ´ γσW,t

˙T ˆˆ
1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

σJ,t ´ γσW,t

˙

“ Θ1P
1´ψ
t Jt `Θ2 `

ˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙ˆ

µJ,t ´
1

2
σTJ,tσJ,t

˙

´ γ
´

rt ` wh,t pµR,t ´ rtq ` wf,t pµR˚,t ´ rtq ´ P
1´ψ
t Jt

¯

`
γ

2

´

pwh,tσR,t ` wf,tσR˚,tq
T
pwh,tσR,t ` wf,tσR˚,tq

¯

`
1

2

ˆˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

σJ,t ´ γ pwh,tσR,t ` wf,tσR˚,tq

˙T

ˆˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

σJ,t ´ γ pwh,tσR,t ` wf,tσR˚,tq

˙

σξ,t “

ˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

σJ,t ´ γ pwh,tσR,t ` wf,tσR˚,tq (B.27)

Similarly, for the foreign investor:

µξ˚,t “ Θ˚
1P

˚1´ψ˚

t J˚t `Θ˚
2 `

ˆ

1´ γ˚

1´ ψ˚

˙ˆ

µJ˚,t ´
1

2
σTJ˚,tσJ˚,t

˙

(B.28)

´ γ
´

rt ` w
˚
h,t pµR,t ´ rtq ` w

˚
f,t pµR˚,t ´ rtq ´ P

˚1´ψ
t J˚t

¯

`
γ

2

´

`

w˚h,tσR,t ` w
˚
f,tσR˚,t

˘T `
w˚h,tσR,t ` w

˚
f,tσR˚,t

˘

¯

`
1

2

ˆˆ

1´ γ˚

1´ ψ˚

˙

σJ˚,t ´ γ
˚
`

w˚h,tσR,t ` w
˚
f,tσR˚,t

˘

˙T

ˆˆ

1´ γ˚

1´ ψ˚

˙

σJ˚,t ´ γ
˚
`

w˚h,tσR,t ` w
˚
f,tσR˚,t

˘

˙

σξ˚,t “

ˆ

1´ γ˚

1´ ψ˚

˙

σJ˚,t ´ γ
˚
`

w˚h,tσR,t ` w
˚
f,tσR˚,t

˘

(B.29)

Under complete markets:

dξt
ξt
“ ´rtdt´ κ

T
t d
~Zt (B.30)

dξ˚t
ξ˚t

“ ´rtdt´ κ
T
t d
~Zt
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where rt, κt are the interest rate and the (two-dimensional) price of risk that are equal
for both investors when markets are complete and risk sharing is perfect.

One can show that:

κt “ γttztσR,t ` p1´ ztqσR˚,tu (B.31)

´ γt

"

xt

ˆ

1

γ

˙ˆ

1´ γ

1´ ψ

˙

σJ,t ` p1´ xtq

ˆ

1

γ˚

˙ˆ

1´ γ˚

1´ ψ˚

˙

σJ˚,t

*

where, as a reminder, zt “
Qt

Qt`Q
˚
t
“

Qt
Wt`W

˚
t

is the ratio of domestic equity price to world

wealth.

Next: expression for rt and special cases.
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C. Numerical Resolution

To solve the problem numerically, I use projection methods based on Chebyshev polynomials
and orthogonal collocation. The method follows Judd (1992, 1998). It is also presented in
the NBER Summer SI Lecture by Fernández-Villaverde and Christiano (2011) and in Parra-
Alvarez (2018) among others, and is applied to multi-agent asset pricing models for instance
in Drechsler et al. (2018), Fang (2019), and Kargar (2019).

The model can be written as a system of equations

HpGq “ 0 (C.1)

where G : r0, 1s ˆ r0, 1s Ñ RM is a function of the state variables X “ px, yq1: GpXq.
H : B1 Ñ B2 is an operator, where B1,B2 are spaces of functions. 0 is the zero of B2.

The name of the game is to solve an approximate version of (C.1)

ĤpĜq « 0 pHpĜq « 0 in our caseq (C.2)

Specifically, I pick a basis tΨijpx, yqu
N,N
i“1,j“1 for the space of functions and use it to ap-

proximate the following variables: G ” tJt, J
˚
t , Ft, F

˚
t , qt, wh,t, wf,tu. All other variables

and quantities of the model can be expressed as a function of those variables.

Any g : r0, 1s ˆ r0, 1s Ñ Dg Ă R in G is approximated at the order N as follows

ĝpXq “
N
ÿ

i“0

N
ÿ

j“0

a
pNq
ij Ψ

pNq
ij px, yq (C.3)

where a
pNq
ij are coefficients to solve for.

I use the tensor product of Chebyshev polynomials of order 0 to N as basis

Ψ
pNq
ij pXq “ Ti pωpxqqTi pωpyqq (C.4)

where ωpxq “ 2px ´ 1q, ωpyq “ 2py ´ 1q transform x and y from r0, 1s to r´1, 1s over
which Chebyshev polynomials are defined.

Define the residual function as

RpX; aq ” ĤpĜpXqq (C.5)

Once each variable is expressed as a function of g P G and state variables X “ px, yq1, Ĝ
and RpX; aq can be constructed. The last (and main) step is to find the vector of coefficients
a so that

RpX; aq « 0 (C.6)
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More precisely, for some objective function ρ, I pick

â “ arg min
a
ρ pRpX; aq,0q (C.7)

There exist different methods depending on the choice of ρ (i.e. different ways to project):
weighted least squares, Galerkin methods, method of moments, or collocation methods. For
the latter, the weight function is the Dirac delta function, i.e. the residual is set to 0
at specific points of the state space. For the orthogonal collocation that I use here, the
collocation points are picked as the zeros of the basis, i.e. the Chebyshev zeros. In practice,
I use N “ 30 in most cases, and build the basis using the CompEcon package of Miranda and
Fackler (2004). The optimization is based on the fsolve function of Matlab, and is checked
with a number of optimizers from the Global Optimization Toolbox.

Instead of using the tensor product, refined ways of constructing the basis and grid are
also possible such as complete polynomials or Smolyak’s algorithm. They are not necessary
here but could prove useful when the number of state variables increases. The approximation
can also be based on a number of other polynomials such as splines.

However, for high-dimensional settings such as the ones likely to arise for extensions
of the framework in this paper, those methods rapidly become computationally too costly.
This is particularly so if the order of approximation needs to be high due to the presence
of strong non-linearities (e.g. with the introduction of portfolio constraints). An alternative
that seems to have promise in that context is to extend projection methods by replacing
the Chebysev approximation by a neural network approximation, which is naturally able
to handle high-dimensional cases. I am developing those “projection methods via neural
networks” for continuous-time models in Sauzet (2020c). Details are provided in Appendix
E.3.
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D. Special Cases

D.1. Planner under symmetric CRRA preferences

The social planner problem under CRRA and symmetric preferences (same parameters,
except for home bias in consumption α, which is symmetric) is as follows

max
tCh,u,Cf,u,C

˚
h,u,C

˚
f,uu

8
u

Et
„
ż 8

t

e´ρpu´tq
ˆ

λ
C1´γ
u

1´ γ
` p1´ λq

C˚1´γu

1´ γ

˙

du



(D.1)

subject to

dYu “ µY,udu` σ
T
Y,ud~zu (D.2)

dY ˚u “ µY ˚,udu` σ
T
Y ˚,ud~zu (D.3)

Ch,u ` C
˚
h,u “ Yu (D.4)

Cf,u ` C
˚
f,u “ Y ˚u (D.5)

Cu “
”

α
1
θC

θ´1
θ

h,u ` p1´ αq
1
θC

θ´1
θ

f,u

ı

θ
θ´1

(D.6)

C˚u “
”

p1´ αq
1
θC

˚ θ´1
θ

h,u ` α
1
θC

˚ θ´1
θ

f,u

ı

θ
θ´1

(D.7)

Plugging the market-clearing condition for the two goods, and taking first-order condi-
tions with respect to the home consumption of each gives

λα
1
θC

1
θ
´γ

t C
´ 1
θ

h,t “ p1´ λqp1´ αq
1
θC

˚ 1
θ
´γ

t C
˚´ 1

θ
h,t (D.8)

λp1´ αq
1
θC

1
θ
´γ

t C
´ 1
θ

f,t “ p1´ λqα
1
θC

˚ 1
θ
´γ

t C
˚´ 1

θ
f,t (D.9)

Reorganizing:

C˚h,t
Ch,t

“

ˆ

1´ λ

λ

˙θ ˆ
1´ α

α

˙ˆ

C˚t
Ct

˙1´γθ

(D.10)

C˚f,t
Cf,t

“

ˆ

1´ λ

λ

˙θ ˆ
α

1´ α

˙ˆ

C˚t
Ct

˙1´γθ

(D.11)

Also note that:
C˚f,t
C˚h,t

“

ˆ

α

1´ α

˙2
Cf,t
Ch,t

(D.12)
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Let us use a detour via the decentralized problem and prices to make progress easily.
From the static optimization for consumption baskets:

Ch,t “ α

ˆ

pt
Pt

˙´θ

Ct (D.13)

Cf,t “ p1´ αq

ˆ

p˚t
Pt

˙´θ

Ct (D.14)

C˚h,t “ p1´ αq

ˆ

pt
P ˚t

˙´θ

C˚t (D.15)

C˚f,t “ α

ˆ

p˚t
P ˚t

˙´θ

C˚t (D.16)

where pt, p
˚
t are prices of goods, and Pt, P

˚
t are the prices of the home and foreign con-

sumption basket:

Pt “
“

αp1´θt ` p1´ αqp˚1´θt

‰
1

1´θ (D.17)

P ˚t “
“

p1´ αqp1´θt ` αp˚1´θt

‰
1

1´θ (D.18)

Plugging (D.13) and (D.14) in (D.10) yields a relationship between C˚t {Ct and the real
exchange rate Et

Et ”
P ˚t
Pt
“

ˆ

1´ λ

λ

˙ˆ

C˚t
Ct

˙´γ

” φ

ˆ

C˚t
Ct

˙´γ

(D.19)

ô
C˚t
Ct
“ φ

1
γ E

´ 1
γ

t (D.20)

This is nothing but the Backus-Smith condition in this special case. Let us show that
Et is a function of Yt{Y

˚
t only, so that C˚t {Ct is too. To do so, I first look for an equation

for qt ” p˚t {pt, the terms of trade, as a function of which Et and all other prices can be
expressed.

Plugging (D.13) into (D.16) in the market-clearing condition for goods yields

α

ˆ

pt
Pt

˙´θ

Ct ` p1´ αq

ˆ

pt
P ˚t

˙´θ

C˚t “ Yt (D.21)

p1´ αq

ˆ

p˚t
Pt

˙´θ

Ct ` α

ˆ

p˚t
P ˚t

˙´θ

C˚t “ Y ˚t (D.22)
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Dividing the two:

q´θt

˜

α ` p1´ αqEθt
C˚t
Ct

p1´ αq ` αEθt
C˚t
Ct

¸

“
Yt
Y ˚t

“
yt

1´ yt
(D.23)

ñ qt “ S
1
θ
t

ˆ

Yt
Y ˚t

˙
1
θ

“ S
1
θ
t

ˆ

yt
1´ yt

˙
1
θ

(D.24)

where

St “
p1´ αq ` αEθt

C˚t
Ct

α ` p1´ αqEθt
C˚t
Ct

“
p1´ αq ` αφ

1
γ E

θ´ 1
γ

t

α ` p1´ αqφ
1
γ E

θ´ 1
γ

t

(D.25)

As a side note, if the IES is equal to the elasticity of substitution between goods (ψ “
γ´1 “ θ)

qt “ S̄
1
θ

ˆ

Yt
Y ˚t

˙
1
θ

with S̄ “
p1´ αq ` αφ

1
γ

α ` p1´ αqφ
1
γ

(D.26)

To find an equation for qt in the general case, let us use the expression for Et as a function
of qt

Et “
P ˚t
Pt
“

ˆ

p1´ αq ` αq1´θt

α ` p1´ αqq1´θt

˙

1
1´θ

(D.27)

Plugging this expression in the above, this yields a non-linear equation for qt as a function
of Yt{Y

˚
t “ yt{p1´ ytq

qθt “
p1´ αq ` αφ

1
γ

´

p1´αq`αq1´θt

α`p1´αqq1´θt

¯

γθ´1
γp1´θq

α ` p1´ αqφ
1
γ

´

p1´αq`αq1´θt

α`p1´αqq1´θt

¯

γθ´1
γp1´θq

ˆ

yt
1´ yt

˙

(D.28)

I solve for qt as a function of yt “ Yt{pYt ` Y ˚t q because this variable is in r0, 1s. This is
more stable than to solve for a function on r0,8q. It also makes comparing this solution to
the decentralized one easier. To do so, I approximate qpytq using Chebyshev polynomials of
order N “ 100, on N ` 1 grid points.
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Once I obtain qt “ qpytq, Et follows from (D.27), C˚t {Ct follows from (D.20), C˚h,t{Ch,t and
C˚f,t{Cf,t from (D.10) and (D.11), and Cf,t{Ch,t and C˚f,t{C

˚
h,t from

Cf,t
Ch,t

“

p1´ αq
´

p˚t
Pt

¯´θ

Ct

α
´

pt
Pt

¯´θ

Ct

“

ˆ

1´ α

α

˙

q´θt (D.29)

C˚f,t
C˚h,t

“
α pp˚t {P

˚
t q
´θ C˚t

p1´ αq
´

pt
P˚t

¯´θ

C˚t

“

ˆ

α

1´ α

˙

q´θt (D.30)

The resulting functions are shown in the Figure below.
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To obtain the variables in levels, we can also used the formulas derived above. Denote

C˚h,t
Ch,t

” ghpytq (D.31)

C˚f,t
Cf,t

” gf pytq (D.32)

Using the market-clearing condition:

Ch,t “

ˆ

1

1` ghpytq

˙

Yt ” hhpytqYt (D.33)

C˚h,t “

ˆ

ghpytq

1` ghpytq

˙

Yt ” p1´ hhpytqqYt (D.34)

Cf,t “

ˆ

1

1` gf pytq

˙

Y ˚t ” p1´ hf pytqqY
˚
t (D.35)

C˚f,t “

ˆ

gf pytq

1` gf pytq

˙

Y ˚t ” hf pytqY
˚
t (D.36)

Aggregate consumptions can be obtained by plugging the above in their definitions

Ct “
”

α
1
θ phhpytqYtq

θ´1
θ ` p1´ αq

1
θ pp1´ hf pytqqY

˚
t q

θ´1
θ

ı
θ
θ´1

(D.37)

C˚t “
”

p1´ αq
1
θ pp1´ hhpytqqYtq

θ´1
θ ` α

1
θ phf pytqY

˚
t q

θ´1
θ

ı
θ
θ´1

(D.38)

Let us now focus on further variables of interest for asset pricing: equity prices, and
wealth.

Qt “ Et
„
ż 8

t

ξu
ξt
puYudu



(D.39)

Q˚t “ Et
„
ż 8

t

ξ˚u
ξ˚t
p˚uY

˚
u du



(D.40)

Wt “ Et
„
ż 8

t

ξu
ξt
PuCudu



(D.41)

W ˚
t “ Et

„
ż 8

t

ξ˚u
ξ˚t
P ˚uC

˚
udu



(D.42)

ξt, ξ
˚
t are the stochastic discount factors for the home and the foreign agent

ξt ” e´ρtP´1t C´γt (D.43)

ξ˚t ” e´ρtP ˚´1t C˚´γt (D.44)
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In this complete-market world, they are related by the following relation

ξt “ φξ˚t “

ˆ

1´ λ

λ

˙

ξ˚t (D.45)

which is nothing but equation (D.20) above, i.e. the Backus-Smith condition.

From here, I then obtain ODEs for the following functions (in fact I obtain it for Jt “
Pψt Ct
Wt

to match the decentralized solution)

F´1t ”
Qt

ptYt
“ Et

„
ż 8

t

ξu
ξt

pu
pt

Yu
Yt
du



(D.46)

F ˚´1t ”
Q˚t
p˚t Y

˚
t

“ Et
„
ż 8

t

ξ˚u
ξ˚t

p˚u
p˚t

Y ˚u
Y ˚t

du



(D.47)

J´1t ”
Wt

PtCt
“ Et

„
ż 8

t

ξu
ξt

Pu
Pt

Cu
Ct
du



(D.48)

J˚´1t ”
W ˚
t

P ˚t C
˚
t

“ Et
„
ż 8

t

ξ˚u
ξ˚t

P ˚u
P ˚t

C˚u
C˚t

du



(D.49)

After deriving and solving those ODEs, the equilibrium obtained is the same as the one
from the decentralized solution under CRRA preferences.

Solving for the equilibrium using the planner could be extended to recursive preferences
following the approach in Dumas et al. (2000).
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E. Extensions

E.1. Extension 1: global asset manager and the Global Financial Cycle
(Sauzet, 2020a)

From the perspective of modeling the international financial system, an aspect that is in-
creasingly being recognized as primordial is the role of global financial intermediaries. Those
global intermediaries can be involved in the dealing of foreign currencies, in the spirit of Hau
and Rey (2006) and Gabaix and Maggiori (2015), can play the role of bankers as in Maggiori
(2017) and Jiang et al. (2020), or can play the role of global asset managers, like below.
The main intuition is that because of their different preferences and limited risk-bearing
capacity, the capitalization of those financial intermediaries is a prime determinant of asset
prices, interest rates, exchange rates, and other economic outcomes worldwide. The presence
of such global intermediaries is not only relevant from the perspective of realism, but could
introduce a mechanism through which to capture additional aspects of the Global Financial
Cycle of Rey (2013) and Miranda-Agrippino and Rey (2020), pertaining to the leverage and
role of intermediaries. By way of an example, I briefly present one, the addition of a global
asset manager, that I am exploring in ongoing work Sauzet (2020a). Figure F.2 summarizes
the set-up.

The global asset manager constitutes a third type of investor, whose preferences, albeit
still recursive and over the two goods, have the following specificities: (i) because she is a
global citizen, the global asset manager has no particular bias towards any of the goods, and
(ii) she is significantly more risk-tolerant than the consumer-investor of each country. The
last point is in the spirit of the intermediary asset pricing literature, which typically models
bankers as agents with lower risk aversion. Even though the current version of this work
does not feature them, the limited risk-bearing capacity of the global asset manager, in the
form for instance of portfolio constraints, will be an important addition.

The equilibrium can be represented as a function of three state variables, Xt ” pxt, yt, utq
1.

xt is the wealth share of the domestic investor and is defined as before with the caveat that
now, Wt`W

˚
t does not sum up to total world wealth, which is Wt`W

˚
t `W

glam
t and includes

the wealth of the global asset manager W glam
t . yt still captures the relative supply of the

goods. ut, the new state variable, captures the share of world wealth held by the global asset
manager.89 In summary:

xt ”
Wt

Wt `W ˚
t

; yt ”
Yt

Yt ` Y ˚t
; ut ”

W glam
t

Wt `W ˚
t `W

glam
t

(E.1)

Equations are presented in Sauzet (2020a), and Figure E.1 shows the results. The pref-
erence heterogeneity of the global asset manager, coupled with that of the investor of each

89The share of the domestic and foreign investor in world wealth are now obtained as xtp1´ utq and xtut.
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country, is able to generate rich patterns in global asset prices, interest rates, goods prices,
and portfolios, even without portfolio constraints. For instance, the Sharpe ratio on the
domestic asset is much larger when the global asset manager is poorly capitalized (ut small),
reflecting the higher compensation for risk required by the domestic and foreign consumer-
investors to hold the domestic equity asset. This is also true for foreign equity, and points
to the fact that a poorly capitalized global asset manager, a proxy more generally for the
global financial system, leads to increased risk premia throughout the world, in a pattern
reminiscent of a Global Financial Cycle. This mechanism could complement the one stem-
ming from the role of the domestic country as world banker discussed in the main application
in Section 4.3, by introducing financial intermediaries in the picture. When this happens,
the risk premia on equity assets are also more dependent on the repartition of wealth across
the remaining investors, captured by xt, consistent with a crisis situation in which the iden-
tity of the average holder of an asset matters more and assets rapidly changing hands are
accompanied by large swings in returns. The capitalization of the global asset manager also
matters for interest rate, which tends to decrease as ut gets small, reflecting a lower average
risk tolerance in the economy, which corresponds with a higher demand for the safe asset
(the international riskless bond). Goods prices are also affected, with the exchange rate
depending significantly more on the allocation of wealth across consumer-investor. Note also
the impact on portfolios: not only is the portfolio of the global asset manager getting further
from the market portfolio as ut decreases, but it is also increasingly affected by the allocation
of wealth among the remaining consumer-investors. This reflects the fact that because she
is not biased towards any particular asset, the global asset manager is here to pick up the
opposite side of the trades for the other two investors, and this leads to wild changes in her
portfolios especially as she gets less well-capitalized.

This brief illustration shows the promise of introducing global financial intermediaries in
the framework of this paper, and highlights how it can complement the mechanisms discussed
previously in the main application.
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Figure E.1: Equilibrium in the presence of a global asset manager

Notes: Calibration: γglam “ 2 ă γ “ γ˚ “ 8, ψ “ 0.2, α “ 0.85, ρ “ 1%. xt is the wealth share of the
domestic investor as a fraction of Wt `W˚

t . yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures
fundamentals. ut is the share of world wealth held by the global asset manager.
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E.2. Extension 2: towards a solution to the reserve currency paradox
(Sauzet, 2020b)

In addition to global financial intermediaries, further extensions of the framework could help
make way towards resolving the so-called “reserve currency paradox” emphasized by Maggiori
(2017) and to which the reader is referred for details. The paradox appears as follows in the
framework of my paper. Consider again that the domestic country represents the United
States, the risk-tolerant country at the center of the international financial system. As we
have seen, and consistent with Gourinchas et al. (2017): in normal times, the country enjoys
an exorbitant privilege by earnings higher returns on average due to its riskier position,
but in crisis times, it bears the exorbitant duty of insuring the rest of the world through
a wealth transfer. In turn, because of the home bias in consumption, this wealth transfer
towards the rest of the world tends to increase the price of foreign goods, which pushes
up the price of the foreign basket and lead the domestic currency, the US dollar in this
case, to depreciate. The reserve currency paradox resides in the fact that this is clearly
counterfactual: empirically, the US dollar tends to appreciate in crisis, which is one of the
main reasons why it is the world’s major reserve currency in the first place. As discussed
in Maggiori (2017), this paradox does not depend on the specifics of the underlying model
– for instance, the framework in this paper is quite different from his. Instead, it is deeply
rooted in the presence of the home bias in consumption, an aspect that goes back all the
way to the classical “transfer problem” of Keynes and Ohlin discussed previously.

Maggiori (2017) presents a potential resolution based on trade costs depending negatively
on the capitalization of financial intermediaries. Another part of the story, that I plan to
implement in the current framework, relies on the importance of trade in bonds. Specifically,
times of crisis are periods in which the demand for safe assets usually skyrockets (“risk-
off” episodes). Because the United States is the main provider of safe asset worldwide,
this sudden increase in the demand for US Treasuries goes hand-in-hand with a strong
upward pressure on the currency in which they are denominated. This, in my view, is one
of the main ultimate drivers of US dollar appreciation in times of crisis. To introduce such
channels in the framework developed in this paper, I plan to include the following elements
in future extensions (Sauzet (2020b), ongoing). First, the demand for safe asset must be
meaningfully time-varying, which I plan to generate from time-varying risk aversion in the
form of heterogeneous investors with varying degrees of risk aversion within countries. A
risk-off episode would therefore correspond to an event in which the risk-tolerant investor of a
country is poorly capitalized. Second, the bond of the center country should be particularly
attractive in difficult times90, which could come from an ad-hoc feature or potentially by
assuming that the size of the center country is larger so that its bond ensures against a
larger share of world shocks, in the spirit of Hassan (2013).91 Third, for this “trade in

90A related and subtle point is to disentangle the extent to which the upward pressure on US Treasuries is
itself driven by the safety of the US dollar in times of crisis.

91To do this, reformulating the output share yt by adapting the share process of Menzly et al. (2004); Santos
and Veronesi (2006) as mentioned previously could be particularly useful.
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assets” channel to matter enough for exchange rates so as to reverse the reserve currency
paradox driven by the trade in goods, the introduction of global financial intermediaries will
be important quantitatively. They could take the form of global asset managers as presented
above, intermediating trade in assets, or of global foreign currency dealers in the spirit of Hau
and Rey (2006) and Gabaix and Maggiori (2015). Their role would be to ensure that, like
in practice, the increased demand for bonds is met with limited capacity, which ultimately
leads to an upward pressure on the price of the US currency. Finally, the introduction of
portfolio constraints, for both global intermediaries and for the different investors within
each country, as well as other sources of market incompleteness, will also prove important
for the mechanism to have bite quantitatively.
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E.3. Extension 3: projection methods via neural networks (Sauzet,
2020c)

The extensions above make clear that the number of state variables is likely to rapidly
increase with additions to the framework. Projection methods are conceptually well-suited
to contexts with multiple state variables, and are typically better able to handle a larger
number of them than other approaches like finite-difference methods, which become rapidly
computationally too costly.92 As a result, they are well-adapted to the environment in
this paper. To be sure however, computationally, traditional projection methods also are
very much subject to the curse of dimensionality, and scaling the number of state variables
further up will prove limited using standard Chebyshev polynomials. For instance, even
the addition of a third state variable, like in the global asset manager extension above,
renders the resolution significantly slower, and increasing the order of approximation much
beyond N “ 10 proves difficult. More refined ways to construct the Chebyshev polynomials
and corresponding grids, such as complete polynomials or Smolyak’s algorithm, could help.
Ultimately however, they are also limited and methods able to handle higher-dimensional
cases will be required.

One such method consists in naturally extending the concept of projection approaches,
but to replace the Chebyshev polynomials in the approximation by neural networks. In
ongoing work (Sauzet, 2020c), I am developing these “projection methods via neural net-
works” to be applied to continuous-time problems like the one in this paper. The use not
only of neural networks, but of the whole eco-system of related packages, proves of tremen-
dous importance. First, those packages and environments, like Tensor Flow on which my
implementation is based, are specifically designed for very high-dimensional contexts such
as computer vision or other artificial-intelligence-type problems. As such, they are able to
handle billions of observations and multiple millions of parameters. Even in the framework
of this paper, this would allow me to focus on a much finer grid than do Chebyshev polyno-
mials. Second, provided that one is judicious in the choice of the specification of the neural
networks (typically in the choice of activation functions), they are naturally able to handle
very non-linear functions. This aspect will prove particularly important when introducing
portfolio constraints, which typically lead to sharp non-linearities, and are not necessarily
handled well by Chebyshev polynomials especially of low order. Third, fitting neural net-
works conceptually in a projection framework is also particularly useful. Contrary to other
methods based on neural networks that are more akin to value function iteration, e.g. Duarte
(2019), a method expressed in a projection approach framework is able to naturally handle
even cases for which value function iteration is difficult to adapt. For instance, economies
with multiple agents and incomplete markets, for which there are several value functions
as well as other unknown functions, would be difficult to cast in a value function iteration
framework, but pose no particular problem for projection methods via neural networks.

Overall, the method has promise. For instance, I solve a “Ten Trees” equivalent to

92The method currently developed in Hansen et al. (2018) could potentially help from that perspective.
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Cochrane et al. (2008)’s “Two Trees” without particular difficulty, a fit that would prove
impossible for Chebyshev polynomials, and even less so for finite-different methods.93

93On this problem, Martin (2013) proposes an alternative method that proves promising even with five or
six trees, and possibly more. The method also allows for jumps.
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F. Additional Figures

F.1. Economic set-up

Figure F.1: Baseline international economy

Notes: Back to main text: Section 2.
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Figure F.2: International economy in the presence of a global asset manager

Notes: Back to main text: Section 4.5, back to Appendix: Section E.1.
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F.2. Distributions

All distributions, unless otherwise specified are obtained from nsim “ 1, 000 paths of length
T “ 250 years, with dt “ 0.01 (biweekly frequency), starting from X0 “ p1{2, 1{2q. The dis-
tributions are shown from the top, and for visibility each point visited during the simulation
is shown with the same intensity.

Figure F.3: Distribution of the state variables in the baseline calibration

(a) CRRA: ψ “ 1{γ, α “ 0.75 (b) ψ “ 0.2, α “ 0.75

(c) Baseline: ψ “ 2, α “ 0.75 (d) ψ “ 2, α “ 0.8

Notes: xt, the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor,
is shown on the vertical axis. yt, the domestic output share, which captures fundamentals, is shown on
horizontal axis. Distribution seen from the top, and obtained from nsim “ 1, 000 paths of length T “ 250,
with dt “ 0.01, starting from X0 “ p1{2, 1{2q.
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Figure F.4: Distribution of the state variables under imperfect financial integration

(a) ψ “ 0.2, τ “ 0%
(b) ψ “ 0.2, τ “ 10% (c) ψ “ 0.2, τ “ 25%

(d) ψ “ 2, τ “ 0% (e) ψ “ 2, τ “ 10% (f) ψ “ 0.2, τ “ 75%

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1 (specifically ψ “ 2),
except for labor income µ. xt, the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the
domestic investor, is shown on the vertical axis. yt, the domestic output share, which captures fundamentals,
is shown on horizontal axis. Distribution seen from the top, and obtained from nsim “ 1, 000 paths of length
T “ 250, with dt “ 0.01, starting from X0 “ p1{2, 1{2q.
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Figure F.5: Distribution of the state variables in the presence of labor income (δ)

(a) Baseline: δ “ 0% (b) δ “ 10%

(c) δ “ 25% (d) δ “ 62.5%

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1 (specifically ψ “ 2),
except for labor income δ. xt, the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the
domestic investor, is shown on the vertical axis. yt, the domestic output share, which captures fundamentals,
is shown on horizontal axis. Distribution seen from the top, and obtained from nsim “ 1, 000 paths of length
T “ 250, with dt “ 0.01, starting from X0 “ p1{2, 1{2q.
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F.3. Evolution of the distribution of Xt over time

Figure F.6: Marginal distributions for xt and yt over time (Normal kernel, baseline calibra-
tion)
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Notes: xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor.
yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals. Distribution obtained from
nsim “ 1, 000 paths of length T “ 250, with dt “ 0.01, starting from X0 “ p1{2, 1{2q.

Figure F.7: Marginal distributions for xt and yt over time (Epanechnikov kernel, baseline
calibration)
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Notes: xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor.
yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals. Distribution obtained from
nsim “ 1, 000 paths of length T “ 250, with dt “ 0.01, starting from X0 “ p1{2, 1{2q.
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Figure F.8: Marginal distributions for xt and yt over time (Normal kernel, γ “ 7.5 ă γ˚ “ 15)
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Notes: xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor.
yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals. Distribution obtained from
nsim “ 1, 000 paths of length T “ 250, with dt “ 0.01, starting from X0 “ p1{2, 1{2q.

Figure F.9: Marginal distributions for xt and yt over time (Epanechnikov kernel, γ “ 7.5 ă
γ˚ “ 15)
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Notes: xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor.
yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals. Distribution obtained from
nsim “ 1, 000 paths of length T “ 250, with dt “ 0.01, starting from X0 “ p1{2, 1{2q.
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F.4. Portfolios at the symmetric point

Figure F.10: Equity portfolio at Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q and home bias in consumption α
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Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1, except α. The
figure shows portfolios when both the allocation of wealth (xt) and the relative supply (yt) are symmetric,
Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q.
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Figure F.11: Equity portfolio at Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q and risk aversion γ
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Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1, except γ. The
figure shows portfolios when both the allocation of wealth (xt) and the relative supply (yt) are symmetric,
Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q.
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Figure F.12: Equity portfolio at Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q and elasticity of intertemp. substitution ψ
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Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1, except ψ. The
figure shows portfolios when both the allocation of wealth (xt) and the relative supply (yt) are symmetric,
Xt “ p1{2, 1{2q.
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F.5. Representations as a function of both state variables

Figure F.13: Relative dividends: p˚t Y
˚
t {pptYtq

(a) θ “ 0.9˚ ă 1 (b) θ “ 2 ą 1

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration of Assumption 1, except for the elasticity of substitution across
goods, θ. * For Panel (a), γ “ 15, ψ “ 1{γ, α “ 0.58 (final calibration ongoing). xt is the wealth share,
which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply of the
domestic good, which captures fundamentals.
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Figure F.14: Direct impact of the wealth share

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth
share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply of
the domestic good, which captures fundamentals. Corresponding three-dimensional representations: Figure
F.33.
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Figure F.15: Expected risk premia, Sharpe ratios, and interest rate

(a) Domestic (µR,t ´ rt,%) (b) Foreign (µR˚,t ´ rt,%) (c) Interest rate (rt,%)

(d) Domestic (SRt) (e) Foreign (SR˚t )

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth share, which captures the
share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply of the domestic good,
which captures fundamentals. Corresponding representation when xt “ 1{2: Figure 4.
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F.6. Effect of the home bias in consumption

Figure F.16: Direct impact of the wealth share for α “ 0.85

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1, except that α “ 0.85.
xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is
the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.
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Figure F.17: Components of the domestic portfolio with α “ 0.85

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1, except that α “ 0.85.
xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is
the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.
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F.7. Effect of imperfect financial integration

Figure F.18: Domestic equity portfolio vs. market portfolio
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Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration of Assumption 1, except for ψ and τ . The figure shows a cut in
which the allocation of wealth is symmetric (xt “ 1{2). yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which
captures fundamentals. Effect on the home bias measure HBt: Figure 8.
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F.8. Application: The International Financial System

Figure F.19: Drift of the wealth share (µx,txt)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration of Assumption 1, except that γ “ 8 ă γ˚ “ 15, ψ “ 0.5, and
τ “ 15%. xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor.
yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.

Figure F.20: Diffusion of the wealth share (σx,txt)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration of Assumption 1, except that γ “ 8 ă γ˚ “ 15, ψ “ 0.5, and
τ “ 15%. xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor.
yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.
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Figure F.21: Dividend yields in the application of Section 4

(a) Domestic equity asset: Ft (b) Foreign equity asset: F ˚t

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration of Assumption 1, except that γ “ 8 ă γ˚ “ 15, ψ “ 0.5, and
τ “ 15%. xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor.
yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.
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Figure F.22: Second moments of returns in the application of Section 4

(a) Diffusion of domestic returns: σR,t (b) Diffusion of foreign returns: σR˚,t

(c) Domestic volatility (%):
`

σTR,tσR,t
˘´1{2

(c) Foreign volaility (%):
`

σTR˚,tσR˚,t
˘´1{2

(e) Conditional cov.: covtpdRt, dR
˚
t qdt

´1 (f) Conditional corr.: corrtpdRt, dR
˚
t qdt

´1

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration of Assumption 1, except that γ “ 8 ă γ˚ “ 15, ψ “ 0.5, and
τ “ 15%. xt is the wealth share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor.
yt is the relative supply of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.
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F.9. Other three-dimensional figures

Figure F.23: Conditional elasticities of the domestic marginal value of wealth (Jt)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth
share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply
of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.

Figure F.24: Drift of the wealth share (µx,txt)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth
share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply
of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.
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Figure F.25: Diffusion of the wealth share (σx,txt)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth
share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply
of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals. Corresponding two-dimensional representation: Figure
1.
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Figure F.26: Components of the drift of the wealth share (µx,txt)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth
share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply
of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.
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Figure F.27: Drift of the wealth share (µx,txt) under imperfect financial integration (ψ “

0.2, τ “ 10%)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth
share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply
of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.

Figure F.28: Diffusion of the wealth share (σx,txt) under imperfect financial integration (ψ “
0.2, τ “ 10%)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth
share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply
of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.
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Figure F.29: Components of the drift of the wealth share (µx,txt) under imperfect financial
integration (ψ “ 0.2, τ “ 10%)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth
share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply
of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.
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Figure F.30: Dividend yields

(a) ψ “ 0.2 (b) ψ “ 2

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth
share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply
of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.
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Figure F.31: Sharpe ratios

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth
share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply
of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals.
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Figure F.32: Comovement of returns

Conditional covariance:
covtpdRt, dR

˚
t qdt

´1

Conditional correlation:
corrtpdRt, dR

˚
t qdt

´1

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth
share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply
of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals. Corresponding two-dimensional representation: Figure
5.
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Figure F.33: Direct impact of the wealth share

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth
share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply
of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals. Corresponding two-dimensional representation: Figure
F.14.
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Figure F.34: Components of the domestic portfolio (as compared to the market portfolio)

Notes: Based on the symmetric calibration under perfect risk sharing of Assumption 1. xt is the wealth
share, which captures the share of worldwide wealth held by the domestic investor. yt is the relative supply
of the domestic good, which captures fundamentals. Corresponding two-dimensional representation: Figure
7.
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